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ABSTRACT 

The advancement of information and communications technology (ICT) and web 

services offers a promising opportunity for e-government service integration, which 

can improve the availability and quality of e-government services. One of the key 

challenges in electronic government (e-government) is the composition of standalone 

e-government services to achieve complex services. In recent years, the life event 

model as ontology has been introduced as the core element of integrating complexity 

of service delivery to improve the efficiency and reusability of e-government services, 

and web-based information management systems. Despite the conceptual emergence 

of life event ontology, the question as to how ontology can be used to effectively 

model life events to support e-government government to citizen service integration 

remains. Furthermore, privacy concerns represents a major barrier for citizens to 

accept e-government services, and the question of how to address these privacy issues 

is becoming increasingly important as the government moves to push service delivery 

online. Although solutions have been recently suggested in the literature to deal with 

privacy concerns, there are few practical approaches for helping citizens to create 

their preferences for privacy protection based on various aspects of privacy policy. 

These preferences include purpose, retention, consent and the protection of personal 

information in the context of using e-government services. 

As a step forward to satisfy the above requirements and to address some of the 

current challenges, this thesis presents a new framework for supporting e-government 

service integration based on a life event model. More specifically, the framework 

enables the system to automatically discover, select, compose and execute correct 

service across multiple web applications for appropriate life events and to allow a 

citizen to set up their privacy preferences and to support computerisation of these 

preferences so that these preferences can be guaranteed. 
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The main contributions are fivefold: (i) the proposal of a conceptual framework of e-

government service integration based on life events, (ii) the development of a new 

life-event model using ontology technique and the methodology to model life events 

as an ontology model for e-government service integration, (iii) the development of  a 

novel citizen personal information sensitivity model with privacy awareness for 

supporting citizens in expressing their privacy preferences and for granting the 

protection of citizens’ personal information, (iv) the development of a suite of 

techniques to implement the framework including a practical solution to enforce the 

privacy policies in relation to citizens’ personal information during e-government 

service integration, and (v) the manifestation of the validity of the proposed 

framework, models and techniques through the creation of a working prototype of an 

integrated e-government service system in a specific e-government domain in  Saudi 

Arabia.  

The significance of this study can be seen from the fact that it: (i) enables the domain 

expert to model effective life-events based on the use of ontology building 

methodology, (ii) enables effective modeling of citizens’ personal information, (iii) 

enables citizens to specify their privacy preferences, (iv) ensures that citizens can be 

well informed in terms of what information is used, what purpose is it used for, where 

and how it is stored and who will handle the information, and  (v) enforces  privacy 

policies which correspond to the citizens’ privacy preferences so that their privacy 

concerns can be properly addressed and  that citizens’ personal information will be 

protected and guaranteed against unauthorized access, loss, misuse or alterations 

based on their privacy preferences. Based on the outcomes of this study, the 

integrated e-government systems can significantly improve the accessibility of e-

government services and enhance the citizens' trust toward the integrated government 

e-service systems. 

Keywords:  

e-government service, service integration, ontology, life event, privacy 
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CHAPTER 1                              

 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
The rapid development and uptake of Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) is increasing the efficiency of electronic government services (e-government 

services). Governments have adopted some e-government approaches by using ICT as 

a tool to create more accessible, transparent, effective and accountable government; to 

provide long-term benefits to citizens, businesses and inter-government entities; to 

increase the provision of e-government services by enhancing trust and confidence in 

online interactions with citizens (Chen et al. 2009; Tohidi 2011; Walsham 2013).  

Although e-government services are currently gaining momentum all over the world, 

as evidenced by the fact that numerous solutions and projects are being developed, 

there are some shortcomings in relation to e-government development, such as the lack 

of collaboration and integration between systems within and across government 

departments (and inadequate use of ICT), which can  greatly inconvenience  citizens 

(AGIMO 2008; Almarabeh & AbuAli 2010; Awamleh 2011; Bhattacharya, Gulla & 

Gupta 2012; Chen et al. 2009; Verdegem & Verleye 2009; Yesser 2013).  

E-government service integration refers to the composition of standalone services 

(which may be considered or labelled elementary) to achieve more complex integrated 

services (Sanati & Lu 2008; Vintar & Leben 2002) . One example of e-government 

service integration is the application for Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah Scholarship 

Program (SAKASP—a program that provides financial support to eligible Saudi 

Arabian postgraduate students). The online submission and collection of related 
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information requires the integration of a number of ministries in the Saudi Arabia 

government (Alqahtani, Lu & Lu 2010). 

Moreover, e-government service integration faces  a number of challenges. The first 

challenge is the lack of architecture interoperability (Bhattacharya, Gulla & Gupta 

2012; Gottschalk 2009; Pankowska 2008), which is defined as systems understanding 

and communicating with each other, and users knowing exactly what information they 

will need and which transactions they will have to perform (Ide & Pustejovsky 2010). 

The second challenge is the privacy concern (Almarabeh & AbuAli 2010; Behara, 

Varre & Rao 2009; Bhattacharya, Gulla & Gupta 2012). The growth of the use of ICT 

has affected how citizens interact with governments, especially their use of online 

services in an e-government environment (Tohidi 2011; Walsham 2013). These 

technologies have also affected and will continue to affect how citizens’ information is 

collected, communicated, processed and stored (Cavoukian 2009; Fedorowicz, Gogan 

& Culnan 2010). Therefore, privacy problems in e-government grow in complexity as 

new, powerful and sophisticated technologies emerge. Furthermore, the collection of 

citizens’ personal information by e-government services has both benefits and risk 

implications. In terms of benefits, it is now possible for citizens to access more 

convenient services and save transaction time (AGIMO 2008; Almarabeh & AbuAli 

2010; Chen et al. 2009; Verdegem & Verleye 2009; Yesser 2013). In terms of risk, 

citizens could be required or forced to divulge personal information that could drive 

user concerns over possible malicious or accidental unauthorised divulgence of this 

information (Cavoukian 2009; Warner & Chun 2009; Warner & Soon Ae 2009). 

Therefore, privacy and trust issues have received increasing attention from citizens, 

researchers and governments adopting e-government services. Moreover, citizens 

might not be comfortable using the e-government service integration systems because 

they are not guaranteed that their information will be kept private and confidential 

given the sharp increase in Internet related fraud. The government, therefore, in an 

effort to gain the trust of  citizens, has a prerogative to develop strong privacy 
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protection systems. This is done in an effort to assure citizens of their privacy while 

using e-government systems. 

Prior research has typically defined information privacy as “the claim of individuals, 

groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how and to what extent 

information about them is communicated to others” (Westin 1967). Based on this 

definition of privacy, research related to protecting citizens’ personal information for 

e-government applications should take into account a number of factors when 

implementing privacy protection. The first factor is information privacy policies, 

which are policies that describe duties and expectations of how citizens’ personal 

information data should be managed in government agencies (e.g. purpose, retention, 

recipient, obligation and consent). The information privacy policies play an important 

role in how privacy is handled in different countries. Privacy policies are different in 

many countries; therefore, privacy is affected by geographical location (Banisar 2011). 

Privacy policies might be hard to manage and to enforce via ICT solutions (Guarda & 

Zannone 2009; Rubinstein 2011). The second factor is providing a chance for citizens 

to specify their privacy preferences so that they can govern their own personal 

information (Bélanger & Crossler 2011; Waldo, Lin & Cox 2010; Warner & Chun 

2009).  

The use of the ontology to model the life event approach is blooming because it can 

offer the opportunity to clearly define the concept of a life event in order to use the 

same public service, to simplify the maintenance of life events and easily imagine the 

life events (Trochidis, Tambouris & Tarabanis 2007). Moreover, ontology can be 

useful to represent knowledge about privacy to help users understand privacy policies 

(Antonakopoulou et al. 2010; Beimel & Peleg 2011; Cranor et al. 2002; Hecker, 

Dillon & Chang 2008). Ontology can be defined as the capture, in a formal way, of 

information about a knowledge domain that represents that domain in a manner that 

allows both computers and humans to communicate in the context of that domain 

(Fensel 2001).  
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This study aims to solve the issues of integration of e-government G2C services and 

protection of citizens’ personal information privacy to increase citizens’ confidence in 

using integrated e-government G2C services and further to increase the accessibility of 

e-government services. In particular, how to use ontology techniques to implement 

architecture interoperability and guarantee citizens’ personal information privacy are 

outstanding research challenges. 

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.2 presents the research 

questions; Section 1.3 highlights the research objectives; Section 1.4 provides the 

research methodology and process; Section 1.5 outlines the research contributions; 

Section 1.6 shows the thesis structure; Section 1.7 describes the author’s publications 

related to this study. 

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The key research question is how to properly address the issues of integration of e-

government G2C services and protection of citizens’ personal information privacy to 

increase citizens’ confidence in using integrated e-government G2C services and 

further to increase the accessibility of e-government services. 

The sub-questions are: 

1) Can ontology be used for effectively modeling  life events to support e-government 

G2C service integration? 

2) What is a better model of citizen’s personal information privacy in the context of 

e-government G2C service integration? 

3) What is the suitable technique to protect citizens’ personal information privacy? 

4) What is a feasible framework of integration of e-government G2C service that 

takes into account the privacy issues to improve the accessibility of e-government 

services? 
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Based on our aims and research questions, this project has achieved the following 

objectives: 

Obj1: Develop an effective life event model to support e-government G2C service 

integration.  

This project has achieved this objective by developing an ontology model to represent 

citizen life events based on e-government G2C services, a practical methodology to 

build this ontology-based life event model, a procedures usage (consuming) ontology 

model and it has provided and utilized appropriate infrastructure.  

Obj2: Develop an effective model of citizens’ personal information sensitivity model 

with privacy preferences taken into account. 

This project has achieved this objective by (i) defining a citizens’ personal 

information set, (ii) developing a method to categorize the personal information 

according to sensitivity levels, (iii) developing a method to allow citizens to set 

personal information privacy preferences, and (iv) developing a method to grant 

protection of citizens’ personal information. 

Obj3: Develop a conceptual framework of e-government G2C service integration 

based on life-events with citizens’ privacy taken into account. 

This project has achieved this objective by developing a novel e-government service 

integration framework based on the ontology-based life-event model from Obj.1 and 

the citizens’ personal information sensitivity model with privacy preferences taken 

into account from Obj.2.  

Obj4: Develop a prototype of e-government G2C service integration system based on 

the proposed framework. 

This project has achieved this objective by developing a working prototype of e-

government G2C service integration system using two real-world scenarios. 
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1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS 
A research methodology which has a well defined layout and structure is capable of 

decreasing the time required for the development of the system and raising the 

project’s chance of succeeding. In the field of information technology (IT), research 

methodology refers to all the techniques, methods, processes and tools which are used 

to assist  researchers in their efforts to carry out a project which  lies in the domain of 

information technology (Gallupe, 2007). 

1.4.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

In this project, the Design Based Research Methodology (DBR) has been adopted 

because it has been widely applied as general research methodology in IT field. It has 

five process steps, as illustrated in Figure 1-1 (Kuechler & Vaishnavi 2011).  

  

Figure 1-1 The General Methodology of Research Design (Kuechler & Vaishnavi 2011) 
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1.4.2 RESEARCH PROCESS 

The research process of this project has been formulated as a set of ten tasks as listed 

below: 

Task 1. Conduct an intensive literature review about the research topic to identify the 

gaps in the current research on the chosen research area. 

Task 2. Define the research questions and objectives of this research based on the 

findings of the literature review.  

Task 3. Develop a general conceptual framework of e-government G2C service 

integration based on a life-event model with citizens’ privacy taken into account.  

Task 4. Develop an ontology-based life event model to support e-government G2C 

service integration.  

Task 5. Develop procedures to manage life-events and services to support e-

government service integration.  

Task 6. Develop a novel citizens’ personal information sensitivity model with privacy 

preferences, which includes a citizen personal information set, types of citizens’ 

personal information, sensitivity levels and privacy policies in relation to personal 

information. 

Task 7. Develop procedures to manage the citizens’ personal information sensitivity 

model to grant protection of citizens’ personal information. 

Task 8. Develop a prototype for the e-government G2C service integration system 

based on the framework,  models and procedures developed in the previous tasks 

using two real-world scenarios in the Saudi e-government to validate the proposed 

framework and models. 
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Figure 1-2 The research process of this project 
 

1.5 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
The primary contributions of this research are listed as follows:  

This research has made a substantial theoretical contribution to e-government 

research by developing (i) a conceptual framework of e-government G2C service 

integration to address one of the long term problems of effective  e-government 
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services integration, (ii) an ontology-based citizens’ life-event model, and (iii) a novel 

citizens’ personal information model with privacy preferences taken into account. 

The proposed framework provides a feasible solution to integrating e-government 

services and effectively addresses privacy issues. It will be of great value in e-

government research because it will facilitate the transition from the current position 

of e-government service delivery to the integration stage.  

This research has also made a significant contribution to developing smart e-

government G2C service integration systems by developing a suite of enabling 

techniques to implement the conceptual framework, including the Life Event 

Management (LEM) technique and Service Management (SM) technique to manage 

life-event ontology and service ontology and provide a working prototype of the 

proposed e-government G2C service integration system using two real-world 

scenarios within the Saudi government, these being the Saudi Arabia King Abdullah 

Scholarship Program and the Hafiz Program.  

1.6 THESIS STRUCTURE 
The thesis is organized into seven chapters, as illustrated in Figure 1-3. 

Chapter 1 presents the research background, challenges, objectives, methodology and 

significance, and the thesis structure.  

Chapter 2 outlines the literature review in the areas of this study, including e-

government, life events, web technologies, ontology and privacy. 

Chapter 3 introduces the LE&CPISLe-GSI framework, to support efficient e-

government G2C service integration to improve the accessibility of e-government 

services and give citizens peace of mind in relation to personal information protection. 

Chapter 4 presents the ontology-based life event model to support integrated services 

from different web applications in the context of e-government service, and the 

implementation and evaluation of  LEO-based e-government service integration using 
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an ontology building methodology. Moreover, Saudi Arabia is used as a case study. 

Procedures are also presented in this chapter to manage the model and to 

automatically discover, select, compose and execute correct services across multiple 

web applications for specific life events. 

Chapter 5 presents a novel citizens’ personal information sensitivity model with 

privacy preferences to facilitate the citizens’ role in controlling their privacy 

preferences. Procedures are also presented in this chapter to support citizens to 

manage their personal information and to guarantee the protection of their personal 

information. 

Chapter 6 presents a prototype of LE&CPISLe-GSI based on the proposed framework. 

This chapter presents the implementation aspects of the proposed framework, which 

includes an overview of the system architecture, system modules, sub-system 

modules and the integrated system using case diagrams and sequence diagrams. 

Furthermore, scenarios of the case study are applied to evaluate the performance of 

the models and procedures are outlined. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the key findings of the study and future research directions. 
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Figure 1-3 Thesis structure 

1.7 PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO THIS THESIS 
Some of the outcomes of this research have been published in international refereed 

conferences and international journals. The following is a list of publications 

generated from this research: 

1) Alqahtani, A., Lu, H. & Lu, J. 2010, 'Towards Semantic-Aware and Ontology-

Based e-Government Service Integration – An Applicative Case Study of Saudi 

Arabia’s King Abdullah Scholarship Program ', in Gloria Phillips-Wren, Lakhmi C. 

Jain, Kazumi Nakamatsu & R.J. Howlett (eds), Advances in Intelligent Decision 

Technologies, Advances in Intelligent Decision Technologies, Springer Berlin 

Heidelberg, pp. 403-11. 
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2) Alqahtani, A., Lu, H. & Lu, J. 2014, 'Knowledge-based life event model for e-

government service integration with illustrative examples', Intelligent Decision 

Technologies, vol. 8, no. 3, pp. 189-205. 

3) Alqahtani, A. Lu, H. & Lu, J. 2014, ‘Citizen personal information sensitivity 

ontology’, paper accepted for publication in Journal of Software (JSW). 

4) Alqahtani, A. Lu, H. & Lu, J. 2014, ‘Life-event based e-government service 

integration with privacy preference guaranteed’, Submitted to the journal of Decision 

Support Systems. 
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CHAPTER 2                                

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The basic objective for the current chapter is to represent all available work which has 

been done in the field of the e-government service integration. To elucidate  this topic, 

the chapter provides an overview and definitions along with different 

models/techniques, and associated technologies which have been employed to 

comprehend more in terms of the topic of  e-government service integration and the 

developmental issues concerning life event and privacy models  which are based on it.  

This chapter is structured as follows: an e-government definition and e-government 

service categories are introduced in Section 2.2, e-government service models are 

presented in Section 2.3, e-government service integration is introduced in Section 

2.4, an ontology approach is presented in Section 2.5; life event concepts and 

techniques are introduced in Section 2.6; privacy issues are discussed in Section 2.7 

and e-government web technologies are presented in Section 2.8. Section 2.9 

concludes the chapter. 

2.2 E-GOVERNMENT SERVICE 
The following are some of the key topics discussed in this section: e-government 

definition, e-government service and its categories, e-government models and e-

government service integration. 
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2.2.1 DEFINING E-GOVERNMENT 

Grant and Chau (2005) state that e-government entails not only the technical 

dimensions but much more and this is why e-government has been defined in several 

different ways. Among the various factors which influence the definition of the e-

government are the activities of e-government, the regulatory framework, groups 

wherein the e-government stakeholders are categorized and the government’s main 

concern and priorities while devising strategies (Helbig, Gil-García & Ferro 2009). In 

addition, individuals from different areas like computer science, public 

administration, information systems and political science can work for the e-

government (Heeks & Bailur 2007). Before exploring its domains, it is best to start 

with an e-government definition.  

Electronic government in its abbreviated form becomes e-government. Also called  

the  digital government, e-government has been defined by Abramson and Means 

(2001) as the interaction between government, employees and general 

citizens/business, via electronic means. This interaction can take the form of either 

providing services or exchanging information.  

Another definition of the e-government comes from the World Bank report of 2012. It 

defines e-government as the set of processes, backed by the ICT, which assists 

government to maintain relationships between public, business enterprises and other 

government agencies (WorldBank 2012). The objective of these government- 

operated systems, under this definition includes, encouraging and empowering 

citizens, enhancing the delivery processes of various government services, reinforcing 

a sense of responsibility, augmenting the level of transparency in processes and 

enhancing the overall level of government efficiency.  

Yet another explanation of this term comes from a UN survey conducted in 2012. It 

defines e-government as ‘the employment of the Internet and the World Wide Web 

for delivering government information and services to the citizens’ (UN 2012). Prior 

to this, e-government was defined in 2010 by the UN under a functional perspective 
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as ‘the means of enhancing the capacity of the public sector, together with citizens, to 

address particular development issues’. 

The common feature amongst all of the above mentioned definitions of the e-

government is its use of ICT as well as the internet as the basic structure for all e-

government projects. Because of its widespread acceptance, e-government has 

become a challenging phenomenon for different governments, worldwide. 

Governments are expected to exhibit a successful and efficient e-government system 

as it indicates their competitive edge.  

For the purposes of subject study, e-government will be discussed from a ‘technical’ 

standpoint which means that the employment of internet, www (World Wide Web) 

and other ICT will be focused on. These avenues are utilized under e-government to 

transfer information or to deliver public services to other government agencies and to 

citizens with the objective of enhancing the efficiency of the entire delivery process. 

2.2.2 E-GOVERNMENT SERVICE CATEGORIES 

The employment of information technology in conducting various processes within a 

government is known as the e-government. According to Tohidi (2011) and Walsham 

(2013), e-government utilizes the internet with the basic aim of enhancing the quality 

of service and improving information dissemination not only for the general public, 

but also for other agencies, employees and business associates. The efficiency of 

government in terms of providing e-government services has swiftly improved over 

time with the rapid growth and progress in the field of the ICT (information 

communication technology). Hence, opportunities for service integration have 

recently emerged which are expected to notably enhance e-government service. As 

Chan et al. (2010) asserts that the government’s probability of achieving improved 

efficiency and augmenting the level of public satisfaction immediately increases with 

e-government. But then again, according to  several other research studies (AGIMO 

2008; Almarabeh & AbuAli 2010; Awamleh 2011; Bhattacharya, Gulla & Gupta 

2012; Chan et al. 2010; Verdegem & Verleye 2009; Yesser 2013), e-government can 
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present challenges for the government  in terms of privacy and e-service integration. 

To delve further into this, the following section presents a thorough outline of the 

available literature on e-government.  

The idea behind e-government is to cater to various categories of individuals, firms 

and sectors with distinct activities. As discussed below, there are four different areas 

specifically identified by the World Bank, which manifest the interaction process 

under e-government (Evans & Yen 2006; Ndou 2004).  

G2C - Government to Citizen: 

In this model, the relationship between the general population and government is the 

main area of concern for e-government. This is why from a common citizen’s 

viewpoint; this particular model serves a significant purpose. Under this model, 

government agencies are allowed by e-government to openly communicate with the 

public. Some of the advantages of this model as indicated by Evans & Yen (2006) 

and Ndou (2004) are that it encourages a sense of accountability, promotes 

democracy, maintains transparency of transactions, and leads to a general 

improvement in services provided to citizens. Practical services in the field of 

education, health and social services can be provided to citizens by their governments. 

Furthermore, citizens are allowed to have free access to government information and 

services because of the G2C. Online resources such as the internet, TV, cell phones, 

or other wireless devices can be used to retrieve these services/information. Evans & 

Yen (2006) and Ndou (2004) convey several advantages which can be gained by 

governments when they employ this model. These include motivating citizens to be 

part of government official activities e.g. participating in voting, elections, and filling 

out questionnaires. Other than this, citizens are also encouraged to connect with 

community groups, participate in discussion forums online, send emails, etc. 
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G2B - Government to Business: 

Under this model, government agencies engage in formal interactions with private 

external business firms. This is why this model is considered to be a supportive 

structure for the field of e-commerce. The G2B permits ‘E-transaction initiatives such 

as E-procurement and the development of an electronic marketplace for government’ 

(Fang 2002). Business transactions conducted online have led to the emergence and 

prevalence of e-commerce. The B2B electronic transactions assist firms in reducing 

their costs and expenses and strengthening the control of their business. This concept 

when applied to conducting transactions with the government will facilitate the 

simplification of control and regulatory procedures thereby making business firms 

more competitive and efficient. Accordingly, it can be stated that by building 

integrated service solutions for the initiation of G2B, a constructive partnership can 

be forged and nurtured between the government and businesses which will eventually 

lead to improvements in the lives of citizens. 

 

G2G - Government to Government: 

As the name implies, the relationship is between government agencies. This technical 

connection can be between local government agencies or others, like agencies at the 

national, regional, local or even foreign government levels. According to Palvia and 

Sharma (2007), the efficient distribution of services is largely an outcome of the 

relationship of government agencies with others, at every level within the state. Co-

operation amongst government levels is a must to achieve success under this model. 

Government departments should join forces and allocate responsibilities, accordingly. 

Considering the extent of competition coming from external sources, it is important 

that effective leadership and management styles are incorporated in this model, to 

achieve targets efficiently. The efficiency of the G2G models can be improved by 

following some of the steps below which have been recommended by Ndou (2004). 

Firstly,  between the different government agencies, an environment of open and 

direct communication should be encouraged. Secondly, databases and public files 
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should be shared. Thirdly, other resources should be shared and experiences should 

be discussed. Lastly, efforts should be made in order to improve processes in terms of 

their efficiency and effectiveness.   

The Following are some of the key benefits of employing this model for 

governments: (i) public sector expenses can be decreased, (ii) efficiency in terms of 

providing public sector services can be increased, (iii) not only is it cost effective, but 

it also helps governments in terms of saving other resources such as time and effort, 

and (iv) the level of security within the government is improved. 

G2E - Government to Employees: 

Under this model, a relationship exists between the government and its employees. 

Government employees are provided with several opportunities to educate and train 

themselves. These opportunities come in the form of electronic services which 

augment the overall level of employee knowledge. In addition, information about 

other pertinent employee related areas like, rewards and compensation, policies on 

retirement, training (online or direct), learning new courses, pension laws, and civil 

laws are also provided to employees. As Riley (2006) states, the provision of the 

above serves as a key strategic measure of the government to motivate employees in 

achieving government objectives. 

2.3 E-GOVERNMENT SERVICE MODELS 
Within the government’s framework, e-government service is supposed to accomplish 

many objectives. Most importantly, advancement and maturity of e-government is 

achieved because of e-government service integration. Several developmental models 

on the same have been suggested like the Baum and Di Maio model (2000), Layne 

and Lee model (2001), Deloitte and Touche model (Deloitte & Touche 2001); cited 

by (Silcock 2001), European Commission’s model (2007) and Sanati and Lu Model 

(2008). The last phase in all of these models is held in common. This common stage 

mainly concentrates on the provision of e-government integrated services to their 

components. Mach, Sabol & Paralic (2006) state the many advantages of e-
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government service integration which are wide access to e-government services, the 

provision of successful solutions to e-government agencies and overall efficiency in 

terms of processes.  

2.3.1 GARTNER'S MODEL 

Four different stages for an e-government model were suggested by the Gartner 

Group (Baum & Di Maio 2000). They are as follows:  

Phase 1- Web Presence: All the basic information is posted on a website provided by 

the government.  

Phase 2- Interaction: Users are provided with the option of downloading forms, 

emailing government officers, searching for information, etc.  

Phase 3- Transaction: Users are permitted by the government to complete their 

transactions online. This includes the payment of parking fines, filing for income tax, 

requesting the renewal of driving licenses, requesting permits, etc.   

Phase 4- Transformation: The existing operational procedures and systems are 

‘transformed’ by the government in order to provide users with services which are not 

only enhanced, integrated and consistent in nature but are also personalized. 

2.3.2 LAYNE AND LEE'S MODEL 

Four different stages of a growth model for e-government have been suggested by 

Layne and Lee (2001). Their model is best explained on the basis of the intricacy 

involved at distinct integration levels.  

Phase 1- Cataloguing: this stage concentrates on cataloguing all government 

information so that it is easy and convenient to communicate online.  Some of the 

ways in which this can be achieved are: creating a presence online, and providing 

catalogues and forms which can be easily downloaded.  

Phase 2- Transaction: this stage concentrates on facilitating electronic transaction 

processes. It includes providing citizens with functions such as different online 
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services and forms, and operating databases which facilitate electronic/online 

transactions.  

Phase 3- Vertical integration: this stage focuses on combining functions at different 

governmental levels like local, state and/or federal government agencies. 

Phase 4- Horizontal integration: this stage is based on combining the varying 

functions/services of different government agencies operating at similar levels, with 

the objective of providing users with integrated and flawless services. 

2.3.3 DELOITTE’S MODEL 

Six different stages for an e-government model have been suggested by Deloitte and 

Touche (2001) and these are defined below.  It is important to note that their model 

focuses on the basic objective of e-government which is to treat citizens as customers 

and to create a long lasting relationship with them.  

Phase 1- Information publishing/dissemination: Users are allowed to have additional 

access to information by the government.  

Phase 2- “Official” two-way transaction: The focus here is to maintain a two way 

communication channel between the government and users. This is achieved by 

employing information and communication technologies like digital signatures and 

security keys.  

Phase 3- Multi-purpose portals: In order to provide consistent and uniform services to 

different departments, a single portal is managed by the government.  

Phase 4- Portal personalization: Personalized services are allowed whereby the 

government permits users to customize portals on the basis of their individual needs.  

Phase 5- Clustering of common services: The role of intermediaries is eliminated and 

different services are integrated and combined which enable the government to 

provide flawless and consistent information/services to users.  

Phase 6- Full integration and enterprise transaction: Depending on the specific needs 

and requirements of every individual user, the government provides services to users 

which are intricate, integrated and above all, personalized in nature. 
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2.3.4 GUO AND LU'S MODEL 

In terms of the Australian government’s perspective, Guo and Lu's model (2006) 

assists in accomplishing the government service practices, online. This model is an 

extension of the previous two models discussed these being Layne and Lee (2001) 

and Gartner (Baum & Di Maio 2000).  

Phase 1- Government information and services online: This stage emphasizes the 

provision of online information and government services to general citizens, business 

firms and/or other government agencies. This is basically accomplished through the 

internet or www. In addition, the objective here is to support constant, two way 

communications and this is why easy groupware functionalities like emails, bulletins, 

chat rooms, and web forms are added.  

Phase 2- Transaction-based government online services: The objective here is to 

facilitate the process of completing a transaction online via government websites. It 

concentrates on service-oriented e-government activities.  

Phase 3- Integrated government online services: The integration of services benefits 

citizens and other users as they are made available with a ‘one-stop shop’. Integration 

is possible in two ways, either vertically or horizontally. Thus, there is no need for 

users to have additional information on government structures as all services offered 

by different government levels and also by the private sector are combined to provide 

improved services to users.  

Phase 4- Intelligent government online services: This stage focuses on intelligently 

presenting online information to users. This includes the smart presentation of web 

content, quick and smart support systems for making decisions and custom-made 

services. The best method to achieve this is to permit government online services to 

execute a personalized, direct relationship between the government and its citizens 

and/or business. 
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2.3.5 EUROPEAN COMMISSION’S MODEL 

Five different stages for an e-government model have been suggested by Wauters, 

Nijskens and Tiebout (2007) under the European Commission model. Their model 

contends that the basic objective of e-government is to provide an ‘efficient web-

based public service’.  

Phase 1- Information: Only a few websites are made available to users by the 

government and these contain limited and invariable information.  

Phase 2- One way interaction: Access to information is made available to users which 

also includes downloading forms.  

Phase 3- Two way interaction: Only simple transactions are allowed to be completed 

online like completing online government forms. 

Phase 4- Transaction: Users are permitted by the government to conduct full 

electronic transactions via a single government website e.g. applying for passports, 

birth or death certificates, and renewing visas.  

Phase 5- Personalization: On the basis of individual user’s preferences and needs, 

one-stop customized portals are made available by the government which assist users 

to obtain services, and are integrated and personalized in nature. 

2.3.6 SANATI AND LU’S MODEL 

This model consists of five stages: 

First stage: In different depths – this means that only front offices may be covered 

and front and back offices should only be covered in the case of regional offices.   

Second stage: In different levels of implementation: this might include semantics and 

can also cover areas for sharing transactions and/or infrastructure.  

Third stage: Horizontal: this involves various government agencies functioning at 

similar levels.  

Fourth stage: Vertical: this includes a combination of services offered at different 

governmental levels like local, state and/or federal government agencies. 
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Fifith stage: Hybrid: includes a combination of the above mentioned strategies at one 

time.   

General public and business entities within a country generally do not require a single 

service, which is also called an ‘atomic service’, from their government. Rather, it is 

the combination of different services, which are linked to each other in a sequential 

(and not necessarily linear) way, which are required by citizens and businesses. 

Hence, this means that normally atomic or single government services are provided. 

In real life, citizens have to navigate amongst a series of services, hybrid in nature, 

since all government services are not available online. Integration is obviously 

essential for performing a sequence of services, whether or not services are available 

online. Morevore, it is always the outcome or the end result where the user’s interest 

lies. 

2.4 E-GOVERNMENT SERVICE INTEGRATION 
Sanati and Lu (2008) and Vintar and Leben (2002) define e-government service 

integration as a collection of web services which are structured in a considered or a 

labelled elementary form, for the purpose of accomplishing intricate web services. An 

example of e-government service integration is “SAKASP - Saudi Arabia's King 

Abdullah Scholarship Program”. This scholarship program assists eligible 

postgraduate Saudi students by providing them with financial assistance. According 

to Alqahtani, Lu & Lu (2010), completing the application form online requires 

students to submit relevant information and this means that several ministries will 

have to be integrated.  

There are several challenges in terms of e-government service integration (AGIMO 

2008; Behara, Varre & Rao 2009; Durbeck, Schillinger & Kolter 2007; Sang, Lee & 

Lee 2009; Yesser 2013). The foremost challenge is the rapidly changing 

technological environment. Governments face huge losses and revenue leakages 

when tasks are performed manually. Hence, if the systems within and across 

departments are not integrated, this can ultimately lead to a decreasing level of 
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productivity. In order to implement e-government solutions, governments expend 

time and effort, only to discover that technology has changed. Thus, governments are 

placed in an invidious situation as they are uncertain of when new technology will 

emerge and what new solutions it will present for the purposes of problem solving.   

The e-government service integration’s second challenge is the digital divide, which 

can actually decelerate governmental processes. The digital divide essentially means 

that all individuals do not have internet access and therefore even if 

services/information are made available through e-government, people who do not 

have computer or internet access will not be able to benefit from that. Government 

assistance which normally targets citizens from lower income levels will become 

useless if these individuals lack computer/internet facilities. Individuals should 

therefore be divided into groups on the basis of their demographics which will assist 

in coming to understand the technological needs of citizens at all income levels.  

The absence of rules in terms of enforcing privacy is the third challenge. Rampant 

cases of online fraud transactions have made users quite wary and in the absence of 

privacy enforcement, users are bound to reflect on the security and privacy issues in 

relation to their transactions. Therefore in order to gain citizens’ trust in terms of e-

government service integration systems, the government needs to choose to build 

improved security systems. This is the only way to assure citizens that their privacy 

will be maintained while using e-government systems.  

The fourth challenge with respect to the e-government service integration relates to 

the government’s uncertainty in terms of implementing programs. Countries are 

generally unaware of the citizens’ preference in relation to particular programs. 

Nevertheless, a shift in this area has been noticed and various governments are now 

keen to understand the needs and priorities of citizens by creating a common 

viewpoint and this can assist them in deciding which programs should be 

implemented.  
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2.5 ONTOLOGY 
2.5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ontology helps deal with challenges that are present within the distributed 

environments of  seamless systems (Amoah 2010). Ontologies are referred to as 

essential tools in the research areas of commerce and the government environment 

and specifically in the computer science field. Knowledge sharing and reuse is also  

possible through the deployment of this tool (Gruber 1993).Public service and privacy 

e-government activities benefit from the use of ontology through the development 

and enhancement of their systems (Lavbič, Lajovic & Krisper 2010). The purpose of 

this study is to develop ontology models for life events and for sensitivity levels in e-

government service integration environment. The present section will thereby focus 

upon the definition, roles in the application field, language, classification, 

construction methodology and evaluation of ontology.  

2.5.2 ONTOLOGY DEFINITION 

Several meanings have been put forward in relation to the concept of ontology. 

Ontologies have been referred to as explicit formal specifications of shared 

conceptualizations (Gruber 1995). Instances, classes, relationships and attributes are 

the essential elements of ontology (Fensel 2001). Hence, various definitions of 

ontology are presented. 

Definition 2.1 

According to Gruber’s definition, later refined by R. Studer, ontology has also been 

defined as the explicit formal specification of shared conceptualizations (Guarino, 

Oberle & Staab 2009). In this case, conceptualization is the abstract model of 

phenomena in the real world. The concept of entities present in the universe of 

discourse along with the relationships present within these entities represent the 

actual presentation concepts. Ontology must be accepted by a group and it should be 
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limited to a single individual who is expected to capture consensual knowledge. 

Ontology means explicitly defined and the word explicit refers to an unambiguous 

and clear definition. 

Definition 2.2 

According to Maedche (2002), ontology description has been formalized as: 

Five-tuple as O::= (C, P, , Atta, ), where: 

Classes (C), Instances (I), Attributes (Atta), and Relationship (P) are the main 

elements of ontology (O) in a formal definition. 

There is a declaration in the ontology, and part of the taxonomy for each C 2 C 

present in the set of concepts C (or classes). 

C1 is sub concept of C2 which is displayed by . There is a taxonomical 

link between concepts through acyclic and transitive relations H. 

2.5.3 ONTOLOGY IMPORTANT 

In the contemporary world today, ontology has not only gained importance in 

artificial intelligence but knowledge engineering (Shave 1997), database design 

(Sugumaran & Storey 2002), semantic web (Fensel et al. 2011),  and information 

retrieval (Ding 2001). Human and computational systems are able to forge strong 

communication links through ontology (Bürger & Simperl 2008; Hepp 2008; 

Subhashini & Akilandeswari 2011). The information planning, manipulation, 

representation, internal structure analysis, implemented system input output and 

algorithms can all be managed within the system. Organizational reuse of knowledge 

is also possible through restructuring of libraries, reusing the present domain 

knowledge and forming strong supports between the systems.  Semantic 

heterogeneity and Structural heterogeneity are two concepts which are also attained 

through the use of ontology. 
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2.5.4 OVERVIEW OF ONTOLOGY LANGUAGE 

Extensible markup language (XML) and Resource Description Framework (RDF) are 

two languages which have the ability to exchange knowledge upon the Web for those 

who have agreed to the definitions beforehand. To support these two languages, 

several specialized languages have been developed to represent the ontology 

languages. Web content information processing and interoperability support of 

expressive constructs cannot be managed by XML and RDF alone. Hence, XML and 

RDF support along with the Web Content machine operability support is being 

carried out through the Web Ontology Languages (Gugliotta et al.) developed by the 

WWW Consortium (W3C). With the help of OWL, it is possible to define instances, 

properties, and concepts with their relations through an additional formal semantics 

vocabulary. The OWL builds on and uses XML and RDF as web standards (Antoniou 

& Van Harmelen 2009; Fensel et al. 2011; Kapoor & Sharma 2010). 

1) XML 
The documents of XML do not consist of a semantic constraint on the meanings but 

they are still used as surface syntax for structured documents. 

2) RDF AND RDFS 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) helps define structures by breaking down 

information. The structures are usually ‘subject’, ‘predicate’ and ‘value’. Encoding 

Web metadata by describing URIs uses the RDF as a standard in the Semantic Web. 

The RDF has an extension known as the RDFS Schema. When the values, subjects 

etc are to be described in terms of classes, the RDFS Schema is used. The creation 

and use of statements along with the relationship types are presented. 

3) OWL 
The semantics of the RDF and the RDF Schema are added by the OWL or Web 

Ontology Language. A stronger syntax and larger vocabulary has been observed than 

that of RDF.  

The following are the goals of the OWL Language: (i) definition and properties of 

classes for the domain formalization, (ii) individual definition and properties assertion, 
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and (iii) according to the formal semantics of OWL language, the classes and 

individuals must be reasoned. 

Based on specific users and implementers, the OWL consists of three increasingly 

expressive sub-languages (Antoniou & Van Harmelen 2009). 

OWL Lite: When simply constraints and classification hierarchy is required by the 

users, the OWL Lite is used. For instance, if the cardinality constraints are supported, 

the cardinality values of 0 and 1 are allowed. 

OWL DL: When decidability and computational completeness are required by the 

users through maximum expressiveness, the OWL DL is used. In this case, the 

decidability refers to the finishing of computations at a single time and the 

computational completeness is the guarantee that the conclusions are computable. 

Several restrictions are applied upon the OWL DL even though it may be used with 

all OWL language constructs. A class, for instance, is allowed to be a subclass of 

many classes but a class cannot be an instance for another class.  

OWL Full: When no computational guarantees of the syntactic freedom of RDF and 

maximum expressiveness are required, OWL Full is used. For instance, in this case, a 

class is treated as an individual on its own as well as a collection of individuals 

simultaneously. The meaning of the pre-defined (RDF or OWL) vocabulary is 

augmented through the OWL Full. Complete reasoning for  each of the features of 

OWL Full may not be possible through any reasoning software. Hence, due to the 

inability of the tools to support OWL Full entirely, the following section will focus on 

OWL Lite / OWL DL modelling primitives.  

Within the OWL ontology, there are several languages for querying. The XML query 

and SPARQL query language are the two most commonly used 

(http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-spaql-query/). In these languages, the rules are inferred 

based upon the properties, instances, retrieval classes or schema information. 

SPARQL query language is efficient for querying RDF as recommended by W3C and 

the XML query is used for  querying RDF documents. 
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2.5.5 VARIANTS OF ONTOLOGIES 

Appearance, degree of formality and scope are some of the variants or dimensions 

which may be used to classify the ontologies (Grimm et al. 2011). 

2.5.5.1 VARYING FORM OF APPEARANCE 
A machine-processable ontology language must be used for encoding of ontologies 

but they may be presented in a formal or graphical visual. Taxonomic hierarchy of 

domain concepts and the customary relations between them or the semantic networks 

with interlinked conceptual nodes may be used for the graphical appearance of 

ontology. There is an inability of the graphical appearance to express complex axioms. 

In terms of logic, the precise of definition of ontology is presented by languages like 

OWL. This is the reason why the ontology usually seems to be presented as a set of 

logical formulas representing a set of axioms formalizing the represented knowledge 

in the ontology. A machine-processable serialization format like RDF/XML for 

ontology expression must be used to store it on the Web or disk. 

2.5.5.2 VARYING SCOPE 
There are two kinds of ontologies present in scope. Firstly, the upper or top level 

ontologies present concepts that are general in nature and can be used across any 

domain. When knowledge is present at an abstract level, this kind of ontology is used. 

Secondly, the domain ontologies help with the specific concepts present within the 

interest domain. 

2.5.5.3 VARYING DEGREE OF FORMALITY 
Lightweight ontology exists when there are only a few axioms constraining the use of 

the entities. The degree of formality is based on the axiomatization in domain 

knowledge representation.  Heavy weight ontologies are when all entities being used 

are constrained by many axioms. It is difficult to manage these as they are rich in 

expressiveness. Knowledge sharing and reuse makes use of the light weight 

ontologies since they are less restrictive, easier to manage and widely acceptable. 
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Thesauri, rule and fact bases, concept schemes, conceptual data models, taxonomies, 

and general logical theories are the popular forms of ontology. Ontology is mostly 

expressed in a formal way by the general logical theories. Rich axiomatization by 

means of logic-based knowledge representation formalism is used to express the 

domain of interest like the first-order predicate logic. 

2.5.5.4 SOME EXAMPLES OF USING ONTOLOGIES IN 
DIFFERENT AREAS 

E-government in public service has made use of the concept of ontology to a large 

extent (Lavbič, Lajovic & Krisper 2010), for instance, in the eGOV project where the 

architecture is developed to provide a description of the services (eGOV 2011). The 

automation of administrative processes and support of reuse of data has also been 

done through the eGovSM project (Mugellini et al. 2005) and in this case XML 

schema models have been developed. The e-government service integration has also 

used a conceptual model for the design of Life-events (Gugliotta & Roberto 2006; 

Sanati & Lu 2009). The Semantic Web considers ontology as its backbone and this 

uses Ontology Web Language - Service (OWL-S) and The Web Service Modelling 

Ontology (WSMO) for its definition. Hence, model privacy can be achieved and 

knowledge can be captured using this approach.  

Moreover, the ontologies approach can be used to model privacy and it can capture 

knowledge relevant to a privacy domain. Examples are presented in (section 2.3.7). 

2.5.6 METHODOLOGIES FOR BUILDING ONTOLOGIES 

The literature presents many methods or methodologies for the building of ontology 

and the four most commonly used are presented. With the help of first order logic, a 

methodology has been brought forward and developed within the concepts of 

knowledge-based systems (Gruninger & Fox 1995). At first, the possible applications 

which can be used in ontology are proposed as the main scenario in an intuitive 

manner. Secondly, the scope of ontology is stated where the competency questions 
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are formed using a set of natural language questions. The properties, concepts, 

axioms and relations of ontology are all extracted using the questions and their 

answers. First order logic helps express the ontology components in a formal manner. 

The robustness of classic logic is taken advantage of through this formal method. The 

transformation of informal scenarios into computable models can be carried out using 

this method as a guide.  

Four activities have been proposed by Uschold & King (1995) as their method. They 

are (i) the purpose of ontology must be defined, (ii) it should be built, (iii) evaluated, 

and (iv) documented. 

METHONTOLOGY methodology was developed by an Artificial Intelligence Lab 

from The Technical University of Madrid (UPM) (Fernández-López et al. 1999). It is 

a methodology used for building ontologies either from scratch or then through re-

engineering. The ontologies are constructed at the knowledge level within the 

METHONTOLOGY framework. The process includes (i) identification of the 

ontology process, (ii) the specific techniques to carry out  other activities. Within this 

development process, it is possible to identify which activities should be specifically 

performed during the ontology building process. The tasks or activities include 

specification, knowledge acquisition, implementation, evaluation, maintenance, 

documentation, conceptualization, integration, formalization, configuration 

management, scheduling, control and quality assurance. During the life of the 

ontology, there are several phases it passes through and this lifecycle helps to identify 

the various stages along with other dependencies (Fernández-López, Gómez-Pérez & 

Rojas-Amaya 2000). The techniques applied to each activity, the output activity 

produced and the evaluation process are all carried out with the help of the 

methodology. The conceptualization phase is the main phase of the ontology 

development process using the METHONTOLOGY.  

Knowledge management tools have certain goals which must be achieved when 

applying the On-To-Knowledge methodology (Staab et al. 2001). These tools are 

based on the usage scenario analysis and the steps identified are as follows. Firstly, 
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kickoff is the initial stage where the requirements of ontology are specified and 

confined such as identification of competency questions, analysis of the potentially 

reusable ontologies and the first draft of the ontology version is built. Secondly, 

refinement is the second stage where the ontology produced is mature and application 

oriented. Thirdly, refinement is the third phase where the competency and 

requirement questions are analyzed. The ontology environment is also tested in the 

application environment. Lastly, the maintenance of ontology occurs. 

The comparison of the above mentioned methodologies has been stated by Gomez-

Perez, Fernández-López & Corcho (2004) and the conclusion reached is as follows. 

Firstly, all processes included in ontology building have not been included. Secondly, 

development activities are focused upon by most of the approaches. Thirdly, each of 

the approaches has a drawback which is present when it is used. Lastly, a specific tool 

which provides technological support is not provided with most of the approaches.  

Hence, to provide a thorough and efficient methodology for construction of ontology, 

immense work is needed. It is possible to manage this through the unification of 

approaches and collaboration of different groups. In conclusion, it can be stated that 

(i) the accurate description of the each activity is presented by the 

METHONTOLOGY methodology, (ii) activities are described much more thoroughly 

by the On-To-Knowledge as compared to other approaches, (iii) high degrees of 

formalization are provided by the Gruninger and Fox’s methodology strength but this 

is not entirely specified, (iv) the Gruninger and Fox’s methodologies and Uschold and 

King’s method approach have similar omissions but these are observed to be less 

detailed.  

Methodologies presented for building ontologies are not only from the initial stages 

but can also be reengineered with the reengineering methods. These methods allow 

the re-use of the present ontologies which have not been used with similar 

conventions, languages or representation paradigm. METHONTOLOGY 

methodology can solve some of these problems. 
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Ontology construction is supported by linguistic analysis and several methods are 

present which help to conduct the activity. The ontology construction can be attained 

through the following methods.  

1) The bottom up methodology 

Conceptual entities are present within the mathematical theory domain where the 

relation between entities can be observed like axiom expressions of numbers in 

arithmetic or points and lines in geometry. Intensional definitions are used for new 

entities, for instance the logical deduction is applied to theorems expressing 

possession of properties inferred, triangle and prime numbers.  

2) The top down methodology 

To form a relationship between the predicates on the basis of their pragmatic use 

within the top down approach, specific tasks must be completed in relation to the 

object language for a domain that is loosely given as a fragment of natural language. 

The tasks include the domain as a discourse must be mentioned along with the 

identification of the primary vocabulary, axiom establishment, secondary term 

introduction by intensional definitions and further secondary term introduction using 

extensional definitions. A language description with a strong vocabulary cannot be 

managed without a domain without discourse and the primary vocabulary consists of 

the description of individuals along with properties and relations. Variables are used 

for the formulation of axioms as they picture a structural property for a domain of 

persons. Using the primary terms, the secondary vocabulary is presented.  

3) A hybrid development methodology 

The combination of the bottom up and top-down approach is the hybrid development 

process where within the domain the core concepts are presented followed by a 

generalised and specific view. 

There are three ways of ontology construction (Subhashini & Akilandeswari 2011). 

The first is manual construction of Ontology. The second is the human intervention 

that is required during ontology since it is semi-automatic. The last one is the 
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construction that is fully managed as it is fully automatic (Subhashini & 

Akilandeswari 2011). 

2.5.7 ONTOLOGY REASONING 

When ontologies are developed within applications, their reasoning presents a crucial 

process of replying to the domain queries or retrieving  the ontology concepts 

(Horrocks & Patel-Schneider 2011). Existing facts are used to draw conclusions using 

a referring set of rules. To retrieve queried information these rules are represented in 

the axioms of ontology. Assertion, subsumption, instantiation, domain, range, dis-

jointedness are some of the basic types of Axioms (Grimm et al. 2011).  For instance, 

a concept class is assigned as an instance with the help of an instantiation axiom and 

two instances using property are assigned by the assertion axiom.  

The ontology language OWL, the RDF Schema and the RIF (Rule Interchange 

Format) help place the standards for the Semantic Web reasoning (Harth, Janik & 

Staab 2011). Reasoning may use ontology constructs like rdfs, subClassOf, 

owl:sameAs, or property chains. Some of the OWL reasoning tools are as follows:  

1) OWL-DL reasoned with an extensive reasoning support is provided by Pellet. This 

is carried out with debugging support for ontologies, individuals and user-defined 

data types. (http://www.mindswap.org/2003/pellet/) 

2) RacerPro (http://www.racer-systems.com/) and FaCT++ are other kinds of OWL-

DL reasoners (http://owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/). 

2.5.8 ONTOLOGY EVALUATION 

Before using or reusing ontology it must be evaluated and this can be carried out by 

following two steps (Lovrencic & Cubrilo 2008; Vrandečić 2009). Ontology 

verification is the first step. This is where specific criteria for ontology quality must 

be met. There are three essential qualities that must be adhered to: conciseness, 

completeness and consistency (Vrandečić 2009). Ontology validation is the second 
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step where the aim is to check if the ontology has been built to meet  the requirements  

for which the ontology was created (Vrandečić 2009), i.e. to check the competency of 

the ontology to see if the ontology can answer the competency questions (Kollia, 

Glimm & Horrocks 2011; Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne 2008; Vrandecic 2010). For 

this purpose, we use SPARQL queries to extract answers for the competency 

questions and compare the extracted and expected results (the expected results are 

obtained from the domain experts). 

In the case of the first step, being the verification step, there are three methods to be 

followed. Verification tools for OWL modelling are used in the first method which 

have been taken from the University of Manchester. Here, the ontology must conform 

to the OWL2 DL profile as stated by the Manchester OWL validator output. Pellet 

Reasoner inside Protégé is used as the second method which helps the user receive 

computing consistency. In the last method, the OntoQA approach uses two metrics 

that are schema metrics and knowledgebase (populations) (Tartir, Arpinar & Sheth 

2010). The schema metrics help evaluate the ontology design and  provide rich 

knowledge presentation. The knowledge base allows the placement of instance data 

within the ontology and it is referred to as an effective utilization of the knowledge 

modelled in the schema. In the following section, the categories of metrics are 

presented. 

1) Schema metrics 

The diverse types of relations in ontology are expressed through the following 

Relationship Richness (RR) (Tartir, Arpinar & Sheth 2010). 

 
RR of a schema is the ratio of the number of (non-inheritance) relationships (P) which 

is divided by the total number of relationships defined in the schema (the sum of the 

number of inheritance relationships (H) and non-inheritance relationships (P)). 

b) Instance metrics 

Instances distributed across classes are presented by Class Richness (CR) (Tartir, 

Arpinar & Sheth 2010). 
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The spread of instances across the schema are presented by the Class Instance 

Distribution (CID) (Tartir, Arpinar & Sheth 2010). 

 
 Here, the number of instance per class is stated as Inst(Ci). 

2) Class metrics 

The relationship instances number of each class to other instances is stated by the 

Class Connectivity (Tartir, Arpinar & Sheth 2010). 

 
The total number of relationships instances in the class with instances of other classes 

and has a connectivity shown by (Conn (Ci)). 

The areas of schema to be focused upon during extraction and the help provided to an 

individual for the use of desired schema is done through Class Importance (Imp(Ci)) 

(Tartir, Arpinar & Sheth 2010). 

 
The number of instances present in the inheritance subtree rooted at Ci in the KB 

(inst(Ci)) are compared to the total number of class instances in the KB (CI). 

At the instances, the relationships are defined for each class of the schema through 

the Relationship Utilization (RU) metric (Tartir, Arpinar & Sheth 2010). 

 
where, IREL(Ci): the number of relationships that are being used by instances Ii that 

belong to Ci; CREL(Ci): the number of relationships that are defined for Ci at the 

schema level. 
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2.6 LIFE EVENT 
An organization’s lifecycle that carries out a set of public services can be phrased as a 

symbol for the signification of any specific event in a citizen’s life. Government 

agencies have endeavoured to perform advanced services on clients or citizens 

through the life event model. The model is created to meet the needs of citizens that 

occur from new life circumstances. A life event can be explained as a set of actions, 

which have to be placed once in the public service domain for the appropriate 

workflow to be met (Momotko et al. 2007). The life event model should assist 

citizens in recognizing their requirements at the right time and stage of life. The e-

government system would be functional and effective in expansion after the use of 

single entry points to integrated services from different public institutions. It would 

also be helpful in planning their required needs in relation to a set of public services 

(Momotko et al. 2007). After the implementation of services provided through e-

government systems based on life events, the ratio of negative effects (in terms of 

lack of knowledge among the users on how to meet their respective needs) would be 

effectively reduced. This modern technology based age demands the e-government 

and government portals for the effective delivery of services. 

Two main approaches are used for the modelling of life-events as critically analyzed 

by the existing literatures. Life-events represented the life related actions and services 

as workflows (Trochidis, Tambouris & Tarabanis 2006). The usage of ontology in 

representation is involved in the second approach that broadly emphasizes  the 

impression of semantic illustrations of knowledge (Peristeras & Tarabanis 2006).  

Due to several reasons, the second approach has been championed by numerous 

researchers (Trochidis, Tambouris & Tarabanis 2007). Firstly, the life-event concept 

is positively described. Secondly, life events can employ a communication strategy 

that only needs to be designed once in each field of public service. Lastly, the life 

events maintenance is simplified. 

The conceptual model proposed for analysis and design of life-events by Gugliotta et 

al (2005a) is based on the context based ontology model under the premises of 
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government service integration. The suggestion of Peristeras and Tarabanis (2006) for 

the life event approach as ontology is to decipher the specific domain to offer logical 

and rational relationships between concepts presented in e-government. In Trochidis 

et al. (2007), the new life event model as ontology is suggested and this is 

implemented in onestopgoy. Another example for the life-event model is suggested 

by Sanati and Lu (2008) and this recommends the integration of the regulation 

perspective in the design and the analysis of integrated life-events in government 

services.  However, the amalgamation of another area is suggested by Sabucedo and 

Rifo (2010). This models OWL ontology with the concept of the intelligent platform 

to host e-government by incorporating intelligent document and life event services.  

Most research into life event based e-government service integration  still lacks the 

provision of  detailed guidelines for developing life event ontology based e-

government service integration (Álvarez Sabucedo et al. 2010; Gugliotta et al. 2005a; 

Sanati & Lu 2008; Trochidis, Tambouris & Tarabanis 2006; Trochidis, Tambouris & 

Tarabanis 2007). This is because the current research focus on defining life event’s 

approaches, defining models of life events’ levels and features and the conceptual 

modelling of life event ontology based on e-government service integration. Further, 

none of the works provides clues on how the proposed ontology models can be 

constructed from the complex web service with existing ontology building 

methodologies. Some research has proposed life event ontology to address the issue 

of service integration in e-government; the proposed ontology models have been 

represented in OWL for semantic processing. However, no information is given on 

the platforms employed to generate the OWL versions of the proposed ontology 

models.  
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2.7 PRIVACY 
2.7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The advancement in information and communications technologies has immensely 

improved the communication between citizens and the government particularly 

through via the e-services provided by the government. The method of collection, 

communication, processing and storage of data about citizens has been influenced by 

this expansion in the use of information and communications technologies. It is 

almost impossible for citizens to know the location of the storage of their data, or who 

has access to it. This is why citizens, researchers and legislators alike have been 

paying considerable attention to the protection of citizens’ sensitive information. 

Privacy, privacy policies, privacy on the web, privacy preference management and 

privacy solutions are briefly discussed in the following sections.  

2.7.2 PRIVACY DEFINITION 

Privacy is rather subjective and differs from person to person. For this reason, there 

are several definitions of privacy in existence. In order to be able to carry out a 

conclusive discussion on the topic of privacy, we must first define it. Of the 

definitions of privacy that are available, one can find government-citizen interactions 

in each one. 

Warren and Brandeis' "The Right To Privacy" contained in part of an 1890 law 

publication, stated that privacy was the right to be left alone. This definition, however, 

is shallow and outdated (Warren & Brandeis 1890). Privacy was redefined by Alan 

Westin (1967) as “the freedom to choose under what circumstances and to what 

extent [citizens] will expose themselves, along with their attitudes and their behaviour 

to others”. 
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According to Pfaffenberger (1997), privacy is the state of being left alone with no 

interruption or unnecessary monitoring while living or working, and to have a right to 

not disclose personal information to the public without prior permission. 

Another definition of privacy is provided by Canavan (2001), where privacy is held 

equal to confidentiality or secrecy. These can be described as the protection of 

personal information from unauthorized disclosure. 

According to Kizza (2002) privacy is a combination of different rights, and protection 

of these rights is privacy. These rights are the following. First is the right to stay 

anonymous. Second is the right to protect personal identity from public disclosure. 

Third is having rights and ownership of personal identity and information. The last 

one is protection against unnecessary monitoring and surveillance. 

It is really difficult to come up with a single obvious definition of privacy when there 

are so many different concepts about it. One becomes able to understand privacy and 

its components over a period of time. However, the common ground among all of 

definitions discussed above is that a person must be able to control what is exposed 

about their personality to the world. This study will, thereby focus on personal 

information privacy. Personal information privacy includes the extent people choose 

to expose themselves, their attitudes and their behaviour to others" (Westin 1967).  

2.7.3 PRIVACY POLICY 

Privacy policy entails the law protecting the privacy of individuals and groups in 

different countries. According to Hiller and Belanger (2001b), a privacy policy is the 

assurance provided by the government to the public that their provided personal data 

will be protected. However, keeping in view those information technologies' solutions 

is hard. In today’s technologically advanced world, organizations, industry bodies, 

and independent global consortiums appreciate it when governments define their 

practices for handling and sharing personal information, including reasonable 

communication of these policies to citizens. In every country, there are different 
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privacy policies along with different privacy protection laws stating where technology 

is used and how personal information is collected (Banisar 2011). 

There are several laws to protect the individual’s privacy, which shows the 

significance of privacy in the legislature.  In some countries, privacy laws are even 

part of the constitution. A brief overview on information and privacy legislation in 

Saudi Arabia is given in order to be able to focus on informational privacy in the 

Saudi E-government (http://www.citc.gov.sa/accessed 2014). 

Given below are some of the most significant privacy policies that need to be 

followed by the technologies handling the transfer of personal data within the Saudi 

E-government (http://www.citc.gov.sa/accessed 2014). 

1) Data should only be collected for the stated purpose. The current practices in data 

collection do not follow the minimization principle; hence, it is difficult to define the 

true minimality of data collection. 

2) The information should be retained by the data controller only for as long as it is 

essentially required. 

3) The personal information may not be collected without the informed consent of the 

data subject; however, there are a few exceptions to this. 

4) An individual must be able to access his data after the transaction and should be 

allowed to modify it or request its removal. 

5) The data subject must be informed upon the collection of data and why it is 

collected. The data subject must also be informed about the possible consequences of 

refraining from giving data. 

6) Before sharing information, seek permission from the data subject. 

7) The individuals must have rights to review records, disclose records and  submit 

corrections. 

8) Collect information from the individuals as much as possible for accuracy and 

security of data.  

Rezgui, Bouguettaya and Eltoweissy (2003), Flavián and Guinalíu (2006), Trepte and 

Reinecke (2011) and Tbahriti et al. (2013) have listed two major factors that cause 
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privacy problems online i.e. the inherently open, nondeterministic nature of the Web 

and the complex, flow of data that is liable to leakage and interruption of online 

transactions in which sensitive, personal information is transferred. One of the biggest 

problems faced by Internet users is the lack of privacy online (Bélanger & Crossler 

2011). Atzori, Iera & Morabito (2010) and Antón, Earp & Young (2010) state that  a 

large number of people still don’t use internet because they have reservations about 

privacy and security.  

For purposes like determining appropriate taxation etc. personal data from citizens is 

collected by governments (Curtin, Sommer & Vis-Sommer 2003). Dempsey, 

Anderson & Schwartz (2003), Evans and Yen (2006) and Cullen (2011) emphasize 

that a unique relationship between citizens and government exists and due to this 

relationship it is incumbent upon  the government to protect the privacy of its citizens. 

However, governments tend to violate the privacy of their citizens, and this is done by 

data sharing between Government departments, requests for (or the collection of) 

personal and identifying information, and the requirement for the storage of that same 

data (Cullen 2011; Hiller & Belanger 2001; Warkentin et al. 2002). When a citizen 

expresses reservations about their privacy it shows that they are uncomfortable about 

the potential exploitation of their personal data  by opportunists (Álvarez Sabucedo et 

al. 2010; Chen et al. 2009; Verdegem & Verleye 2009; Welch, Hinnant & Moon 

2005). 

2.7.4 PRIVACY PREFERENCE MANAGEMENT 

The problem is that privacy preference management cannot be resolved even in the 

presence of a usable machine-level method of privacy transmission. For the 

management of preference system, there is a need to understand an individual's 

preferences, which are often not understood by the individuals themselves. McDonald 

and Cranor (2009) establish that online users don’t usually understand the risks of 

information disclosure owing to the virtual nature of the transaction. 
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2.7.5 OVERVIEW OF PRIVACY SOLUTIONS 

The different privacy solutions that are usually integrated with protection of personal 

information are described below. Protection of personal information in information 

systems is classified in two categories. One category is policy communication to 

enable the use of an ontology language (techniques) to represent privacy preferences. 

For example, the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) Project was proposed to 

provide a way for a website to define its personal information privacy policy and to 

communicate it to the users who visit the site (Cranor et al. 2002).  

Another category is policy enforcement to enable privacy protections within a 

business’s processes; we also need a language that can be used to express privacy 

policies for internal computing systems. For example, the Extensible Access Control 

Markup Language (XACML) (OASIS 2004) and the Enterprise Privacy 

Authorization Language (EPAL) (Paul et al. 2003), provide the automation of privacy 

policy enforcement. 

A short overview of the solutions in relation to the issues mentioned above 

(protecting privacy preferences) and a discussion on the privacy solutions is given 

below. 

Use of ontology is explained in a simple way to access the control mechanism that 

depends upon the ontology itself. This ontology allows extensions by 

implementations in the future (Denker et al. 2003). Complex use of ontology would  

relate the ontology to studying the real idea of protecting the content. 

A semantic-based privacy framework for web services has been described by Tumer, 

Dogac and Toroslu (2003). With this framework,  users are able to specify their 

privacy preferences with different permission levels. But the limitation with this 

ontology is that it is web-specific and cannot be used in other domains to meet 

privacy requirements. 

First proper security ontology was created by Schumacher (2003). The concepts of 

asset, stakeholder, security objective, threat, attacker, vulnerability, countermeasure 

and risk are included in the Schumacher ontology. This ontology is based on security 
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(design) patterns. The security design patterns are concepts used for improvement in 

understanding of the components composing security. 

An approach for secure and trusted collaboration between different businesses based 

on the secure authentication of the other business was presented by Sure and Haller 

(2004). The use of the semantic layer makes it possible to span administrative 

domains and the trust is established among both parties. 

The security of semantic web services is  focused on by Kagal et al. (2004).  In  Kagal 

et al. (2004) policies related to aspects of security, privacy and authorisations are 

described and explained using the Rei ontology. But this approach also has certain 

limitations as it only addresses some of the dimensions of privacy rather than privacy 

as a whole and, hence, does not help with overall understanding of privacy. 

Privacy ontology for e-commerce transactions and applications is established by 

Hecker, Dillon and Chang (2008). This ontology provides a framework for 

comparison of privacy policies and implementations of e-commerce sites. 

The enforcement of legislation-aware access control based on ontology is the main 

focus of Lioudakis et al. (2008). 

Usage of a P3P vocabulary, which is often used to control access to personal data, for 

translation of privacy policies, is suggested by Garcia and Toledo (2008). 

An ontology model that represents the intrusion detection and prevention events is 

presented by Isaza et al. (2009). Use of this ontology only provides security concepts 

and enables users to protect their personal information freely. 

Access control is described by Ferrini and Bertino (2009) as they combine ontology 

with the XACML. The management of Role Based Access Control (ABAC) 

hierarchies and the enforcement of the actual XACML policies are discussed in this 

paper. 

Qin and Atluri (2010) present an approach similar to this one but it is more 

sophisticated; in this approach, ontological mechanisms are used to derive access 

control on a conceptual level by associating concepts through their properties. The 
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limitation with this solution is that only security concepts are referred to and other 

dimensions of privacy are not considered. 

A semantic access control model designed on the basis of the privacy regulations for 

web services is presented by Antonakopoulou et al. (2010). 

An access control based on the ontology method and description-Situation method for 

shaping healthcare scenarios of data-access requests is presented by Beimel and Peleg 

(2011). 

Ontology is proposed by Talib et al. (2012), which acts as a powerful tool multi-agent 

system to address the issues of security goals. 

Based on the surveys of privacy solutions, ontologies are an effective way of 

developing privacy aware solutions as they are a good way of capturing knowledge 

relevant to a specific domain. Moreover, privacy aspects other than security concepts 

are not considered in these solutions and that is why their applications are limited. In 

addition, almost of solutions are not suitable to give citizens a chance to control their 

personal information based on privacy policies because they aim to integrate access 

control and privacy policy relevant to access control. A solution provides customers 

with the chance to control their personal information in e-commerce based on limited 

privacy policy. However, it doesn’t consider privacy regulation so it cannot be used 

in e-government.  

2.8 WEB TECHNOLOGIES IN E-GOVERNMENT 
The semantic web services based ontology mission is to combine web service (WSDL, 

SOAP) technologies with semantic web technologies (RDF, RDFS, OWL), to support 

automatic and dynamic interactions between various software systems (Studer, 

Grimm & Abecker 2007). Although web services technology is the standard way of 

describing interfaces, it does not explain anything about what software systems do or 

what sequences of messages are used in the process of interaction. By using semantic 

web technology, we overcome this obstacle. The use of semantic web-to-web services 

has led to the rise of semantic web services (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila 2001). 
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The rise of this new technology has made it easier for software systems to define, find 

and execute web services automatically without instructions from people (Talantikite, 

Aissani & Boudjlida 2009). This technology offers an opportunity for e-government 

service integration that can help improve the availability, reusability, quality of 

services offered and enabling semantic interoperability between public 

administrations’ software (Álvarez Sabucedo et al. 2010; Chen, Nie & Liu 2008; 

Fonou-Dombeu & Huisman 2011; Gugliotta et al. 2005b; Sabucedo & Anido-Rifón 

2006; Sanati & Lu 2008; Xiao, Xiao & Zhao 2007). Although semantic web-based 

ontology frameworks such as the OWL-S (Ontology Web Language for Services) 

framework have been used for potential applications of e-government service 

integration as shown in (Gugliotta et al. 2005a; Sanati & Lu 2008), they don't use the 

ontology building methodology to facilitate the building of those frameworks to 

support the application of e-government service integration.  

2.9 SUMMARY 
This chapter has briefly reviewed the research areas related to this study, which 

include e-government service integration, ontology, life event approaches, privacy 

and, web technologies.  

The next chapter will present a framework for e-government G2C service integration 

based on life events. 
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CHAPTER 3                               

 A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR 

E-GOVERNMENT G2C SERVICE 

INTEGRATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Most e-government service systems provide standalone services rather than integrated 

services. Also, a lack of collaboration and integration between agencies and the 

inadequate use of ICT can create great inconvenience for citizens. On the other hand, 

citizens’ privacy concerns have become a major barrier to their acceptance of e-

government services, and the problem of how to effectively address these privacy 

issues is increasingly important as governments push services delivery online. The 

effective protection of citizens’ privacy will contribute significantly to the success of 

e-government services. Therefore, it is highly desirable to take into account privacy 

issues in e-government service integration to ensure the success of e-government 

services.  

This chapter proposes a framework of e-government G2C service integration based 

on life-events with citizens’ privacy taken into account, called Life Event-based and 

Citizen Personal Information Sensitivity-based e-Government Service Integration 

(LE&CPISe-GSI). In particular, this framework proposes two models: the ontology-

based citizen life event model, called a Life Event Ontology (LEO) and a citizen 
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personal information sensitivity model, called a Citizen Personal Information 

Sensitivity Ontology (CPISO). The workflow of this framework has been illustrated 

by a typical scenario. This framework can improve the access to e-government 

services, increase citizen satisfaction, assist citizens in setting their privacy 

preferences, and protect their personal information.  

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 presents details of this framework; 

Section 3.3 presents a feasibility analysis and Section 3.4 describes a case study using 

the framework in this research. Section 3.5 concludes the chapter with a summary of 

the contributions. 

3.2 DESIGN FRAMEWORK 
This section presents the details of the LE&CPISe-GSI framework. Figure 3-1 shows 

the block diagram of this framework. This framework consists of four layers: user 

interaction, middleware, web application and database layers and each layer has a 

number of modules. The details of each layer are presented in the following sub-

sections. 

3.2.1 USER INTERACTION LAYER 

This layer is a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows users being E-government 

Employee Users or Citizen Users, to interact with the system.  

It is responsible for gathering data from users, such as the users’ privacy preferences, 

data for life event applications and related web services, and accessing data. It 

includes the following functions: 

1) Sign up / Sign in: The Sign up function is used by users to register with the system 

while the Sign in function is for users to access the system according to their pre-

defined roles. 
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2) Browse: this function allows citizen users to browse  life events, check information 

about life events, view their life event applications and results, and view their privacy 

preferences. 

3) Upload: this function is for uploading an applicant’s application, an application's 

assessment result and setting up an applicant’s privacy preferences.  

4) Modify: this function is for modification of some elements of the applicant’s 

privacy preferences or life event applications and the submission of the modifications 

to the database. 

5) Delete: this function is used for deleting life event applications from the database. 
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Figure 3-1 Diagram of LE&CPISe-GSI framework 
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3.2.2 MIDDLEWARE LAYER 

The middleware layer contains two types of modules, which are knowledge-base 

modules and processing modules. The knowledge-base modules include the life event 

model and citizen personal information sensitivity model. 

Life event model  

The life event model as an ontology (called Life Event Ontology -LEO) is developed 

to define common life events that citizens may experience during their lives and offer 

sequences of web services (i.e. standalone e-government services)  for a successful 

completion of a life event with their execution processes (or workflows). It enables 

automated integration of e-government G2C services.   

Citizen personal information model:  

The citizen personal information sensitivity model as an ontology (called Citizen 

Personal Information Sensitivity Ontology - CPISO) has been proposed to enable 

citizens to control their privacy preferences. This model classifies the personal data of 

a citizen into a number of levels according to the degrees of their sensitivity and 

allows a citizen to set up his or her privacy preferences in terms of these levels. It 

empowers citizens to define their privacy preferences, in other words, to disclose their 

personal information in the right situations and at the right level of detail. This model 

is created based on the following three parts: 

1) Citizen personal information set:  this is the collection of citizen personal data, 

such as first name and date of birth. 

2) Privacy policy: this refers to the statements from five aspects (purpose, retention, 

recipient, obligation and consent) that define ways to collect, store, disclose, and use 

citizens’ personal data used through life event applications.  
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3) Sensitivity level set: this defines a group of sensitivity levels that describe the 

privacy preferences of citizens in relation to their personal information data items, 

and each level has a pre-defined privacy policy.   

The details of these two models will be presented in Chapters 4 and  5, respectively. 

The mechanism modules include the monitor manager, life event management 

module, privacy management module, service management module and registry 

management module. 

Monitor Manager (MM): this offers support for coordinating between the interfaces 

and middleware’s modules or between the middleware’s modules. 

Life Event Management (LEM) Module: this is responsible for coordinating the 

interaction between the monitor manager and the life event model (LEO) through the 

following two components: 

1) Life event information manager: this extracts information about life events selected 

by a citizen from LEO, such as the steps to execute the constituent services of a life 

event.   

2) Service information manager: this extracts descriptions of each constituent service 

from a service model, such as a service's URLWSDL, inputs, outputs and government 

agency provider.   

Privacy Management (PM) module: this module consists of following two 

components: 

1) Privacy preference manager: this is responsible for coordinating the interaction 

between the monitor manager and the CPISO. It helps a citizen to set or edit the 

sensitivity levels of his or her personal information. The privacy preference manager 

reads from the ontology model to extract a privacy policy for each data item based on 

its sensitivity level and allows the citizen to edit (modify) the sensitivity levels of his 

or her personal information.   
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2) Authentication and authorisation manager: this is responsible for the enforcement 

of access control and privacy policies based on the particular citizen’s privacy 

preferences. This function uses access control language, such as the eXtensible 

Access Control Markup Language (XACML), based on the citizen’s privacy 

preferences and the privacy policy.   

Service Management (SM) module: this is also called service execution manager and 

is responsible for the following two groups of functions: 

1) Requesting and receiving service descriptions from the LEO model through the 

service information manager.  

2) Querying services based on service descriptions, invoking services, monitoring 

choreograph plans and executing services. 

Registry Management (RM) module: this module stores, extracts and edits 

information from the databases and coordinates the interaction between the monitor 

manager and the databases. It consists of the following components:  

1) Registry of User: this is responsible for storing and extracting a user’s account as a 

part of the User profile database. 

2) Registry of User Privacy Preference: this is responsible for updating and extracting 

a citizen’s privacy preferences from the citizen privacy preference database. 

3) Registry of User Life Event Application: this is responsible for storing, updating, 

deleting and extracting a citizen’s life event application inside the life event 

application database. 

3.2.3 SERVICE LAYER 

The standalone e-government services as web services for each government ministry 

are presented in the service layer. Each government ministry publishes their services 

as web services. A web service is an electronic service identified by specific URLs 
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(Uniform Resource Identifier) and it conforms to the XML (eXtensible Markup 

Language) standards, which are used to specify service interfaces and to invoke 

services through the web (Austin et al. 2002). Web services use the Web Services 

Description Language (WSDL) as a format to describe the functionality of a service, 

such as the operation name, inputs required for the service invocation, output of the 

service and its target address for invocation. Web services use SOAP (formerly Simple 

Object Access Protocol) as a protocol for message exchange among services.  

3.2.4 DATABASE LAYER 

The database layer is responsible for storing and accessing the data required by the 

middleware, and it is divided into sub-components: 

1) User Database: stores the user’s account within the system. 

2) Citizen Privacy Preference: stores the citizen’s privacy preferences. 

3) Life Event Application: stores the citizen’s life event application. 

4) Ministry Database: stores details about the citizen that are related to the ministry’s 

service.  

3.3 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 
To demonstrate the workflow in a LE&CPISe-GSI system based on the proposed 

framework, this section presents the flows of information within the system when a 

citizen (called Catherine) wants to apply for a life event.  

Sign up /Sign in 

Catherine needs to use “User Interface” to sign up the system if she has not had an 

account with the system or has signed into the system by using her username and 

password if she already has an account.  
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Figure 3-2 Workflow of sign up 

As shown in Figure 3-2, if Catherine needs to sign up to the system (1), the “Monitor 

Manager” receives, manages and sends her request to “User Registry” (2 and 3). Then, 

“User Registry” sends an application form to “Monitor Manager”(4); then, “Monitor 

Manager” displays this form to Catherine through “User Interface” (5). After this, 

Catherine fills in the application form and submits it to “Monitor Manager” (6 and 7); 

then, “Monitor Manager” submits this information to “User Registry” (8). Lastly, 

“User Registry” saves it into the “User Database” (9). 

 
Figure 3-3 Workflow of sign in 

 

As shown in Figure 3-3, if Catherine needs to sign in to the system (1), the “Monitor 

Manager” receives, manages and sends her request to the “Authentication and 

Authorization Manager” (2 and 3). Then the “Authentication and Authorization 

Manager” checks if the username and password are available in the user database or 

not (4 and 5). If the details provided are matched with the actual details in the “User 

Database”, the system identifies the user role, returns success and takes Catherine to 

the citizen screen (6 and 7). 
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Figure 3-4 Workflow of view life event information 

 

Viewing information about life events 

As shown in Figure 3-4, to view information about a life event, Catherine needs to 

choose a life event to view more information about it (1). The “Monitor Manager” 

receives, manages and sends her request to the “Life event Information Manager” (2 

and 3). Then, “Life event Information Manager” retrieves the life event details from 

the "Life Event Ontology" (4 and 5) and sends them to the “Monitor Manager” (6); 

then, “Monitor Manager” displays these details to the applicant through the “User 

Interface” (7). 
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Figure 3-5 Workflow of applying life event 

Applying for a life event 

As shown in Figure 3-5, when Catherine selects a life event to apply, the “Monitor 

Manager” receives, manages and sends her request to the “Service Information 

Manager” (2 and 3). Then, “Service Information Manager” retrieves the service’s 

description related to the selected life event from “Life Event Ontology” (4 and 5) and 

sends them to “Monitor Manager” (6); then, “Monitor Manager” displays the applicant 

form for first service to the applicant through “User Interface” (7). Then, Catherine 

fills in the application form for each service and submits it (8). The “Monitor 

Manager” receives, manages and sends her request to the “Service Execution 
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Manager” (9 and 10). “Service Execution Manager” connects the first web service to 

retrieve Catherine’s personal information from the external service provider (11) and 

returns results to “Monitor Manager” (12); then, “Monitor Manager” displays personal 

information to Catherine through “User Interface” (13). If Catherine agrees with the 

information, the system moves to the next service and repeats the above process until 

services related to the selected life event are covered. If Catherine does not agree with 

the information, the system collects information about the service provider from “Life 

Event Ontology” and displays it to Catherine. Once the information is confirmed by 

Catherine, she submits the life event application (14). The “Monitor Manager” 

receives, manages and sends her request to the “User Life Event Application Registry” 

(15 and 16). Then, the “User Life Event Application Registry” saves the application 

details in the “Life Event Application Database” (17). 

 
Figure 3-6 Workflow of setting citizen privacy preference 

Viewing and setting up privacy preferences 

As shown in Figure 3-6, Catherine accesses the privacy preference setting page 

through the “User Interface” (1). The “Monitor Manager” receives, manages and sends 

her request to the “Privacy Preference Manager” (2 and 3). Then, the “Privacy 
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Preference Manager” retrieves all life events from the citizen personal information 

sensitivity ontology (4) and sends them to the “Monitor Manager” (5); then, the 

“Monitor Manager” displays a list of life events to Catherine through the “User 

Interface” (6).  

Then, Catherine selects a life event (7) and “Monitor Manager” receives, manages and 

sends her request to the “Privacy Preference Manager” (8 and 9). Then, the “Privacy 

Preference Manager” retrieves a list of citizen personal types related to the selected 

life event from the “Citizen Personal Information Sensitivity Ontology” (10) and sends 

them to the “Monitor Manager” (11); then, the “Monitor Manager” displays the citizen 

personal data item types to Catherine through the “User Interface” (12). Then, 

Catherine selects a type of citizen personal data item (13) and “Monitor Manager” 

receives, manages and sends her request to the “Privacy Preference Manager” (14 and 

15). Then, the “Privacy Preference Manager” retrieves all data items related to the 

selected life event and the citizen personal data item type from the “Citizen Personal 

Information Sensitivity Ontology” (16) and sends them to the “Monitor Manager” (17); 

then, “Monitor Manager” requests the “User Privacy Preference Registry” to extract a 

defaults sensitivity level (or selected level) for those data items (18). Then, the “User 

Privacy Preference Registry” retrieves those sensitivity levels from the “Citizen 

Privacy Preference” database (19 and 20) and sends them to “Monitor Manager” (21). 

Then, “Monitor Manager” displays those sensitivity levels to Catherine through the 

“User Interface” (22). 

Catherine can select to view privacy policies for each sensitivity level (23); then, 

“Monitor Manager” receives, manages and sends her request to the “Privacy 

Preference Manager” (24 and 25). Then, the “Privacy Preference Manager” retrieves 

privacy policies from the “Citizen Personal Information Sensitivity Ontology” (26) 

and sends them to the “Monitor Manager” (27); then, the “Monitor Manager” displays 

those privacy policies to Catherine through the “User Interface” (28).  
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If Catherine is not happy with the default sensitivity level, she can change it and 

submit the changes to the system (29); then, “Monitor Manager” receives, manages 

and sends her request to the “User Privacy Preference Registry” (30 and 31). Lastly, 

the “User Privacy Preference Registry” saves those changes in the “Citizen Privacy 

Preference” database (32).   

3.4 CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 
This study uses Saudi Arabia as a case study to verify the proposed framework and 

models. In this section, we describe the case study. To understand our case study, we 

offer two examples of life events: the Saudi Arabian King Abdullah Scholarship 

Program (SAKASP) and the Hafiz Program. Relevant information about those life 

events, described below, is taken from the SAUDI National e-Government Portal 

website (http://www.saudi.gov.sa/). SAKASP is a good case study for the integration 

of e-government services. The program offers financial support for eligible Saudi 

Arabian post-graduate students. The four main players involved in the program are the 

student applicants, the employee assessor of the ministry of higher education,  the 

applicant's parent, and the employee researcher from the SAKASP research center. In 

general, the process of applying for a SAKASP must integrate three services from 

different ministries. To be more specific,, SAKASP as life event integrates (i) the Job 

status service which is used to retrieve the citizen’s job status from the Ministry Of 

Civil Service's database, (ii) the mark assessment service which is used to retrieve the 

citizen’s mark from the national centre for assessment in higher education, and (iii) the 

personal information service which is used to retrieve the citizen’s personal 

information (Lastname – citizen ID) from the Ministry of Civil Affairs's database. 

The second example is the Hafiz Program, which is a national program to help job 

seekers. According to the SAUDI National e-Government Portal, the Hafiz program 

gives financial aid to job seekers who conform to the program’s criteria. The Ministry 

of Labour is responsible for completing the reception and registration of applications 

to support researchers working in Saudi Arabia. In this program, the process of 
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applying for a Hafiz needs to integrate seven services from different ministries. This 

application can be accessed by a citizen applicant, the employee assessor of the 

ministry of labour, the applicant's parent, and the employee researcher from the Hafiz 

Research Centre. In general, the process of applying for a Hafiz Program must 

integrate six services from different ministries. To be more specific, the Hafiz 

Program as life event integrates (i) the ‘check personal information service’ which is 

used to retrieve citizen’s personal information (first name - last name date of birth - 

Job Name) from the Civil Affairs Ministry's database, (ii) the ‘check commercial 

activity service’ which is used to verify that the citizen owns a commercial activity or 

is not from the Commerce and Industry Ministry's database, (iii) the ‘check an 

employee in the private sector service’ which is used to verify that the citizen is an 

employee in the private sector or is not from the Labour Ministry's database, (iv) the 

‘check among the records of beneficiaries of the public pension service’ which is used 

to verify whether the citizen is entitled to a pension or not, from the Public Pension 

Agency Ministry's database, (v) the ‘check among the records of beneficiaries of 

agency service for social welfare and the family service’ which is used to verify 

whether the citizen is among the records of beneficiaries of the Agency Services 

Ministry for Social Welfare and the Family or not, from the Social Affairs Ministry's 

database, and (vi) the ‘check latest entry to Saudi Arabia for the applicant from the 

Directorate General of Passports  Ministry's database’ which is used to verify if the 

citizen has  resided in  Saudi Arabia for a period of not less than ten months during the 

twelve months preceding the filing of the application. All of these life events use the 

citizens’ personal information data items to completely apply the life event. 

3.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has proposed an LE&CPISe-GSI framework for the integration of e-

government G2C services with privacy awareness based on life events. This 

represents the glue to automatically combine the standalone e-government G2C 

services into a complex service to accomplish a life event. The LE&CPISe-GSI can 
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increase citizen satisfaction by efficiently improving access to e-government and by 

protecting the personal information of citizens. The key component that makes this 

framework is the CPISO, which is a novel citizen personal information model based 

on the citizen personal information set, privacy policy and sensitivity level set.  In 

addition, the proposed framework is feasible for implementation based on a suite of 

techniques, such as the procedures for managing life event (LEM) and privacy (PM). 

The proposed framework has overcome the limitations of current e-government 

service integration using the life event approach by addressing privacy issues. The 

example provided has sought to show the workflow of information within the 

LE&CPISe-GSI system and to affirm the feasibility of the framework and enabling 

techniques. 
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CHAPTER 4                                

 ONTOLOGY-BASED CITIZEN 

LIFE EVENT MODEL 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The life event concept was introduced as the core element for implementing complex 

service delivery to improve the efficiency and reusability of e-government services 

and web-based information management systems (Todorovski, Kunstelj & Vintar 

2007; Todorovski et al. 2006; Vintar & Leben 2002). Details are presented in Section 

2.6. In addition, ontology is considered to be one of the most powerful conceptual 

approaches for dealing with challenges associated with developing seamless systems 

in distributed environments (Fensel 2001). In the context of e-government service 

integration, it is promising to use life events to support the service integration  that 

has been suggested by many researchers.  

Although research such as life event ontology is being carried out to support the 

integration of e-government services, it has thus far failed to present details about 

creating and managing an appropriate infrastructure for its configuration. Indeed, 

there is lack of detail about creating and managing an appropriate infrastructure for 

the configuration of life event ontology,  for example, Gugliotta et al. (2005a) 

suggested semantic web service and life event ontology but did not provide details 

about integrating them, managing the relationship between them or keeping the 

infrastructure running. Moreover, there is no existing work that has provided clues 

about how the proposed ontology models can be constructed from the complex web 
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services with existing ontology building methodologies. Therefore, a new way of 

designing and constructing an ontology-based life event model to effectively support 

the integration of e-government G2C services (which are implemented through web 

services by different government divisions or agencies) would be highly desirable. 

This chapter presents an effective way to design and implement an ontology-based 

life event model that supports e-government G2C service integration. Details about 

how to construct and use this life event ontology model are also provided and 

evaluated. 

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.3 presents the development 

of life event-based e-government service integration; Section 4.3 presents a new way 

to design and implement an ontology-based life event model for e-government 

service integration; Section 4.4 evaluates the life event ontology model; Section 4.5 

presents the process as to how the life event management module interacts with LEO; 

and Section 4.6 presents how the service management module describes and invokes 

the web services. Section 4.7 summarises the chapter. 

4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF ONTOLOGY-BASED 

LIFE EVENT MODEL FOR E-GOVERNMENT 

SERVICE INTEGRATION 
Life event is a collection of actions with at least one action (service) in the public 

service domain (Todorovski et al. 2006). When this set of actions is executed in the 

appropriate sequence, citizens’ needs arising from new life situations are met. In this 

study, a life event refers to a collection of individual e-government services, which 

are provided by different governmental departments/divisions/agencies as web 

services. Figure 4-1 shows three life event examples, Life Event A, Life Event B and 

Life Event C. Table 4-1 lists the services used by each life event and the Ministries 

that are responsible for them. 
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Figure 4-1 Examples of the Life event approach 

 
 

Table 4-1 Life Event Examples Table 
Life Event A Service A1 Ministry A 

Service B2 Ministry B 

Service Cn Ministry C 

Life Event B Service An Ministry A 

Service C1 Ministry C 

Life Event C Service A2 Ministry A 

Service Bn Ministry B 

Service C2 Ministry C 

 
 
It can be seen from Table 4-1 that each life event can be achieved by invoking a 

number of standalone services offered by different providers. Based on the literature 

review (Section 2.4), the life event approach is promising for government service 

integration. In this study, the life event approach was adopted to implement e-

government service integration in such a way that the life events are used as the glue 

to turn standalone e-government services into complex services to handle life events. 

The benefits of implementing e-government service integration using the life event 
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approach are four fold:  First, to a great extent, this approach can lead to the 

automatic accomplishment of an integrated e-government service. Second, citizens 

can easily accept the life event based complex service because they need only select 

proper life events that are suitable for their situations without worrying about 

individual services. Third, citizens can easily find out what services have been 

invoked to accomplish the life event and in what order. Lastly, citizens can easily find 

out the requirements of each constituent service from the selected life event. 

From the life event approach, the e-government services can be integrated through 

life events and with the life event based integrated e-government service system, 

citizens can automatically select a set of related e-government services to accomplish 

a particular life event. Therefore, the life event model is the key component in the 

integrated e-government systems. The next section presents the design of the life 

event model for effective support to the integration of e-government G2C services.  

4.3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION THE LIFE 

EVENT ONTOLOGY 
In order to effectively support e-government service integration, a life event model 

should represent each life event in terms of individual e-government services (i.e. 

actions) to describe its definition and constituent services, and the execution order of 

these services.   

Although the life event model can be designed as a relational database, this study 

adopts the ontology technique for modelling life events because ontology can be 

machine-readable and easily shared among other components and more importantly, 

it supports rules for semantic reasoning. 

To design the life event ontology (LEO), the following phases have been gone 

through based on the methontology methodology, which is a structured method for 

building ontologies (Chaware & Rao 2010; Fernández-López, Gómez-Pérez & Juristo 

1997).  
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The design of LEO includes a number of specific phases e.g. specification, 

conceptualisation, formalisation and implementation. This section will explain them 

one by one. 

4.3.1 DESIGN PHASE 1: SPECIFICATION 

During this phase, the purpose and scope of the LEO are firstly defined. The purpose 

of the LEO is to facilitate the integration of e-government services and the scope is e-

government G2C services. The LEO needs to include: information about life events, 

the standalone e-government services that are related to the life events within the 

scope, the inputs and outputs of individual services, and the rules applied to the inputs 

and outputs of services. Target users for the LEO are citizens, Ministries and the 

administration staff responsible for the life event process. Second, a set of ten 

competency  questions, which need to be answered by the knowledge derived from 

the ontology (Gruninger & Fox 1995), have been formed as follows, where CQLEO 

stands as the competency question for life event ontology:  

CQLEO1: What are the services provided by the government?  

CQLEO2: Which government agency (ministry) administers a given service?  

CQLEO3: What are life events are supported by the government?  

CQLEO4: What is the procedure for accomplishing a given life event (i.e. the 

workflow of a given life event)?  

CQLEO5: Which government agency (ministry) is responsible for a given life event?  

CQLEO6: For each event step, what life event might naturally call for its utilization? 

Or equivalently, for each life event, what event steps are relevant?  

CQLEO7: For each service, what event step might naturally call for its utilization? Or 

equivalently, for each service, what event step is relevant?  

CQLEO8: What are the inputs required to execute a given service?  
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CQLEO9: What are the outputs from a given service?  

CQLEO10: What rules will be implemented in the output class? 

4.3.2 DESIGN PHASE 2: CONCEPTUALISATION 

During this phase, a number of concepts/classes have been identified to describe a life 

event for integrating multiple e-government services from different web applications. 

These concepts are life events, event steps, services, inputs, outputs, providers and 

rules. Figure 4-2 shows the ontology scheme for the LEO, which shows the concepts 

and the associations between the concepts in the target LEO. 

Life Event  

The life event concept represents a series of service executions to fulfil a purpose. 

The series of service executions are derived from existing events in the citizens’ life 

situations, such as applying for a government scholarship or a driver’s license. It is 

related to the competency questions CQLEO 3 and CQLEO6. 

Event Step  

The event step concept represents individual service execution in the procedure of 

accomplishing a life event, such as “get work status” for the life event of “apply for 

government scholarship”. It is related to the competency questions CQLEO 4 and 

CQLEO 6. 

Service  

The service concept represents a standalone e-government service which needs to be 

executed for accomplishing some life events. It is provided by a government ministry, 

department or an agency. It is related to the competency questions CQLEO 1 and 

CQLEO 7. 
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Input  

The input concept represents an individual parameter that is used by a service. It is 

related to the competency question CQLEO 8. 

Output  

The output concept represents the result of service execution, i.e. the decision given 

by the service provider regarding the service (web service). It is related to the 

competency question CQLEO 9.  

Provider  

The provider concept represents the governmental division or ministry or agency that 

is responsible for defining and/or offering the life event and service to the citizen. It is 

related to the competency questions CQLEO 2 and CQLEO 5.  

Rule  

The rule concept represents a rule defined by the provider that is responsible for a life 

event. It is related to the competency question CQLEO 10. 
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Figure 4-2 The relationship between the entities in the life event ontology 

4.3.3 DESIGN PHASE 3: FORMALISATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 

The ontology schema (conceptual model of an ontology) developed in the 

conceptualisation process must be formulated and implemented to be useful for 

applications. During this phase, three steps are carried out:  

Step 1. Determine the specific ontology development tool and ontology development 

language. 

Step 2. Convert the conceptual ontology scheme into a set of classes through the 

following three mapping rules: (i) a concept will become a class, (ii) a relationship 

between concept 1 to concept 2 will becomes an object property of Class 1 (converted 
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from Concept 1) that links to Class 2 (converted from Concept 2), and (iii) an 

attribute of Concept n will become a datatype property of Class n. 

Step 3. Implement the classes using the specific ontology development tool and 

ontology development language 

Step 4. Populate the LEO with instances.  

In Step 1, Protégé 4.1, which is a free open source ontology editor and a knowledge 

acquisition system, is chosen as the ontology development tool. It supports the 

graphical representation of a class hierarchy though the OWLVIZ plug-in. The web 

ontology language (OWL DL) is chosen as the ontology development language for 

the following three reasons: (i) to acquire the full expressiveness of cardinality 

restrictions to handle the one-to-many relations in LEO, (ii) to use the existing 

reasoners with OWL DL and (iii) to take advantage of the fact that Protégé-OWL is 

supported by methontology and widely used because of its platform-independent 

characteristics.  

In Step 2, the conceptual ontology scheme of target LEO (Figure 4-2) is converted or 

formalised into a set of classes based on the three mapping rules. The classes and 

their properties including their datatype and object properties that are converted from 

the ontology schema (Figure 4-2) are listed in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2 Concepts and properties 
Class Object properties Datatype properties 

Life event 
Consistof 
LifeEventisgovernedby 
LifeEventisprovidedby 

hasLifeEvent_ID 
hastitle 
hasLifeEventdescription 

Input  hasInputvalue 

Output Outputisgovernedby hasOutputvalue 

Event Step consumes 

hasEventSteporder_ID 
hasEventStepdescription 
hasEventStep_before 
hasEventStep_after 
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Class Object properties Datatype properties 
hasEventStep_status 

Provider 
offersService 
issuesRule 
offersLifeEvent 

hasProvider_ID 
hasProvidername 
hascontactinformation 
hashomepageURL 
hasprivacypolicyURL 

Service 
hasInput 
producesOutput 
isprovidedby 

hasService_ID 
hasServicedescription 
hasWSDLURLwebsite 
hascost 

Rule appliesonOutput hasRule_ID 
hasstatements 

In Step 3, the classes are implemented in Protégé 4.1 with OWL-DL. During this step, 

three sub-steps are carried out as described below: 

SubStep 3.1. Implement classes 

 All the classes from Step 2 are implemented in Protégé 4.1 with OWL-DL and the 

closure axiom notion is used to express the definition and the axiom of a specific 

class, as shown in Appendix 4-A. Figure 4-3 shows the hierarchy of the LEO which is 

obtained from the OWLVIZ plug-in. Figure 4-4 shows the views of relationships 

between the concepts in the LEO (object properties) which are obtained by using the 

Jambalaya Plugin. 
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Figure 4-3 CLASSES 

  
Figure 4-4 The relationships between classes 
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SubStep 3.2. Define the object properties for each class 

For each object property, its name, domain class, target concept and the cardinality 

need to be defined. For example, the object property “consumes” has the "LifeEvent" 

class as its domain and “Service” class as its range, as shown in Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5"consumes" as object property 
 
All the object properties for all classes in the LEO are tabulated in Appendix 4-B. 

SubStep 3.3. 

Define the datatype properties for each class 

For each datatype property, its name and domain class, value type and cardinality 

need to be defined. For example, a datatype property "hasLifeEventdescription" has 

“LifeEvent” as domain class, as shown in Figure 4-6.  

 

 
Figure 4-6"hasLifeEventdescription" as Datatype Property 

 
All the datatype properties for all classes of target LEO are presented in Appendix 4-

C. 
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Step 4. Collect instances and populate the LEO. 

During this step, the information about the instances of classes in the LEO for a given 

government are collected and formulised according to the properties and then added 

to the LEO as instances.  

In order to validate the proposed LEO, some instances of classes in the LEO for two 

life events are collected from the Saudi Arabia government. First life event (LE1) is 

“apply for the Saudi Arabian King Abdullah Scholarship Program (SAKASP)” and 

the second life event (LE2) is “apply for Hafiz Program” (more details about these 

life events are in Section 3.4). Relevant information about these life events, is taken 

from the SAUDI National e-Government Portal website (http://www.saudi.gov.sa/).   

The collections of life events, services, life event providers, service providers, life 

event rules, inputs and outputs of services, service costs and event steps, are shown in 

Appendices (4-D), (4-E), (4-F), (4-G), (4-H), (4-I), (4-J), (4-K),  respectively. The  

description of instances of all classes including their datatype property values and 

object property values are shown in Appendices (4-L), (4-M) and (4-N), respectively. 

These instances are added to the Saudi Arabia LEO. 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&owl;Thing"/> 
</owl:Class> 
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="issuesRule"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Provider"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Rule"/> 
</owl:ObjectProperty> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="LifeEvent"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction> 
<owl:onProperty 
rdf:resource="#hasLifeEventdescription"/> 
<owl:cardinality 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</owl:ca
rdinality> 
</owl:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction> 
<owl:onProperty 
rdf:resource="#LifeEventprovidedby"/> 
<owl:cardinality 
<owl:Class rdf:ID="EventStep"> 
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&owl;Thing"/> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction> 
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#consumes"/> 

</EventStep> 
<Service rdf:ID="Check_Mark_Service_2"> 
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;NamedIndividual"/> 
<hascost rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Free</hascost> 
<hasInput 
rdf:resource="#Check_Mark_Service_Citizen_ID"/> 
<hasInput 
rdf:resource="#Check_Mark_Service_Citizen_Passw
ord"/> 
<hasInput 
rdf:resource="#Check_Mark_Service_Citizen_UserN
ame"/> 
<hasService_ID rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
>Check Mark Service_2</hasService_ID> 
<hasServicedescription rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
>Mark assessment service is used to retrieve 
citizen&#8217;s mark from National Centre For 
Assessment in Higher 
Education.</hasServicedescription> 
<hasWSDLURL rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI" 
>http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/CheckMarkServ
ice?wsdl</hasWSDLURL> 
<producesOutput 
rdf:resource="#Check_Mark_Service_Result"/> 
<rdfs:label rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
>Check Mark Assessment</rdfs:label> 
<Serviceisprovidedby 
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<owl:cardinality 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</owl:ca
rdinality> 
</owl:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction> 
<owl:onProperty 
rdf:resource="#hasEventStepOrder_ID"/> 
<owl:cardinality 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</owl:ca
rdinality> 
</owl:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 
<owl:Restriction> 
<owl:onProperty 
rdf:resource="#hasEventStepDescription"/> 
<owl:cardinality 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</owl:ca
rdinality> 
</owl:Restriction> 
</rdfs:subClassOf> 
<rdfs:subClassOf> 

rdf:resource="#National_Centre_For_Assessment_in
_Higher_Education_2"/> 
</Service> 
<Input rdf:ID="Check_Mark_Service_Citizen_ID"> 
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&owl;NamedIndividual"/> 
<hasInputvalue 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">1</hasInputvalue> 
 
<Provider 
rdf:ID="Directorate_General_of_Passports_7"> 
<hascontactinformation rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
>Email: info@gdp.gov.sa</hascontactinformation> 
<hashomepageURL rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI" 
>http://www.gdp.gov.sa/</hashomepageURL> 
<hasprivacypolicyURL rdf:datatype="&xsd;anyURI" 
>http://www.gdp.gov.sa/privacypolicy</hasprivacyp
olicyURL> 
<hasProvider_ID rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
>Directorate General of 
Passports_7</hasProvider_ID> 
<hasProvidername rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
>Directorate General of 
Passports</hasProvidername> 

Figure 4-7 Part of the OWL file for Saudi Arabia LEO 
 

Figure 4-7 presents a part of the OWL file that implements the Saudi Arabia LEO 

exported from Protégé, which shows how the concepts and the relationships between 

concepts and attributes for each concept are implemented in the ontology. 

Figure 4-8 shows LE1 as an instance of a life event. Figures 4-9 (a) to (f) illustrate the 

instances of the seven classes for LE1 (the first life event), respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4-8 “Apply for SAKASP” (LE1) as an instance of life event class 
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(a) Instances of event step class for “Apply SAKASP” 

 

 
 (b) Instances of service class for ‘APPLY SAKASP’ 

 

(c) Instances of output class for "APPLY SAKASP" 
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(d) Instances of input class for ‘APPLY SAKASP’  

 

 
e) Instances of provider class for ‘APPLY SAKASP’ 

 

 
(f) Instances of rule class for ‘APPLY SAKASP’ 

 
Figure 4-9 Instances of rule class for ‘APPLY SAKASP’ 
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Figure 4-10 shows LE2 as an instance of a life event class. Figures 4-11 (a) to (f) 

show the instances of the seven classes for LE2 (the second life event), respectively. 

 
Figure 4-10 ‘APPLY HAFIZ’ (LE2) as Instance of life event class 

 
 

 
(a) Instances of event step class for ‘APPLY HAFIZ’ 
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(c) Instances of service class for ‘APPLY HAFIZ’ 

 
 

 
 (d) Instances of output class for ‘APPLY HAFIZ’ 
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(e) Instances of input class for ‘APPLY HAFIZ’ 

 

 

(f) Instances of provider class for ‘APPLY HAFIZ’ 
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(g) Some instances of rule class 

Figure 4-11 Instances for LE2 – Apply for HAFIZ program 

4.4 EVALUATION 
 This section presents the evaluation of the LEO to ensure that the ontology model is 

built correctly in terms of two aspects: The first is to see if the target ontology is 

correctly constructed as designed (ontology verification) and the second is to evaluate 

the quality of the domain ontology (ontology validation). 

4.4.1 ONTOLOGY VERIFICATION 

The target ontology is verified by three verification tools: (i) the Manchester OWL 

validator, (ii) the Pellet Reasoner (Protégé built-in verification tool), and (iii) a 

method to use schema metrics and instance metrics, which include Relationship 

Richness (RR), Class Richness (CR), Class Instance Distribution (CID), Class 

Connectivity, Class Importance (Imp(Ci)) and Relationship Utilization (RU), to 

evaluate the LEO model (more details about this method are in Section 2.5.8).  

According to the output from the Manchester OWL validator, the LEO conforms to 

the OWL2 DL profile. Detailed results are shown in Appendix 4-O.  
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According to the output from the Pellet Reasoner, the verification results are 

satisfactory. The test results for each class (computing consistency) are shown in 

Appendix 4-P. 

The results of the third method are also presented. Tables 4-3 (a) to (c) present the 

results of evaluation of the target LEO based on schema metrics, the instance metrics 

and the class metrics, respectively. 

Table 4-3 Evaluation of the LEO based on metrics (a) schema, (b) instance and (c) class 
Schema Metrics Value 
Total of Classes 7 

Total of Relationships  39 

Relationship Richness 100 

(a) 
 

Instance Metrics Value 

Class Richness 100 

Total of Instances 85 

CID 7.15 

(b) 
  

Class Instances Connectivity Importance RU 
Event Step 10 70 11.76 1 

Input 27 25 31.76 1 

Life Event 2 28 2.35 1 

Output  16 43 18.82 1 

Provider 9 84 10.58 1 
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Class Instances Connectivity Importance RU 
Rule 12 60 14.11 1 

Service 9 84 10.58 1 

(c) 

According to Table 4-3 (a), RR's value is 100. This means that there is no relationship 

of class and subclass (i.e. is a) because we did not define this relationship in the LEO 

model. However, we used other relations, such as a recursive relation “consumes”. 

These types of relationships will allow developers to extend classes in the future.  

According to Table 4-3 (b), the LEO has 85 instances and the result of the CR value 

is 100, which indicates that the LEO's classes are populated and there are no 

redundant classes. Also, the CID that is spread across LEO's classes is measured with 

a value of 7.15. The results of the class's importance are represented in Table 4-3 (c) 

to allow comparison between the seven classes in the LEO. According to these 

results, the most important class in LEO is the input class because it covers 30% of 

the instances in the LEO and it is followed by the output and rule classes, which 

cover 18% and 14% of the instances in the LEO, respectively. Table 4-3 (c) shows 

that the provider class and the service class are the most connected classes and they 

play a central role in the LEO, as there are 84 instances of these two classes. In 

addition, the RU is measured with a value of 1 which indicates that all relationships 

are used. 

4.4.2 ONTOLOGY VALIDATION 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.8, the SPARQL query technique is one useful method 

for assessing and evaluating the quality of the domain ontology. Therefore, it is used 

for validating the target LEO. Using the SPARQL query technique, the SPARQL 

queries are first formulated based on the competency questions of the target LEO (see 

Section 4.3.1).  Table 4-4 shows the SPARQL queries are designed to answer the 

corresponding competency questions. The extracted answers for the competency 
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questions obtained by running these queries against the target LEO are obtained from 

the domain experts as listed in Appendices (4-Q), (4-R), (4-S), (4-T) (4-U), (4-V), (4-

W), (4-X), (4-Y) and (4-Z), respectively. These numbers have been filled in the last 

column of Table 4-4. The comparisons between the extracted results and the expected 

results obtained from the domain experts, show that the target LEO can correctly 

answer the competency questions.Therefore it is valid.  

Table 4-4 The SPARQL queries for competency questions 

Competence 
Questions SPARQL query 

SPARQL 
query’s 
answer 

CQLEO1 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#>  

SELECT ?service  

WHERE { ?service rdf:type :Service } 

Appendix 

4-Q 

CQLEO2 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?service ?ministry 

WHERE { ?ministry :offersService ?service } 

Appendix 

4-R 

CQLEO3 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#>    

SELECT ?LifeEvent 

WHERE { ?LifeEvent rdf:type :LifeEvent } 

Appendix 

4-S 

CQLEO4 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#>  

SELECT ?EventStep 

Appendix 

4-T 
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Competence 
Questions SPARQL query 

SPARQL 
query’s 
answer 

WHERE { ?EventStep rdf:type :EventStep } 

CQLEO5 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?LifeEvent ?ministry 

WHERE 

{ ?ministry :offersLifeEvent ?LifeEvent } 

Appendix 

4-U 

CQLEO6  PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?EventStep ?LifeEvent 

WHERE 

{ ?LifeEvent :consistsofEventStep ?EventStep } 

Appendix 

4-V 

CQLEO7 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?Service ?EventStep 

WHERE { ?EventStep :consumes ?Service } 

Appendix 

4-W 

CQLEO8 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?service ?input 

WHERE { ?service  :hasInput ?input } 

Appendix 

4-X 

CQLEO9 PREFIX : <http://www.owl- Appendix 
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Competence 
Questions SPARQL query 

SPARQL 
query’s 
answer 

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?Service ?Output 

WHERE { ?Service  :producesOutput ?Output } 

4-Y 

CQLEO10 PREFIX : <http://www.owl-

ontologies.com/SAKASP3.4.7.owl#> 

SELECT ?LifeEvent  ?Rule 

WHERE 

{ ?LifeEvent   :LifeEventisgovernedby  ?Rule } 

Appendix 

4-Z 

4.5 PROCEDURES FOR LIFE EVENT 

MANAGEMENT 
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the LEM (life event management) module in the 

LE&CPISe-GSI framework is responsible for coordinating the interaction between the 

Monitor Manager and the LEO and it consists of two components, the Life Event 

Information Manager (LEIM) and the Service Information Manager (SIM). This 

section presents two procedures used for the coordination to handle the interaction 

between the Monitor Manager and LEO through the components LEIM and SIM, 

respectively. 

4.5.1 PROCEDURES FOR LIFE EVENT INFORMATION 
MANAGER 

The LEIM (Life Event Information Manager) is responsible for a mechanism by which 

it can extract information about life events from LEO such as the life event name, 
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event steps and life-event providers of a specific life event. The procedure lists the 

pseudo-code for the detailed procedure used by LEIM to retrieve information about a 

given life event. The procedure for LEM to retrieve life event information consists of 

five steps: Step 1. When a citizen requests more information about each life event, the 

LEIM receives the request. Step 2, this is read in a request as a life event name from 

the Monitor Manager, Step 3. The LEO owl file is loaded and converted into a Java 

program consisting of all the classes and instances, Step 4. The required information is 

searched for by running a loop, Step 5. The findings are saved into a file and passed 

back to the user interface through the Monitor Manager. The detailed procedure is 

shown in Procedure 4-1. 
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Procedure 4-1 
Extract information about specific Life event 
 
Input: SelectedLE  
 
Steps:  
1. Received a request to retrieve more information about “SelectedLE” 
2. Upload the file “LEO.owl” to server 
3. Convert the file “LEO.owl” into the ontology model using Jena API 
4.  Read LEO.owl file 
5.  Select “SelectedLE“from LifeEvent class if LifeEvent class’s value equals  

"SelectedLE"  
LifeEvent class is class from LEO ontology 

6.  Select hastitle from LifeEvent class if LifeEvent class equals “SelectedLE” and 
datatype property's value from LifeEvent class equals “hastitle” 

7.  Select hasLifeEventdescription's value if LifeEvent class equals “SelectedLE” and 
datatype property's value from LifeEvent class equals   
 “hasLifeEventdescription” 

8.  Select all instances of EventStep if LifeEvent class equals "SelectedLE"and object 
property's value from LifeEvent class equals “consistsofEventStep” 

9.         Add instances of EventStep to EventStepList  
EventStepList includes all EventStep for specific Life Event 
EventStep is EventStep class in LEO ontology 

10. Set N= Number of instance in EventStepList 
11.  While (N > 0) 

10.1 Read next EventStep from EventStepList and store in ES 
10.2       Set  ES = EventStep 
10.3 Select instance of Service if EventStep class equal ES and object 

property's value from EventStep class equals “consumes” 
10.4  Set ServiceA = instance of Service 
10.5  Add ServiceA to ServiceList 
10.6 Set N= N-1 

11.  Select instance of Provider if LifeEvent class equals “SelectedLE” and object 
property's value from LifeEvent class equals “LifeEventprovidedby” 

12.  Set ProviderA =  instance of Provider 
 
13. Select hashomepageURL's value if Provider class equals ProviderA and data 

property's value from Provider class equals “hashomepageURL” 
14. Select hascontactinformation's value if Provider class equals ProviderA and data 

property's value from Provider class equals “hascontactinformation” 
15.  End 
 
Output:  
hastitle  - LEDescription - Provider - Provider Contact - Provider Website - EventStep List - 
ServiceList 
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4.5.2 PROCEDURES FOR SERVICE INFORMATION 
MANAGER 

As mentioned in Section 4.2, a life event consists of event steps that consume services. 

Therefore, the event-step information related to each specific life event and the service 

related to each event step supports the process of applying for a specific life event. The 

SIM (Service Information Manager) is responsible for extracting information about a 

service from the LEO, such as the service name, and its provider. 

The procedure for SIM to retrieve service info consists of four steps: Step 1. Read in a 

request as a service name from the Service Execution Manager through the Monitor 

Manager, Step 2. Load the LEO owl file and convert it into a Java program consisting 

of all the classes and instances, Step 3. Search for the required info by running a loop, 

Step 4. Save the findings into a file and pass it back to Service Execution Manager 

through the Monitor Manager. A detailed procedure is shown in Procedure 4-2.   
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Procedure 4-2 
Extract information about each service for specific event step 
 
Input: SelectedLE  
 
Steps:  
1. Received a request to retrieve more information about “SelectedLE” 
2. Upload the file “LEO.owl” to server 
3. Convert the file “LEO.owl” into the ontology model using Jena API 
4.  Read LEO.owl file 
5.  Select “SelectedLE“from LifeEvent class if LifeEvent class’s value equals  

"SelectedLE"  
LifeEvent class is class from LEO ontology 

 
6.  Select all instances of EventStep if LifeEvent class equals "SelectedLE" and object 

property's value from LifeEvent class equals “consistsofEventStep” 
7.         Add instances of EventStep to EventStepList  

EventStepList includes all EventStep for specific Life Event 
EventStep is EventStep class in LEO ontology 

8. Set N= Number of instance in EventStepList 
9.  While (N > 0) 

9.1 Read next EventStep from EventStepList and store in ES 
9.2       Set  ES = EventStep 
9.3 Select instance of Service if EventStep class equal ES and object 

property's value from EventStep class equals “consumes” 
9.4  Set ServiceA = instance of Service 
 
9.5 Select instance of Provider if EventStep class equals ES and object 

property's value from EventStep class equals “consumes” 
9.6  Set ProviderA = instance of Provider 
9.7 Select hashomepageURL if Provider class equals ProviderA and data 

property's value from Provider class equals “hashomepageURL” 
9.8 Select hascontactinformation if Provider class equals ProviderA and data 

property's value from Provider class equals “hascontactinformation” 
9.9  Add ProviderA to ProviderList 
9.10   Add hashomepageURLList 
9.11   hascontactinformationList 
9.6 Set N= N-1 

10.  End 
 
Output:  
ProviderList - ProviderContactList - hashomepageURLList- EventStepList - ServiceList 
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4.6 PROCEDURES FOR SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
Before we present the procedures consuming services, we present web technologies 

support service management.  

4.6.1 WEB TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORT 

This section presents details about web service, semantic web, semantic web service 

and the approach of semantic web service.  

4.6.1.1 WEB SERVICE 
Austin et al. (2002) state that the W3C Web Services Architecture Working Group has 

described the web services as a software system which is identified by a URI and uses 

the XML to formulate its public interfaces and bindings. Other software systems also 

identify its definitions which may then enable them to connect to the web services in a 

way which is determined by its definition. This interaction is done with the help of the 

XML based messages which are transferred by Internet Protocols. 

The definition given above tells us that the web services interact with other 

applications on the web and also share data with them. The applications which are 

available are modified into web applications. A web service is required to provide data 

concerning the operations carried out by it and also conveys information about the 

protocols for transport and messaging. This information is used to carry out the 

operations and the web service’s network endpoint. Web Service Description 

Language (WSDL) is used by the web services for providing information about its 

operations, and its bindings and addresses (Christensen et al. 2001). The Extensible 

Markup Language (XML) format is employed by the WSDL for determining the 

public interface of the web services being used (Booth et al. 2004; Christensen et al. 

2001). A simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used to describe the address for 

calling the service (Box et al. 2000). 
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Christensen et al. (2001) say that the architecture of the web services can be defined 

by analysing each one of the factors involved and the functions that they perform. The 

three major roles of the web services are: (1) Being the service providers, they 

implement the web services and allow them to answer service requests. (2) As service 

requesters they call upon the web services to absorb them. (3) As service registries 

they are involved in the publication or advertisement of the web services which are 

available. This can be seen in the Figure 4-12 given.  

  
Figure 4-12 The architecture of web service 

 

This research employs the web services for the purpose of supporting the framework 

used. They access data related to the clients or applicants from the data archives of the 

domain. The Figure 4-13 shows an example of a check job service which is taken as a 

service in our case study to show how the applicant’s data is accessed and is retrieved 

from the database of the Ministry of Civil Service. 
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Figure 4-13 Part of WSDL example about check Job status service 
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4.6.1.2 SEMANTIC WEB 
The Semantic Web is an extension of the web technology being used and it allows a 

greater coordination between humans and computers by presenting the data in a clear 

manner (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila 2001). The aim of the creation of the 

Semantic Web is to form a way in which data can easily be transmitted and received 

so that the full potential of the Web can be realized. 

Different semantic based ontology languages have come into being in the last couple 

of years. Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language are 

two such languages which have been developed (McGuinness & Van Harmelen 2004). 

These languages have been recognized by the users of the Semantic Web and both of 

them have come into existence due to the efforts of the W3C. They have a good 

efficiency and they can easily be expressed and serialized.  

4.6.1.3 SEMANTIC WEB SERVICE 
The goal of Semantic Web Services is to integrate the technologies offered by the Web 

Service with the Semantic Web technology for the purposes of supporting automatic 

description, and to compose, mediate, and invoke the Web services (Studer, Grimm & 

Abecker 2007). Interfaces are easily defined by Web Service technology, but this does 

not give the details of the operations of the software systems or the sequence of 

messages which are used in the interactive process. Semantic Web Technology can be 

used to solve this problem. The employment of the Semantic Web by the Web 

Services has brought about the creation of the Semantic Web Services (Berners-Lee, 

Hendler & Lassila 2001). The software systems are more easily defined due to this 

new technology and the Web Services are called into operation on their own without 

receiving commands from any human operator (Talantikite, Aissani & Boudjlida 

2009). The OWL-S and the WSMO are two SWS approaches which have been 

defined for service description.  
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4.6.1.4 APPROACH OF SEMANTIC WEB 

SERVICE 
The approaches are constituted on the basis of the OWL for defining the services 

which include the clarification and explanation of ontologies. These ontologies are 

known as service ontologies. The OWL-S approach is the Web Ontology Language 

having three major sub divisions as shown in the Figure 4-14 (Martin et al. 2007). The 

first sub division is the service profile which defines the services that are available and 

the services which have been requested. The second class is the Service Model which 

tells us about the working of a service and the way in which the applicant interacts 

with the service. Inputs, pre–conditions and the output of the service are all part of 

this. The third and final class is the grounding of the service which describes the way 

in which the user can access and interact with the service.  

  

Figure 4-14 Top level of the OWL-S service ontology (Martin et al. 2007) 
 
Another SWS approach is the Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO). It is an 

ontology model for defining the different features of the SWS services (Dumitru et al. 

2005). The main components of the WSMO are the goals, ontologies, mediators and 

the web services as shown in Figure 4-15. 
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Figure 4-15 Meta-ontology for SWS: WSMO (Dumitru et al. 2005) 
 

The goals are the advanced definitions of the aims which need to be accomplished by 

the users through a web service. The interconnection between the web services and 

their components in terms of their functions constitutes the second element. These 

characteristics include certain pre–conditions, post conditions and effects. Ontologies 

constitute the third element and they make up the formal semantics of the service. 

Concepts and axioms are provided and relationships are established between them. 

Mediators simply provide a means of mapping between the other three elements. 

The OWL- S and WSMO approaches of the Web services’ semantic definitions have 

the same aim. This aim is to define and regulate the semantic which is related to the 

Web services. These semantics do not occur in the Web service levels. The features of 

these approaches are in conformity with nine specified criteria (Lara et al. 2004): 

-Level of Abstraction: It is responsible for setting the degree of abstraction which may 

be conceptual or technical in nature. These abstractions are related to the approach 

chosen. 

-Standardization: The level of standardization made possible by the chosen approach is 

shown by this criterion. 
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-Semantic Description: It explains the way in which the semantics of the service are 

defined by the approach considered. 

-Mediation: It represents the level of operation possible between different elements. 

-Maturity: It shows how mature the approach is as compared to the definition of the 

services semantically. It also shows how much of the approach is used in the process. 

The other four criteria concern the discovery of the service, the interaction of the user 

with the service and the logics and language used in the interaction. Table 4-5 shows 

the major features of the two approaches which have been discussed. 

Table 4-5 Comparison between WSMO and OWL-S (Fayçal & Mohamed 2011) 
Analysis 
Criteri  OWL-S WSMO 

Level of 
abstraction 

Conceptual 
(based on 
Profile, and 
Process) 

Conceptual 
(based on Goals, 
Web services and 
ontologies) 

Standardization 
(W3C)  

very strong 
(based on RDF1, 
RDFS2 and 
OWL) 

Low 
(based on 
WSML) 

Semantic 
Description  

OWL-S 
Ontology  

WSMO 
Ontology 

Mediation  Under 
development  

Strong 
(MEDIATORS 
elements) 

Web service 
discovery 
(detection of 
appropriate 
service)  

Service Profile Goals +Web 
Services 
(Web service 
capability) 

Interaction with 
the Web service 

Service Process Interface Class 
(Choreography) 

Languages used OWL WSML 
Logic used Description 

logic  
-Description logic 
-Predicate logic 
-Logic 
programming 
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The facts stated in this section show us that the OWL – S is the more mature, generic 

and standardized approach which is the main reason for selecting this approach for the 

research work. In this research work the OWL–S is mainly used for the description of 

the web service for the purposes of identifying, creating and modifying e-government 

web services and allowing the possibility of operations between the software of 

various domain applications. The Check Job Service is an example of the usage of the 

OWL–S and it is illustrated in Figure 4-16. 

 
Figure 4-16 OWL-S example about check job status service 
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4.6.2 PROCEDURES FOR SERVICE EXECUTION 
MANAGER 

The Service Execution Manager (SEM) is used for discovering, composing and 

reconfiguring specific web services from different web applications in the context of 

e-government service. WSDL web services are described in given OWL-S files, such 

as in the example shown in Figure 4-16. The procedure for SEM to discover and 

invoke service consists of six steps: Step 1. Read in a request as a service ID from SIM 

through Manager Monitor and inputted from the User Interface through Manager 

Monitor, Step 2. Load service ontology and convert it into a Java program consisting 

of all the classes and instances, Step 3. Read the OWL-S descriptions and find service 

by using those descriptions, Step 4. Process the input parameters with given WSDL 

web services in the OWL-S file, Step 5. Return the output from the respective services, 

Step 6. Save the findings into a file and pass it back to the User Interface through the 

Monitor Manager. The detailed procedure is shown in Procedure 4-3. 
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4.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter proposes an ontology-based life event model to represent citizens’ life 

events for the purpose of supporting e-government service integration. The design, 

implementation and evaluation of this ontology-based life event model have been 

presented. The evaluation results from three methods have shown that this ontology 

model is correctly constructed and can serve its purposes well.  

In addition, three procedures have been designed to support the life event and service 

managements in the LE&CPISe-GSI framework to effectively support automated e-

government service integration.  

The next chapter will focus on developing a citizens’ personal information model with 

privacy preferences taken into account.  

Procedure 4-3 
Discovering, composing and reconfiguring specific web services 
 
Input: String WSDLURL – String Service ID – String inputA, String inputB, String inputC for 
service 
 
Steps:  
1. Received request Executing Services ID 
2. Upload OWL-S file to server 
3. Converts OWL-S file to Knowledge Base model using OWL-S API 
4.  Read service description from OWL-S file if service grounding equals “WSDLURL” 

and service name from service profile equals “service ID” 
4.1 Get the process “exec” for the server from OWL-S file 
4.2  Set the input values to be empty 

ValueMap<Input, OWLValue> inputs = new ValueMap<Input, OWLValue>(); 
4.3  Identify an input value 
    String inValue = inputA; 
    String inValue = inputB; 
    String inValue = inputC; 
4.4  Setting the value in the map (inputA - inputIB – inputC) 
    inputs.setDataValue(aProcess.getInput("InputString"), inValue); 
4.5  Run the process exec 
4.6  Extract the output 
 
Output:  
String output 
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CHAPTER 5                              

 CITIZEN PERSONAL 

INFORMATION SENSITIVITY 

MODEL 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
As shown in Section 2.5, privacy can be seen as “the desire of people to choose freely 

under what circumstances and to what extent they will expose themselves, their 

attitudes and their behavior to others” (Westin 1967). How to protect citizens’ 

personal information privacy is an outstanding and challenge research topic in e-

government service delivery. Integrated complex e-government services make this 

issue even harder to resolve. Modelling privacy preference remains as a difficult 

problem because modelling privacy preference would need to understand  citizens’ 

preferences, which many citizens don't themselves understand (Jang & Yoo 2009). It 

is common that citizens do not fully understand the various aspects of a privacy 

policy, such as purpose, retention and consent in relation to a user's privacy 

preferences. There is little work done to allow citizens to control whether or not to 

disclose their personal information. Several solutions have recently been proposed in 

the literature to deal with privacy preferences. However, there are few practical 

approaches for helping citizens to set up their preferences for effective privacy 

protection. For example, the P3P framework (Cranor et al. 2002), IBM (Paul et al. 
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2003), OASIS (OASIS 2004) and privacy ontology for e-commerce (Hecker, Dillon 

& Chang 2008) have been proposed for dealing with privacy concerns. However, 

these solutions mainly enforce access control procedures and fail to provide 

procedures that enable privacy preference management and guarantee the fate of a 

user’s personal data. Although some ontology-based solutions to address privacy 

issues have been suggested, most of them do not support citizens to set up their 

privacy preferences in terms of various aspects of privacy policy, such as purpose, 

retention and consent. 

This chapter proposes a novel model of citizens’ personal information with privacy 

preferences taken into account. The model can facilitate citizens’ role in controlling 

privacy preferences. Furthermore, a suit of techniques has been developed to enforce 

the policies to guarantee the citizens’ privacy preferences during the integration of e-

government service.  

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents the citizen 

personal information sensitivity model; Section 5.3 presents the design and 

implementation of citizen personal information sensitivity model as ontology; Section 

5.4 presents an evaluation of the citizen personal information sensitivity ontology and 

Section 5.5 presents the procedure for privacy management in the LE&CPISe-GSI 

framework. Section 5.6 summarises the chapter. 

5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF CITIZEN PERSONAL 

INFORMATION SENSITIVITY MODEL 
Each individual owns a set of personal information, such as his or her name, gender, 

date of birth (DOB), bank account details and contact details. The degrees of 

sensitivity of individual data items to individual citizens are very different; e.g., most 

people do not care about revealing their names, but almost everybody keeps his or her 

bank account details confidential. In using e-government services, it is inevitable to 

use some of the citizens’ personal information, such as a personal identifier, DOB or 

bank account details. Making citizens feel safe about their personal information while 
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they interact with e-government service systems, especially the integrated complex 

system, is crucial for the success of e-government service delivery. Although each e-

government service provider has set up some privacy policies for dealing with 

citizens’ privacy, it seems that these policies are mainly for the sake of formality and 

do not distinguish the sensitivity levels of individual information items. They also do 

not specify details about privacy policy aspects such as the purpose, retention, 

recipient, obligation and consent, and no guarantee is given.  

In this section, the citizen personal information set is firstly defined, secondly a 

privacy policy is defined in terms of various aspects. Lastly, the citizen personal 

information sensitivity model is presented. 

5.2.1 CITIZEN PERSONAL INFORMATION SET 

The Citizen Personal Information Set, denoted as CPIS, is defined as the collection of 

data items that describe a citizen as an individual in society, i.e. his or her digital 

profile. Although the actual elements in CPIS may be different in different countries 

depending on how citizens’ personal information is used in these countries, the types 

of personal information are roughly the same across different countries. In this study, 

seven types of citizens’ personal information are defined. These are the identity 

information, birth information (including full name), marital status information 

(including gender), job information, contact information, financial information and 

education information. These seven types are referred to as Citizen Personal 

Information Type (CPIT) hereafter. Each CPIT can have a number of personal data 

items. All the data items of seven CPITs will form the CPIS and they will be referred 

to as Citizen Personal Information Data Items (CPIDI) hereafter. 

An example of a citizen personal information set is defined as a collection of 25 data 

items tabulated in Table 5-1, for the case study which consists of two life events in 

Saudi Arabia, LE1--“apply for SAKASP” and LE2—“apply for Hafyze program” 

(CPIDI) hereafter (more details about those life events in Section 3.4). These 25 data 

items are referred to as Citizen Personal Information Data Items (CPIDI) hereafter. 
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Table 5-1 Citizen personal information data items (CPIDI) Table 
CPIDI_ID CPIDI  CPIDI_ID CPIDI CPIDI_ID CPIDI 

CPIDI_1 
Social 
Security 
number 

CPIDI_9 Marital status CPIDI_17 Office  Phone 
Number 

CPIDI_2 Passport 
Number CPIDI_10 Employment 

Status CPIDI_18 Fax Number 

CPIDI_3 
Driver 
License 
Number 

CPIDI_11 Job Position 
Name CPIDI_19 Mobile Number 

CPIDI_4 

User 
Account 
(User Name 
and 
Password) 

CPIDI_12 
Job 
Commencing 
date 

CPIDI_20 e-mail address 

CPIDI_5 

Full Name 
(First Name - 
Middle 
Name - 
Family 
Name) 

CPIDI_13 Salary 

CPIDI_21 

Bank Account 
(Bank Account 
Name - Bank 
Account 
Number) 

CPIDI_22 

Credit Card 
(Credit Card 
Number - 
Credit Card 
Holder Name - 
Date of Expiry- 
identity code) 

CPIDI_6 Date of birth CPIDI_14 Job 
Performance CPIDI_23 

Highest tertiary 
Education 
Level   

CPIDI_7 Place of birth CPIDI_15 
Postal Address 
(Street – City – 
State – Zip) 

CPIDI_24 
Institute or 
university of 
this education 

CPIDI_8 Gender CPIDI_16 Home Phone 
Number CPIDI_25 

Academic result 
level (GPA) for 
this education 

 

Table 5-2 lists the seven CPIT (Citizen Personal Information Type) with the 

identifiers of CPIDIs (Citizen Personal Information Data Items) in each CPIT. 
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Table 5-2 Types of citizen personal information  Data Item Table 

CPIT_ID Citizen Personal Information 
Type Name (CPIT_Name) 

Citizen Personal Information Data 
Items (CPIDI_ID) 

CPIT_1 Identity info CPIDI_1 - CPIDI_2 - CPIDI_3 - 
CPIDI_4 

CPIT_2 Birth info (including Full Name) CPIDI_5 - CPIDI_6 - CPIDI_7 

CPIT_3 Material Status info (including 
Gender) CPIDI_8 - CPIDI_9 

CPIT_4 Job Info CPIDI_10 - CPIDI_11 - CPIDI_12 - 
CPIDI_13 - CPIDI_14 

CPIT_5 Contact info CPIDI_15 - CPIDI_16 - CPIDI_17 - 
CPIDI_18 - CPIDI_19 - CPIDI_20 

CPIT_6 Financial info CPIDI_21 - CPIDI_22 

CPIT_7 Education info CPIDI_23 - CPIDI_24 - CPIDI_25 

5.2.2 PRIVACY POLICY 

A privacy policy is a set of statements that are used as regulatory rules to protect the 

privacy of related entities. Regarding citizens’ personal information, a privacy policy 

specifies the statements from the following five aspects: purpose, retention, recipient, 

obligation and consent. For each aspect, there are a number of options, such as no 

retention and deletion after use for the retention aspect. Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 list 

the description of five aspects of a privacy policy and the options for each privacy 

policy aspect, respectively. 

Table 5-3 Privacy policy aspects Table 
Privacy 
aspects Meaning 

Purpose Purpose defines the reason for using data. 

Retention Retention represents the period of time that a citizen's personal 
information should be kept. 

Recipient Recipient represents the provider that receives the citizen’s personal 
information. 
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Privacy 
aspects Meaning 

Obligation Obligation can be defined as complementary actions that define actions 
to be performed by the manager agent. 

Consent Consent is an established agreement to use data differently from its 
consented purpose by authorized people. 

 

Table 5-4 Privacy policy aspects with options Table 

Privacy 
Policy 

purpose Marketing  Using citizen personal information 
(that is used by the life event 
application) for marketing services 
and products related to the life 
event 

Development and 
Research 

To do research and analysis that 
use citizen personal information 
(that is used by the life event 
application) to develop life event 
implementation quality 

Payment Using citizen personal information 
(that is used by the life event 
application) for financial reasons 
related to payment for the 
provision of the life event. 

Profile Using citizen personal information 
to create a citizen’s profile. 

Administration Using citizen personal information 
to support the administration of 
the life event, for instance, to 
facilitate security-related activities 
(fraud detection and prevention 
processes) 

Citizen Request To do one or more actions on 
citizen personal information (used 
by the life event application) to 
assess the life event application 

Obligation  No Obligation There is no obligation that should be 
done by the Life event ontology 
based on the e-government service 
integration system 

Delete after use Life event ontology based e-
government service integration 
system must remove the targetted 
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citizen personal information  after 
use 

Notification Life event ontology based e-
government service integration 
system must send notification to 
citizens after the deletion of citizen 
personal information 

Consent    No Consent There is no consent that should be 
done by the Life event ontology 
based e-government service 
integration system 

Disclosure Life 
Event Application to 
Parental Consent 

Parental need to collect citizen 
personal information to update or 
modify  (example Parental 
Consent) 

Disclosure Life 
Event Application to 
Research Consent 

Another department needs to look 
at citizen personal information for 
specific research such as 
information disclosure to SAKASP 
research centre consent 

Disclosure Life 
Event Application to 
Another Life Event 
Provider Consent 

Another department needs to look 
ato citizen personal information to 
complete another life event 
application such as information 
disclosure to issue financial 
guarantee life event provider 
consent 

Retention  No Retention Citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) is 
not retained 

Retention Time Citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) is 
retained only during the time 
period for the retention disclosed 
by the provider 

Indefinite Retention Citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) is 
retained indefinitely. 

Recipient   Ours The recipient who can access 
citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) 
only for the completion of the 
activity performed and its privacy 
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policy is clear 
Unrelated The recipient who can access 

citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) 
for purposes different from the 
completion of the life event’s 
activity and its privacy policy is not 
clear. 

Same Privacy Policy The recipient who can access 
citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) 
for purposes different from the 
completion of the life event’s 
activity and its privacy policy is the 
same as the original life event 
provider 

Different Privacy 
Policy 

The recipient who can access 
citizen personal information (that 
is used by Life event application) 
for purposes different from the 
completion of the life event’s 
activity and its privacy policy is 
different from the original life 
event provider 

5.2.3 SENSITIVITY LEVEL SET 

With the context of e-government service integration, each CPIDI should ideally have 

a privacy policy to specify how this item will be used in e-government services. 

However, due to the fact that there could be many CPIDIs involved in e-government 

services (e.g. there are 25 CPIDIs for covering just two life events in the case study), 

it is not feasible to set up one privacy policy for each CPIDI.  

In this study, an alternative is taken to define the privacy policies for CPITs (citizen 

personal information types) rather than CPIDIs (citizen personal information types). 

Due to the fact that most people do not care about revealing their names, but almost 

everybody keeps his or her bank account details confidential, it can be assumed that 

the seriousness of each CPIDI is different and the seriousness of the same CPIDI is 
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different for different people. In other words, individual citizens may have different 

levels of tolerance towards the disclosure of their personal data items. Based on these 

assumptions, a concept of personal data sensitivity is introduced as “the degree of 

tolerance that a citizen possesses when that CPIDI is disclosed”. Sensitivity is 

measured by the sensitivity level, which is the threshold of tolerance that a citizen has 

when a CPIDI is disclosed. Each sensitivity level will correspond to a privacy policy. 

Since different CPITs have different sensitivity levels and CPIDIs in the same CPIT 

may have different sensitivity levels for different people, it is necessary to define the 

sensitivity levels for each CPIT. In order to define the sensitivity levels reasonably for 

each CPIT, the sensitivity levels for each CPIT, which are referred to as a sensitivity 

level set, are determined and for each sensitivity level in a sensitivity level set, a 

privacy policy is defined to have a designate option for each aspect. In other words, 

each CPIT has a sensitivity level set which defines sensitivity levels that the CPIDIs 

in the CPIT can have. The sensitivity level sets for the seven CPITs, which are 

Identity Info, Birth info, Marital Status info, Job Info, Contact info, Financial info and 

Education info, are listed in Tables 5-5 to 5-11, respectively, where a lower level 

number indicates a weaker privacy policy (when the applicant is not much concerned 

about the privacy of his or her personal information) and a bigger number indicates a 

stronger privacy policy (when the applicant is a very conservative person who sets the 

sensitivity levels at the high end). For instance, as shown in Table 5-5, the sensitivity 

level set for the Identity type has three sensitivity levels as level 1, level 2 and level 3 

and level 1 has a weaker policy compared to level 2. 

Table 5-5 Sensitivity level set for identity info 

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_1 

Level 1 
Citizen Request, 
Administrator, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use 
Notification 

No 
Consent 

Level 2 Citizen Request, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use 
Notification 

No 
Consent 
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CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

Level 3 Citizen Request, 
Administrator 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use 
Notification 

No 
Consent 

 

Table 5-6 Sensitivity level set for birth info  

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_2 

Level 1 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Indefinite 
Retention 

Ours, same 
privacy 
policy 

No 
Obligation 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another LE 
provider 
Consent 

Level 2 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Indefinite 
Retention Ours No 

Obligation 
Parental 
Consent 

Level 3 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another LE 
provider 
Consent 

Level 4 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent 

 
Table 5-7 Sensitivity level set for material status info  

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_3 

Level 1 

Citizen 
Request, 
Profile, 
Development 

Indefinite 
Retention 

Ours, 
Same 
privacy 
policy 

No 
Obligation 

Parental 
Consent 
Another LE 
provider 
Consent 
Research 
Consent 

Level 2 

Citizen 
Request, 
Profile, 
Development 

Indefinite 
Retention Ours No 

Obligation 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
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CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

Consent 

Level 3 

Citizen 
Request, 
Profile, 
Development 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, 
Same 
privacy 
policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
Consent 

Level 4 

Citizen 
Request, 
Profile, 
Development 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
Consent 

 
Table 5-8 Sensitivity level set for job info  

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_4 

Level 1 
Citizen 
Request, 
Development 

Indefinite 
Retention 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy 
policy, 
Unrelated 

No 
Obligation 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
Consent 

Level 2 
Citizen 
Request, 
Development 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy 
policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
Consent 

Level 3 Citizen 
Request  

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider 
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CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

Consent 

Level 4 Citizen 
Request 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

No 
Consent 

 
 

Table 5-9 Sensitivity level set for contact info 

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_5 

Level 1 Level 1 

Marketing, 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Level 2 Level 2 

Marketing, 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Level 3 Level 2 

Marketing, 
Citizen 
Request, 
Profile 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Level 4 Level 4 Citizen 
Request 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Level 5 Level 5 Citizen 
Request  

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Level 6 Level 6 Citizen 
Request 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

 
Table 5-10 Sensitivity level set for financial info  

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_6 Level 1 Payment, 
Citizen 

Retention 
Time Ours Delete after 

Use, 
No 
Consent 
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CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 
Request Notification 

Level 2 
Payment, 
Citizen 
Request 

No 
Retention Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

No 
Consent 

 
Table 5-11 Sensitivity level set for education info  

CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

CPIT_7 

Level 1 
Citizen 
Request, 
Development 

Indefinite 
Retention 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy 
policy, 
Unrelated 

No 
Obligation 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider, 
Consent 
Research 
Consent 

Level 2 
Citizen 
Request, 
Development 

Indefinite 
Retention 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy 
policy 

 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider, 
Consent 
Research 
Consent 

Level 3 
Citizen 
Request 
Development 

Indefinite 
Retention Ours No 

Obligation 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
Consent 

Level 4 
Citizen 
Request, 
Development 

Retention 
Time 

Ours, Same 
privacy 
policy, 
Different 
privacy 
policy 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider, 
Consent 
Research 
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CPIT_ID Sensitivity 
Level 

Privacy Policy 
Purpose Retention Recipient Obligation Consent 

Consent 

Level 5 
Citizen 
Request 
Development 

Retention 
Time Ours 

Delete after 
Use, 
Notification 

Parental 
Consent, 
Another 
LE 
provider 
Consent, 
Research 
Consent 

5.3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION CITIZEN 

PERSONAL INFORMATION SENSITIVITY 

ONTOLOGY 
To support users to specify their privacy preferences for their personal information 

when they use e-government services, a new ontology-based citizen personal 

information sensitivity model is proposed to describe citizens’ personal information 

clearly with the sensitivity level and privacy policy aspect taken into account. This 

model enables citizens to understand and take control of disclosing their personal 

information when they consume e-government services, especially the integrated 

complex service. Since this model is designed as ontology, it is referred to as citizen 

personal information sensitivity ontology (CPISO) here after. This CPISO is a 

knowledge base of the sensitivity degrees of citizen personal information data items 

in the context of e-government services. 

This ontology model is developed following the METHONTOLOGY approach in a 

similar way to the one used for developing the life event ontology. 

The design of CPISO includes a number of specific phases e.g. specification, 

conceptualisation, formalisation and implementation. The next subsection will 

explain them one by one. 
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5.3.1 DESIGN PHASE 1: SPECIFICATION 

The purposes of the CPISO (citizen personal information sensitivity ontology) are 

listed as follows (i) To describe citizens’ personal information within the context of e-

government services; (ii) To describe the sensitivity levels of citizen personal 

information regarding the use of e-government services; (iii) To establish the 

relations between citizen personal information items/types and options for privacy 

policy aspects through sensitivity levels; and (iv) To cater to citizens’ needs when 

they express their privacy preferences within the context of using e-government 

services. 

The scope of this ontology is to cover all the life events that are responsible by a 

given government. In this study, the two life events in the case study are taken as an 

example. 

The competency questions for this ontology model (CPISO) are listed as follows:  

CQCPISO1.What are citizen personal information items (CPIDI) in the context of 

using e-government services?  

CQCPISO2. What are life events that consume CPIDIs? 

CQCPISO3. What are citizen personal information types (CPIT)? 

CQCPISO4. What are citizen personal data items for each citizen personal 

information type? 

CQCPISO5. What are the sensitivity levels for each CPIT that are used by citizens to 

determine their privacy preferences?  

CQCPISO6. What are the options for each privacy policy aspect for each sensitivity 

level? 

CQCPISO7. What options are available to define the purposes of privacy policy 

aspects? 
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CQCPISO8. What options are available to define the retention of privacy policy 

aspects? 

CQCPISO9. What options are available to define the recipient of privacy policy 

aspects? 

CQCPISO10. What options are available to define the obligation of privacy policy 

aspects? 

CQCPISO11. What options are available to define the consent of privacy policy 

aspects? 

5.3.2 DESIGN PHASE 2: CONCEPTUALISATION 

To answer the competency questions CQCPISO1-CQCPISO11, first, nine concepts 

and seven sub-concepts of “sensitivity level set” concept are identified based on the 

domain knowledge, and then the relationships between these concepts including the 

sub-concepts are established. Lastly, the attributes are determined for each concept. 

Table 5-12 lists all the concepts identified with descriptions and related competency 

question identifiers.  

Table 5-12 Concepts in CPISO with related competence question IDs 
Concept name Description Related competence 

questions 
Citizen Personal 
Information Data 
Type  

This concept describes individual citizen personal 
information types.  

CQCPISO3 and 
CQCPISO4 

Citizen personal data 
item  

This concept represents individual personal data 
items. CQCPISO1 

Life Event  This concept represents the individual life event. CQCPISO2 

Sensitivity Level Set 

This concept includes multiple sub-concepts to 
define a set of levels for each CPIT and specifies 
privacy policy aspects for each level, such as 
obligation, consent, purpose, retention and 
recipient. 

CQCPISO5 and 
CQCPISO6 

Obligation  This concept describes the complementary actions 
that need to be performed by the system CQCPISO10 
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Concept name Description Related competence 
questions 

Consent  

This concept describes the established agreement 
between the systems and citizens regarding usage 
of data that is different from its consented purpose 
by authorized people 

CQCPISO11 

Purpose  This concept describes the reason for using data. CQCPISO7 

Retention  This concept describes the periods of time that a 
citizen's personal information should be kept. CQCPISO8 

Recipient  This concept describes the entities/agents that 
receive the citizen’s personal information. CQCPISO9 

 
The ontology scheme which shows the concepts and relationships between concepts 
is shown in Figure 5-1. 

 

 
Figure 5-1 Ontology schema of CPISO 
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5.3.3 DESIGN PHASE 3: FORMALISATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 

Similar to the implementation of LEO (life event ontology), the ontology model 

CPISO is implemented with the ontology development tool, Protégé 4.1, and the 

ontology development language, OWL DL. The CPISO is converted into an OWL-

DL representation, where concepts are converted into classes and relationships are 

converted into object properties while the attributes become the datatype properties. 

All the classes are implemented in Protégé 4.1 with OWL-DL and the closure axiom 

notion is used to express the definition and the axiom of a specific class, as shown in 

Appendix 5-A. Also, the OWLVIZ plug-in is used for the graphical representation of 

a class hierarchy. Figure 5-2 depicts the hierarchical structure of classes in CPISO. 

Figure 5-3 shows the views of relationships between the concepts in the LEO (object 

properties) which are obtained by using the Jambalaya Plugin. 
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Figure 5-2 Hierarchical structure of classes in CPISO 
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Figure 5-3 The relationships between classes 

The properties of each class including the datatype and object properties are listed in 

Table 5-13. For each datatype property, its values can be RDF literals or XML 

Schema datatype values, such as String. For each object property, it represents the 

relation between the host class and the target class that this property refers to, such as 

the object property “hasPurpose” links the source class “Sensitivity Level” and the 

target class “Purpose”. For each class, one instance or a number of instances can be 

instantiated by assigning corresponding values to the datatype and object properties. 

The details of all the object and datatype properties for each class are listed in 

Appendixes 5-B and 5-C, respectively. 

Table 5-13 Datatype and object properties of each class Table 
Class name Datatype properties Object properties 

Citizen Personal Information Types Class CPIT_hasID         
CPIT_hasName  ispartfromCPIT 

Citizen Personal Information Data Items 
Class 

CPIDI_hasID         
CPIDI_hasName  

hasSensitivityLevelList 
includesDataItems 

Life Event Class LifeEvent_hasID    
LifeEvent_hasName    usesCPIDI 
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Class name Datatype properties Object properties 

Sensitivity Level Set Class SLS_hasID 
SLS_hasName 

hasPurpose  
hasRetention 
hasRecipient  
hasObligation 
hasConsent 

Obligation class 
hasOID                    
hasOName              
hasODescription   

 

Consent class 
hasConID                     
hasConName               
hasConDescription    

 

Purpose class 
hasPurID                    
hasPurName              
hasPurDescription   

 

Retention class 
hasReteID                 
hasReteName            
hasReteDescription   

 

Recipient class 
hasRecID                   
hasRecName              
hasRecDescription 

 

 
The classes and their properties including the object and datatype properties are 

converted into an owl file (CPISO owl file). Figure 5-4 shows a part of this owl file 

that implements CPISO exported from Protégé, which shows how the concepts and 

the relationships between the concepts and attributes of each concept are 

implemented in ontology. 
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<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/CPISO.owl#" 
     xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/CPISO.owl" 
     xmlns:sqwrl="http://sqwrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-
ins/3.4/sqwrl.owl#" 
     xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
     xmlns:swrl="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#" 
     
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#" 
     xmlns:xsp="http://www.owl-
ontologies.com/2005/08/07/xsp.owl#" 
     xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 
     xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 
     xmlns:swrlb="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#" 
     xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
     
xmlns:swrla="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/3.3/swrla.owl#"> 
    <owl:Ontology rdf:about=""> 
        <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://sqwrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/built-
ins/3.4/sqwrl.owl"/> 
        <owl:imports 
rdf:resource="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/3.3/swrla.owl"/> 
    </owl:Ontology> 
    <Purpose rdf:ID="Administration"> 
        <hasPurID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">PurAdmin</hasPurID> 
        <hasPurName 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Adminstration</hasPurName> 
        <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Administration</rdfs:label> 
    </Purpose> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="ApplicationComments"> 
        <CPIDI_hasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">comment</CPIDI_hasID> 
        <CPIDI_hasName rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >Application&apos;s Comment</CPIDI_hasName> 
        <ispartfromCPIDType 
rdf:resource="#Job_Information_Type"/> 
        <rdfs:label rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >Application&apos;s Comment</rdfs:label> 
    </Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="ApplicationResult"> 
        <CPIDI_hasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">feedback</CPIDI_hasID> 
        <CPIDI_hasName rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >Application Final Result</CPIDI_hasName> 
        <ispartfromCPIDType 
rdf:resource="#Job_Information_Type"/> 
        <rdfs:label rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >Application Final Result</rdfs:label> 
    </Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items> 
    <LifeEvent rdf:ID="Apply_hafiz_2"> 
        <LifeEventhasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Applyhafiz</LifeEventhasID> 
        <rdfs:label rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Apply 
hafiz</rdfs:label> 
        <usesCPIDI rdf:resource="#ApplicationResult"/> 
        <usesCPIDI rdf:resource="#BankAccountName"/> 
        <usesCPIDI rdf:resource="#BankAccountNumber"/> 
        <usesCPIDI rdf:resource="#BirthCertificateDateofbirth"/> 
        <usesCPIDI rdf:resource="#BirthCertificatePlaceofbirth"/> 
        <usesCPIDI rdf:resource="#ContactE-mailAddress"/>  

</LifeEvent> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="Average"> 
        <CPIDI_hasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">markresult</CPIDI_hasI
D> 
        <CPIDI_hasName 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Average</CPIDI_hasNa
me> 
        <ispartfromCPIDType 
rdf:resource="#Education_Related_Data_Type"/> 
        <rdfs:label 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Average</rdfs:label> 
    </Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="BankAccountName"> 
       
    </Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="BirthCertificateDateofbirth"> 
        <CPIDI_hasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">dob</CPIDI_hasID> 
        <CPIDI_hasName 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Date of 
birth</CPIDI_hasName> 
</Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="JobStatus"> 
        <CPIDI_hasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">jobresult</CPIDI_hasID
> 
        <CPIDI_hasID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">passportresult</CPIDI_h
asID> 
        <CPIDI_hasName rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >Last Date to Entre Country 
Result</CPIDI_hasName> 
        <ispartfromCPIDType 
rdf:resource="#Job_Information_Type"/> 
        <rdfs:label rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >Last Date to Entre Country Result From 
Another Ministry</rdfs:label> 
    </Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items> 
    <Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 
rdf:ID="LevelEducation"> 
        <CPIDI_hasID rdf:datatype="&xsd;string" 
            >markresultLevelEdu</CPIDI_hasID> 
        <CPIDI_hasName 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Level 
Education</CPIDI_hasName> 
    <SLS_ID 
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">SLS_ID_28</SLS_ID> 
    </SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item> 
    <owl:Class 
rdf:ID="SL_Based_Financial_Account"> 
        <rdfs:subClassOf 
rdf:resource="#Sensitivity_Level_Based_Citizen_Per
sonal_Information"/> 
    </owl:Class> 
    <SL_Based_Financial_Account 
rdf:ID="SL_Based_Financial_Account_Level_1"> 
        <hasConsent rdf:resource="#No_Consent"/> 
        <hasObligation  
 

Figure 5-4 Part of the CPISO owl file 
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Once the ontology scheme is formalized, the ontology is ready to be populated with 

instances. In this study, the instances have been collected around the two life events, 

LE1-- Apply for SAKASP and LE2-- Apply for Hafiz program, in the case study as 

an example (more details about these life events in Section 3.4). These life events are 

used to integrate multiple e-government services and the life events use citizen 

personal information data items (CPIDIs) to completely apply the life event. In these 

examples, different CPIDIs are used by the SAKASP LE application and the Hafiz 

LE application. 

Table 5-14 lists the two life events (LE1 and LE2) with their CPIDIs. Table 5-15 

shows the CPIDIs with their CPITs and sensitivity level options. 

Table 5-14CPIDIs for each Life event case 
Life event CPIDIs 

 SAKASP LE application 

CPIDI_1,CPIDI_5, CPIDI_6, CPIDI_8, 
CPIDI_11, CPIDI_15, CPIDI_16, CPIDI_17, 
CPIDI_`18, CPIDI_19, CPIDI_20, CPIDI_23, 
CPIDI_24, CPIDI_25 

Hafiz LE application CPIDI_1, CPIDI_5, CPIDI_6, CPIDI_8, 
CPIDI_11, CPIDI_12, CPIDI_21, CPIDI_15, 
CPIDI_16 - CPIDI_17, CPIDI_18, CPIDI_19, 
CPIDI_20, CPIDI_23, CPIDI_24 

 

These instances are added to the CPISO. The details of some instances of each class 

are listed in Appendixes 5-D, 5-E, 5-F, 5-G, 5-H, 5-I, 5-J, 5-K and 5-L, respectively. 

Table 5-15 Data items with data type and sensitivity levels 
CPIDI CPIT Sensitivity level options 

CPIDI_1
  

CPIT_1  SL_Based_Identity_L1 
SL_Based_Identity_L2 
SL_Based_Identity_L3 

CPIDI_5  CPIT_2  
 

SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_L1 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_L2 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_L3 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_L4 

CPIDI_6
   
CPIDI_8 CPIT_3   SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L1 
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CPIDI CPIT Sensitivity level options 

SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L2 
SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L3 
SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L4 

CPIDI_11 CPIT_4   SL_Based_Job_Information_1 
SL_Based_Job_Information_2 
SL_Based_Job_Information_3 
SL_Based_Job_Information_4 

CPIDI_12 

CPIDI_21 CPIT_6   SL_Based_Financial_Account_L1 
SL_Based_Financial_Account_L2 

CPIDI_15 CPIT_5   SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L1 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L2 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L3 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L4 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L5 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L6 

CPIDI_16 
CPIDI_17 
CPIDI_18 
CPIDI_19 
CPIDI_20 
CPIDI_23 CPIT_7  SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L1 

SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L2 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L3 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L4 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L5 

CPIDI_24 
CPIDI_11 
CPIDI_26 

Figure 5-5 shows the implemented CPIT class with its instances.  

 
Figure 5-5 Instances of Citizen Personal Information Type Class 

 

5.4 EVALUATION 
This section presents the evaluation of the CPISO from two aspects: ontology 

verification and ontology validation. 
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5.4.1 ONTOLOGY VERIFICATION 

Ontology verification checks whether the ontology was built correctly. Three 

methods have been adopted to verify the CPISO from different levels. The first 

method uses the Manchester OWL validator to verify if the CPISO conforms to the 

OWL2 DL profile. According to the outputs from the Manchester OWL validator, the 

CPISO conforms to the OWL2 DL profile and the verification results, as shown in in 

Appendix 5-M, are satisfactory. 

The second method  uses Pellet, a Protégé built-in reasoner, to verify if the following 

criteria are satisfied: (i) there is no contradictory concept that can be deduced from 

other concepts, (ii) the ontology is complete in terms of disjointed knowledge and the 

classification hierarchy, (iii) the ontology is concise in terms of dispensable concepts 

and absolute prolixity between concepts, and (iv) there are no unwanted subclasses, 

no repetitions of relations and no identical formal concepts of classes. The results 

from running the Pellet Reasoner inside Protégé for each class, as shown in Appendix 

5-N, are satisfactory.  

The third method  uses the schema metrics and instance metrics which include 

Relationship Richness (RR), Class Richness (CR), Class Instance Distribution (CID), 

Class Connectivity, Class Importance (Imp(Ci)), and Relationship Utilization (RU), 

to evaluate the CPISO. The tests are run for all the classes and their instances. Tables 

5-16 to 5-18 present the results of evaluation based on the schema matric, instance 

matric and class matric, respectively. 

 

Table 5-16 Evaluation results based on schema matric 
Schema Matrics Value 
Total of Classes 16 

Total of Relationships  36 

Relationship Richness 83.72 
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Table 5-17 Evaluation results based on instance matric 
Instance Matrics Value 

Class Richness 100 

Total of Instances 117 

CID 7.31 

 

Table 5-18 Evaluation results based on class matric 
Class Instances Connectivity Importance RU 
Citizen_Personal_Information_Types 7 95 5.98 1 

Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 60 180 51.28 1 

consent 4 8 3.41 0.66 

LifeEvent 2 52 1.70 1 

Obligation 3 6 2.56 0.25 

Purpose 6 12 5.12 0.66 

Recipient 4 4 3.41 0.33 

Retention 3 3 2.56 0.25 

Sensitivity_Level_Set 0 0 5.12 0 

SLS_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item 5 54 4.27 0 

SLS_Based_Financial_Account 2 16 1.70 0 

SLS_Based_FullName_BirthCertificate 4 33 3.41 0 

SLS_Based_Gender_MaritalsStatus 4 44 3.41 0 

SLS_Based_Indentity 3 25 2.56 0 
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Class Instances Connectivity Importance RU 
SLS_Based_Job_Information 4 39 3.41 0 

SLS_Based_PostalAddress_and_Contact 6 58 5.12 0 

 

It can be seen from Table 5-16 that the RR value is 83.72, which indicates that there 

are relationships of classsubclass (i.e. is a). This is true because there are a number of 

“is-a” relationships in the CPISO model. However, we have used other relationships, 

such as ‘consistof' and 'consumes', which are of “is a recursive relationship” type. 

These types of relationships allow developers to extend classes in the future.  

It can be seen from Table 5-17 that the CPISO have 117 instances and the result of 

the CR value is 100. This means that the CPISO's classes are properly populated (i.e. 

each class has instances and no redundant class). It is also seen that the value of CID 

is 7.31, which indicates a healthy spread of instances across CPISO's classes.   

It can be seen from Table 5-18 that the citizen personal information data item class 

(i.e CPIDI) is the most connected class with other classes and plays a central role in 

CPISO because it has the highest number of instances (180) that connect with its 

instances. It can also be seen that all relationships are related to the citizen personal 

information data types, citizen personal information data items and life events  used 

(indicated by RU=1) while the relationships related to other classes are not fully used 

(indicated by 0≤RU<1). In addition, Table 5-18 also shows that the citizen personal 

information data items class is the most important class among the seven classes 

because it covers 51.28 % of the instances in the CPISO. 

5.4.2 ONTOLOGY VALIDATION 

Ontology validation checks whether the ontology meets the requirements. In other 

words, it checks the competency of the ontology to see whether the ontology can 

answer the competency questions (Kollia, Glimm & Horrocks 2011; Prud’hommeaux 

& Seaborne 2008; Vrandecic 2010). During this validation phase, the SPARQL 
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queries are used to extract answers to the competency questions, i.e. CQCPISO1 to 

CQCPISO11, as listed in Table 5-12. These extracted answers are compared with the 

expected results, which have been obtained from the domain experts. Table 5-19 

shows the SPARQL queries that have been designed to answer the corresponding 

competency questions along with the appendix number that shows the extracted query 

answer in Appendices 5-O, 5-P, 5-Q, 5-R, 5-S, 5-T, 5-U, 5-V, 5-W, 5-X and 5-Y. The 

comparisons between the extracted and expected results show that the target CPISO 

can correctly answer the target competency questions (i.e. CQCPISO1 to 

CQCPISO11). Therefore the ontology CPISO is valid. 

 

Table 5-19 SPARQL queries for answering the competency questions Table 

Competence 
Questions SPARQL query 

SPARQL 
query’s 
answer 

CQCPISO 1 SELECT ?Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 

WHERE { 

?Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items rdf:type   

:Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items.} 

Appendix 

5-O 

CQCPISO 2 SELECT   ?LifeEvent  

?Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 

WHERE {   

?LifeEvent :usesCPIDI   

?Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items } 

Appendix 

5-P 

CQCPISO3 SELECT   ?Citizen_Personal_Information_Type 

WHERE {?Citizen_Personal_Information_Type rdf:type   

:Citizen_Personal_Information_Type. } 

Appendix 

5-Q 
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Competence 
Questions SPARQL query 

SPARQL 
query’s 
answer 

CQCPISO4 SELECT ?Citizen_Personal_Information_Type  

?Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items 

WHERE {   

?Citizen_Personal_Information_Type  

:includesDataItems   

?Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items  } 

Appendix 

5-R 

CQCPISO5 SELECT  ?Citizen_Personal_Information_Type  

?Sensitivity_Level_Based_Citizen_Personal_Information  

WHERE 

{  ?Citizen_Personal_Information_Type  :hasSensitivityLevelList  

?Sensitivity_Level_Based_Citizen_Personal_Information} 

Appendix 

5-S 

CQCPISO6 SELECT  ?sensitivity_level ?purpose ?retention  

?purpose ?recipient ?consent ?obligation 

WHERE{?sensitivity_level :hasPurpose ?purpose. 

 ?sensitivity_level :hasRetention ?retention. 

 ?sensitivity_level :hasPurpose ?purpose. 

 ?sensitivity_level :hasRecipient ?recipient. 

 ?sensitivity_level :hasConsent ?consent. 

 ?sensitivity_level :hasObligation ?obligation.} 

Appendix 

5-T 

CQCPISO7 SELECT ?purpose Appendix 
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Competence 
Questions SPARQL query 

SPARQL 
query’s 
answer 

WHERE {?purpose :hasPurName ?Purpose} 5-U 

CQCPISO8 SELECT ?retention 

WHERE { ?retention :hasReteName  ?Retention} 

Appendix 

5-V 

CQCPISO9 SELECT ?recipient 

WHERE { ?recipient :hasReciName  ?Recipient} 

Appendix 

5-W 

CQCPISO10 SELECT ?obligation 

WHERE { ?obligation :hasOName  ?Obligation} 

Appendix 

5-X 

CQCPISO11 SELECT ?obligation 

WHERE { ?obligation :hasOName  ?Obligation} 

Appendix 

5-Y 

 

5.5 PROCEDURES FOR PRIVACY 

MANAGEMENT 
The privacy management (PM) module in the LE&CPISe-GSI framework is 

responsible for coordinating the interaction between the monitor manager and the 

CPISO through the component of “privacy preference manager” and the enforcement 

of access control and privacy policies based on the citizen’s privacy preferences 

through the component of “Authentication and authorisation manager”. This section 

presents the procedures used by the two components in the PM module which use the 

CPISO. First, the procedure for the privacy preference manager is presented, which 

allows citizens to set up, edit and/or save their privacy preferences. Second, the 

procedure for the authorisation and authentication manager is presented, which 

protects citizens’ personal information through the enforcement of access control and 

privacy policies aspects based citizens’ privacy preferences.  
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5.5.1 PROCEDURES FOR PRIVACY PREFERENCE 
MANAGER  

The PRM (Privacy Reference Manager) component in the PM module in the 

LE&CPISe-GSI framework is responsible for retrieving and saving citizen's personal 

information privacy preferences.  

The procedure for PPM to retrieve the privacy preference for a given CPIDI consists 

of six steps:  

Step 1. Read in a request with the required input parameters to view and /or edit the 

privacy preference for a CPIDI from the User Interface through Manager Monitor. 

Step 2. Load CPISO owl file into a Java program.  

Step 3. Convert the owl file into an internal CPISO file consisting of all the classes and 

instances. 

Step 4. Read through the internal CPISO file to search for the required info by running 

a loop. 

Step 5. Save the search results into a file and pass it back to the user interface through 

the Monitor Manager. 

Detailed procedures for viewing, updating and saving  privacy preferences are shown 

in the Procedures 5-1 to 5-6, respectively. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Procedure 5-1 
Extract instances of Life event from Life Event class from CPICO 
 
Input: View instances of life event  
 
Steps:  
1. Upload CPISO OWL file 
2. Read CPISO file   
3. Converts CPISO.owl file to ontology model using Jena API 
4.           Select instances of life event from LifeEvent class 
5.           Add instances of life event LEList  
6.           End 
 
Output:  
LEList  
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Procedure 5-2 
Extract all CPIT for specific life event from CPISO 
 
Input: “SelectedLE”  
 
Steps:  
1. Upload CPISO OWL file 
2. Read CPISO file   
3. Converts CPISO.owl file to ontology model using Jena API 
4.           Received “SelectedLE“ 
5.           Select “SelectedLE“from LifeEvent class if LifeEvent class’s value equals  

"SelectedLE"  
LifeEvent class is class from CPISO ontology 

6.       Select all instances of CPIDI if LifeEvent class’s value equals   
         "SelectedLE" and object property's value from LifeEvent class equals “usesCPIDI” 
7. Add instances of CPIDI to CPIDIList 

CPIDIList includes all Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items  
CPIDI is Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items class in CPISO ontology 

8. Set N= Number of instance in CPIDIList 
8.1  While (N > 0) 
8.2 Read next CPIDI from CPIDIList 
8.3 Select instance of CPIT if CPIDI class’s value equal CPIDI 

       CPIT is Citizen_Personal_Information_Type class in CPISO ontology 
8.4 Add CPIT to CPITList if not add before 
CPITList includes all Citizen_Personal_Information_Type   
8.5 Set N= N-1 

9.  End 
 
Output:  
CPITList 
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Procedure 5-3 
Extract Privacy Preference from citizen privacy preference database for each CPID from 
specific CPITInput: “SelectedLE” – “SelectedCPIT”- UserID 
 
Steps: 
1. Upload CPISO OWL file 
2. Read CPISO file   
3. Converts CPISO.owl file to ontology model using Jena API 
4.         Received “SelectedCPIT” and “SelectedLE” 
5.  Select all instances of CPIDI if LifeEvent class’s value equals"SelectedLE" and CPIT 

class’s value equals "SelectedCPIT" 
6. Add instances of CPIDI to CPIDIList 

CPIDIList includes all Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items  
CPIDI is Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items class in CPISO ontology 

7. Set N= Number of instance in CPIDIList 
8.  While (N >0) 

8.1 Read next CPIDI from CPIDIList 
8.2  Select CPIDI_hasname from CPIDI class 
8.3 Select CPIDI_hasID from CPIDI class if object property's value from  

    CPIT class equals “includesDataItems” and object property's value from      
    LifeEvent class equals “usesCPIDI” 

CPIDI is Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Items class in CPISO 
ontology 
CPIDI_hasID and CPIDI_hasname are datatype property for CPIDI class in 
CPISO ontology 

8.4  Extract levelID from citizen_privacy_preference_database if UserID 
equals “username” and DataItemID equals “CPIDI_hasID” and LEID equals 
"SelectedLE" 
LEID, UserID and DataItemID are part from 
citizen_privacy_preference_database 

8.5 Add CPIDI_hasID to CPIDI_hasIDList  
CPIDI_hasIDList includes all Citizen_Personal_Information_Data_Item_ID   

8.6  Add CPIDI_hasID to CPIDI_hasIDList 
8.7  Add LevelD to LevelIDList 
8.8  Add CPIDI_hasname to CPIDInameList 

LevelDList includes all LevelD   
CPIDI_hasname includes all CPIDInameList 
Add CPIDI_hasID includes all CPIDI_hasIDList 

8.9 Set N= N-1 
9. End 
 
Output: 
Display default (OR already Selected) level for each DataItem 
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Procedure 5-5 
View privacy policy for specific sensitivity level  
 
Steps: 
Input: “SelectedLevel”  
1. Upload CPISO OWL file 
2. Read CPISO file   
3. Converts CPISO.owl file to ontology model using Jena API 
4.      Received request view privacy policy about “SelectedLevel” 
5.      Select instance from Purpose if SLS_ID’s value from SLS class equals 

“SelectedLevel” and Object property value from SLS class equals “hasPurpose” 
6.  Select instance from Retention if SLS_ID’s value from SLS class equals 

“SelectedLevel” and Object property value from SLS class equals “hasRetention” 
7.  Select instance from Consent if SLS_ID’s value from SLS class equals 

“SelectedLevel” and Object property value from SLS equals “hasConsent” 
8.  Select instance from if Recipient SLS_ID’s value from SLS class equals 

“SelectedLevel” and Object property value from SLS class equals “hasRecipient” 
9.  Select instance from if Obligation SLS_ID’s value from SLS class equals 

“SelectedLevel” and object property value from SLS class equals “hasObligation” 
10.  End 
 
Output:  
Obligation, Consent, Purpose, Recipient, Retention  

Procedure 5-4 
Extract all instances from sensitivity level for specific CPIT 
 
Input: “SelectedCPIT” 
 
Steps: 
1. Upload CPISO OWL file 
2. Read CPISO file   
3. Converts CPISO.owl file to ontology model using Jena API 
4.  Select instances of SLS from SLS class if CPIT class’s value equals "SelectedCPIT" 

and object property’s value from CPIT equals “hasSensitivityLevelList” 
5. Add instances of SLS to SLSList  
SLSList includes all Sensitivity_Level_Set  
SLS is Sensitivity_Level_Set class from CPISO ontology 

4.  End 
 
Output: 
SLSList  
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5.5.2 PROCEDURES FOR AUTHENTICATION AND 
AUTHORISATION MANAGER 

The authentication and authorisation manager is responsible for the protection of 

citizens’ personal information, based on citizens’ privacy preferences through three 

functions: 

- Authentication which checks if a user is a valid user based on the input username and 

password. If the user is valid, his or her user role will be determined. 

- Authorisation which performs the following tasks: (i) mapping roles and actions to 

the life event application (or to each CPIDI), (ii) mapping the sensitivity level to each 

CPIDI to decide the disclosure of each CPIDI based on citizens’ privacy preferences.  

- Enforcement of privacy policy which takes proper actions in the data flow to 

guarantee the options for the five aspects are fulfilled for the privacy policy.  

 

 

 

Procedure 5-6 
Method to update privacy preference for specific user 
 
Input: Request to update privacy preference for “username” – “SelectedLE” – ”LevelID” – 
“CPIDI_hasID” 
 
Steps: 
1.    Received “username” – “SelectedLE” – ”LevelID” – “CPIDI_hasID” 
2.    Update LevelID to “CPIDI_hasID” from citizen_privacy_preference_database if UsedID 
from citizen_privacy_preference_ database equals “Usename” and LEID equals from 
citizen_privacy_preference_ database “SelectedLE” and DataID from 
citizen_privacy_preference_ database equals “DataItemID K” 
3. End 
 
Output:  
Update privacy preference for username 
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5.5.2.1 AN OVERVIEW OF PRIVACY LANGUAGES 
The privacy protections in various business processes can be activated by adopting a 

language which is capable of expressing the privacy policies for the computing 

systems within the business. 

Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) 

IBM (2003) and Barth et al. (2004) are recommended for the job. The EPAL is a 

language constructed by the IBM for the definition of the privacy policies of the 

enterprise concerning the methods of treating data privately in accordance with the 

detailed positive and negative authorization rights. The aim of the EPAL is to supply a 

company with the ability of encoding its own data policies dealing with privacy in an 

XML format file which can be accessed and implemented by the privacy enforcement 

system of the firm. The main disadvantage of the EPAL is that it does not show the 

specific concepts about the system’s design which are directed towards the 

enforcement of the firm’s privacy policy. 

A P3P Preference Exchange Language 

The W3C established a preference exchange language called the APPEL to support the 

P3P policy representation. The users can show their preference using the APPEL in 

the form of a set of rules, called the ruleset, which is in the XML format. The 

browsing of the Websites triggers the agent of the user to compare the ruleset with the 

policies of the P3P which are accessed from the Websites and executed depending on 

the matching result and the procedures specified in the ruleset. All the sites which 

gather data for telemarketing activities or for “individual – decision” are blocked by 

the ruleset. The APPEL displays the preferences of the user in the ruleset and each rule 

specifies a certain function to be executed, such as the blocking of certain sites. 

Similar expressions are described in the rule and the “connective attribute” is made use 

of to find out how the matching of the expressions is done. The processing of the rules 

is done in the order in which they appear in the APPEL language. The P3P enables 

several rules to exist at the same time, but the APPEL also has the undesirable effect 
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of causing unintentional activities and issues such as the inability to identify 

acceptable items, rejection of good policies, convoluted specifications, absence of 

robustness and inability to easily express simple combinations (Agrawal et al. 2003). 

Ponder2 

Gowadia et al.’s (2008) review of the Ponder 2 policy language shows that it allows 

the definition of negative and positive authorizations and obligations. The focus of an 

authorization can be defined using this language. This focus is the spot at which the 

clients interact with the service provider and where the evaluation of the policy is 

done. The policy language does not permit the definition of obligation actions which 

are necessary to execute prior to and after an authorization. 

eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 

The XACML (2013) is a standard specification published by the OASIS. It defines: (i) 

Access control policy language which is declarative and exists in the XML format. (ii) 

A processing model showing the evaluation of authorization requests in accordance 

with the rules laid out in the policies. The XACML attempts to enhance the operations 

between the authorization requests by several vendors and to increase the usage of a 

common terminology. Enterprise policy modelling mostly uses XACML. When the 

user wishes to perform an action on a certain resource such as a file-system or a web 

server, he/she submits a query to the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) which protects 

the resource. The XACML language is used by the PEP to send a request related to the 

details of the user, the action being performed, the resource being used and other 

necessary details. This request is sent to the Policy Decision Point (PDP) which looks 

at the request and decides whether to grant access or not. This decision is based on the 

policy evaluation rules of the XACML.  

The XACML is basically an Attribute Based Access Control System (ABAC) and the 

qualities particular to a user, an action, or a resource are taken into consideration to 

decide if the user should be given access to a particular resource or not (Priebe et al. 

2004; Yuan & Tong 2005). The Role Based Access Control is also used in the 
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XACML as a specific function of the ABAC (OASIS 2004). It is an easy to use 

security setup for allowing only the authorized users to access the information system. 

(Ferraiolo et al. 2001). The RBAC permits certain users to execute certain actions on 

particular objects during certain sessions. Each user is given a number of roles and 

each one of them has authority to carry out specific tasks on certain kinds of objects. 

Constraints are imposed on the roles given to the users and the separation of roles is 

done in different sessions. For the implementation of the XACML, certain proprietary 

and open-source policy engines have been put forward. 

It can clearly be seen that the XACML is superior to the other languages as it contains 

profiles for SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) and for RBAC (role based 

access control approach). The access policies can also be independently defined and a 

certain policy can use another policy as a reference. The XACML is useful but its 

framework is not completely adequate for the enforcement and regulation of a number 

of privacy policy features such as the consent and obligation related privacy 

preferences of citizens.  

5.5.2.2 WORKFLOW FOR THE AUTHENTICATION AND 

AUTHORIZATION 
 
As shown in above section, eXtensible Access Control Markup Language ( XACML) 

is basically an access control language and this standard is more comprehensive than 

the other existing standards (Benameur et al. 2010). The goal is to who can have 

access to what and when exactly can that access be provided and for what reason 

(Rissanen 2013). The XACML offers policy, request and response language along 

with the combination of algorithms and models for the various languages and the flow 

of data. The architecture of XACML (Rissanen 2013) is shown in Figure 5-6. 
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Figure 5-6 Privacy preference manager procedure (adopted from Rissanen 2013) 

 
The workflow for the Authentication and Authorisation Manager is developed as an 

extension of an existing policy engine based on XACML by incorporating citizens’ 

privacy preference based on privacy policy aspects. The workflow diagram is shown 

in Figure 5-7. 
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Figure 5-7 A high-level architecture of an authentication and authorisation manager 

 

5.5.2.3 COMPONENTS IN WORKFLOW  
 
The main components workflow shows the interactions among the components 

consists of two main parts, one is the Authentication Service and the other is the 

Authorization Service. 

The authentication service is to check if the user is the authorized person or not. 

Usernames and passwords are used for the purpose of authentication, which are stored 

in the user database. 

The Authorization Service is to safeguard the data which is very sensitive by using 

access control systems that determine if users have the authority to operate certain 

applications or not. The users who don’t have the authority will be blocked. It is 

implemented through the XACML engine and Obligation Service. 
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The XACML engine is comprised of the following four components: 

1) PEP, which receives the access requests and modifies them into XACML requests 

which will be evaluated by the PDP. 

2) PDP, which retrieve policies from PAP and uses the policies to evaluate the 

requests sent by the PEP and returns the response back to PEP. 

3) PAP, which is a policy store created by a security administrator. Each policy in PAP 

should be developed and sent to PDP before any request using this policy is sent out 

by the requester. Each policy is developed in accordance with one sensitivity level. 

4) PIP, which is responsible for retrieving the privacy preferences of CPIDIs from the 

citizen privacy preference database or any other data storage areas.  

The Obligation Service The obligation service is for ensuring the option of the 

obligation aspect of a privacy policy is fulfilled. It is responsible for the deletion 

and/or control of retention periods of CPIDIs, sending notifications if necessary based 

on the information from the identifier of privacy obligation aspect, which includes the 

targets, events and actions sections.  The target section shows the site of the storage of 

the related CPIDIs. The events section combines time based, context based and/or 

other types of events which may trigger off the enforcement of the obligation. The 

actions section lists the actions which have to be enforced if the events occur. 

Implementation of components in the workflow 

The actions that can be performed by a specific role on a citizen’s application are 

shown in Table 5-20. 
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Table 5-20 Examples of the relationships throughout the role–action–life event 
application (resource) 

  

A user can view and access a citizen’s application and personal data based on the 

privacy policy level defined by the citizen for each CPIDI. The java class 

PrivacyPolicyResult.java (acting as a secondary PEP) is responsible for sending the 

access request to the policy server (i.e., PDP). The policy server returns the decision as 

either “Permit” or “Deny”, based on the policy, along with the “Obligation”, which is 

either deletion or notification.  The data fields returned as “Permit” are visible, while 

those returned as “Deny” will simply appear as “---”. If there is an obligation returned 

by the policy, then the same is executed in order to delete that field from the database. 

More specifically, a user, as an employee can access an application (such as SAKSAP 

or Hafiz). For example, a user could select an SAKSAP-type application and use the 

PrivacyPolicyResult.java class (PEP) in “SAKSAPapplication.jsp” to interact with the 

policy server (PDP). The following flow occurs in “SAKSAPapplication.jsp”: 

- Fetch the action value for the employee role with the help of line 1 of code, as shown 

in Figure 5-8. 

- Fetch the env value (for hasLocation), which will help in identifying the recipient 

policy, with the help of line 2 of the code, as shown in Figure 5-8. 
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- Set the application type as SAKASP and the application ID in line 3 of the code, as 

shown in Figure 5-8. 

- Fetch the application details from the database using line 4 of the code, as shown in 

Figure 5-8. 

- Use the PEP object to hit the policy server (XACML framework – Authentication 

and Authorisation Manager Framework) for the evaluation of all fields’ access and 

obligations by calling the method “getPrivacyResults” of the PrivacyPolicyResult 

class, as in line 5 of the code in Figure 5-8.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-8 Privacy policy result code 

 
The above method, getPrivacyResults, hits the policy server, which first finds the 

sensitivity level set for each field set by the citizen. Upon identifying the sensitivity 

level, it evaluates the field access against the corresponding level of policy set in the 

PDP. After evaluating each field, the PDP returns the ArrayList of the decision of each 

field, which contains two things: 

1) The access decision (Permit or Deny): On the basis of decision, the field is 

displayed on the screen. In case of “Permit”, the field is allowed to display; otherwise, 

a blank character, “---”, will be displayed.  

1) String action = PrivacyPolicyResult.getAction(userInstance.getRole(), 
"Apply_SAKASP_1"); 
 

2) String env = 
PrivacyPolicyResult.getEnvironment(userInstance.getIduser()); 
 

3) String appType = "sakasp" 
String applicationId = (String) request.getParameter("id"); 
 

4) ResultSet rset = query.select ("* from apply where applicationId=?", 
new String[]{applicationId}); 
 

5) java.util.Map res = 
PrivacyPolicyResult.getPrivacyResults(applicationId, appType, pep, 
rset, action, env); 
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2) Obligation: This indicates whether to delete or notify this field. If the obligation is 

found, the corresponding action is taken inside the code. The obligation code 

responsible for deleting is as follows in Figure 5-9 and the obligation code responsible 

for notification is as follows in Figure 5-10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-9 Obligation code 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

String obl [] =results.get(i).getObligations(); 
for(int j=0;j<obl.length;j++) 
{ 
System.out.println("Obligation for field '"+field+"' "+obl[j]); 
if(obl[j]!=null) 
{ 
String a = obl[j].split("#")[1];  
if(a.equalsIgnoreCase("DeleteAndNotify"))     
{String str = "UPDATE apply SET 
"+results.get(i).getResourceID()+"='"+null+"' where 
applicationId='"+applicationId+"'";      
Query q = new Query(); 
q.open(); 
q.update(str, null); }}} 
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Figure 5-10 Notification code 

5.5.2.4 MODELLING POLICY IN XACML 
The approaches based on attributes are easy to use but the development and 

management of the policies is quite difficult. Those in charge of the administration of 

policy must know about the scheme of the attributes used by the people who create a 

certain attribute. The user and developer attributes relating to information systems or 

services on the web may or may not match up. 

The Figure 5-11 shows the privacy policies in XACML which are set up by the XML 

elements (Rissanen 2013). The policy, targets and ruleset are included in the model of 

the language. The resources being accessed are the targets and the rules define the 

public class SendHTMLEmail { 
String username = "lifeeventtest@gmail.com";//email from SAKASP 
String password = "sakasp123";// Password 
public String sendFeedBackMsg(String subject,String messageBody, String[] toUser, 
String userId) { 
Properties props = new Properties(); 
props.put("mail.smtp.auth", "true"); 
props.put("mail.smtp.starttls.enable", "true"); 
props.put("mail.smtp.host", "smtp.gmail.com"); 
props.put("mail.smtp.port", "587"); 

 
Session session = Session.getInstance(props, 
new javax.mail.Authenticator() { 
protected PasswordAuthentication getPasswordAuthentication() { 
return new PasswordAuthentication(username, password); 

}}); 
try { 

Message message = new MimeMessage(session); 
message.setFrom(new InternetAddress("lifeeventtest@gmail.com")); 
message.addRecipients(Message.RecipientType.TO, 
InternetAddress.parse(toUser[0])); 
message.setSubject(subject); 
message.setText(messageBody); 
Transport.send(message); 
System.out.println("Done"); 
return "messageSent"; 
} catch (MessagingException e) { 
System.err.println("Unable to send email:"+e); 
return "messageFailed"; }}} 
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policy with regard to the XACML elements which include permission and denial of 

requests and several other elements which may be accessed by the user, depending on 

whether he is authorized or not. Each rule has certain restrictions regarding the subject, 

the requestor, the resources or other targets as determined by the context. User defined 

components or elements can be added to the existing vocabulary with the help of the 

XACML (Rissanen 2013).  

 

Figure 5-11 Policy and policy set 
 
In this study, the policy design framework is designed in such a way that each 

sensitivity level has an associated policyset that contains two policies:  

1) Normal policy (Sensitivity level X): Normal policy contains the rules corresponding 

to purpose, retention, recipient and obligation for the normal case, which is applicable 

for that particular level. It is first evaluated, and in the case that it denies, the consent 
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policy is also evaluated. If the consent policy allows, then the final decision is to allow 

access based on the consent policy (i.e., exception consent). 

2) Consent policy (Sensitivity level X): Consent policy is used in conjunction with 

normal policy when there is an exception; it, too, contains a set of rules corresponding 

to purpose, retention, recipient and obligation (either all or a few). 

Figure 5-12 illustrates the high-level policy design framework. 

 

Figure 5-12 High-level policy design framework 
 
Consent Below is the outline of the process one should follow for the creation of a 

policyset, per the policy requirement of a particular application (SAKASP or Hafiz): 

Step1: Create rules. 

Step1.1: Purpose rules creation 

Step1.2: Retention and obligation rules creation 

Step1.3: Recipient rules creation 
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Step2: Create policy using the above rules. 

Step2.1: Create normal policy for a particular sensitivity level (1 to 28) 

Step2.1: Create consent policy for a particular sensitivity level (1 to 28) 

Step3: Create a policyset (using the above policies for a particular sensitivity level). 

Rules are the basic building blocks of policy creation. Therefore, it is necessary to first 

create the purpose, retention, obligation and recipient rules and to then stitch these 

rules together to form a policy. The below sections explain in greater detail the low-

level XACML for creating these rules. 

Step 1: Create Rules 

Step1.1: Purpose rule creation 

Figure 5-13 shows the template for purpose rule creation; only the phrases in bold font 

in section 2, section 3, section 4 and section 5 are required to change according to 

need. 
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Figure 5-13 Template for purpose rule creation 

Section1: 
<Rule Effect="Deny" RuleId="Rule-purpose"> 
<Condition> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:not"> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:or"> 
 
Section2: 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal"> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-one-and-only"> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:action:action-
id" Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:attribute-
category:action"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" MustBePrese
nt="true"/> 
</Apply> 

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">fraud-
detection-sakasp</AttributeValue> 
</Apply> 
 
Section3: 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal"> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-one-and-only"> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:action:action-
id" Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:attribute-
category:action"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" MustBePrese
nt="true"/> 
</Apply> 

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">create-
profile-sakasp</AttributeValue> 
</Apply> 
 
Section4: 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal"> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-one-and-only"> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:action:action-
id" Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:attribute-
category:action"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" MustBePrese
nt="true"/> 
</Apply> 

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">assess-
sakasp</AttributeValue> 
</Apply> 
 
Section 5: 
</Apply> 
</Apply> 
</Condition> 
 
<AdviceExpressions> 
<AdviceExpression AdviceId="purpose-match-failed" AppliesTo="Deny"> 
<AttributeAssignmentExpression AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:examp
le:attribute:text"> 
<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> 

Policy SAKASP SLBCPI_ID_1#Denied the access of field based on 
purpose 
</AttributeValue> 
</AttributeAssignmentExpression> 
</AdviceExpression> 
</AdviceExpressions> 
</Rule> 
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The content and change sections (2, 3 and 4) and the bolded content in sections 2, 3, 4 

and 5 are only copied according to need. Each section (2, 3 and 4) represents one 

purpose policy or purpose ID. If there is only one purpose, for example, only one 

section (2, 3 or 4) needs to be added, or, if there are multiple, multiple sections should 

be added. Within sections 2, 3 and 4, the bold content represents the purpose value, per 

the purpose policy or purpose ID of the application in use (SAKASP or Hafiz). Some 

examples of purposes are shown in Table 5-21. 

Table 5-21 Examples of purposes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step1.2: Retention and Obligation Rule Creation 

Retention and obligation are tightly intertwined, and hence, each retention policy is 

tied to one or more obligation rules. Therefore, a single rule has been created to 

represent both. Figure 5-14 presents the sample template for creating the retention and 

obligation rule. 

 

 

 

 

Purpose ID Purpose action 
1 view-sakasp-for-marketing 
2 view-sakasp-for-finance 
3 fraud-detection-sakasp 
4 create-profile-sakasp 
5 assess-sakasp 
6 develop-sakasp 
7 view-hafiz-for-marketing 
8 view-hafiz-for-finance 
9 fraud-detection-hafiz 

10 create-profile-hafiz 
11 assess-hafiz 
12 develop-hafiz 
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Figure 5-17 Examples of purposes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-14 Example for creating the retention and obligation rule 
 

For retention, section 2 represents the retention rule, and the bolded contents within it 

are required to change according to the retention policy. We have updated the bolded 

content in section 2 as follows (i) if retention is in days, use “createdDateDiffInDays”.  

(ii) if retention is in hours, uses “createdDateDiffInHrs”, and (iii) enter the number of 

days/hrs for retention in the second bolded phrase of section 2. 

For obligation, section 3 represents the obligation rules, and the bolded content inside 

it is required to change according to the obligation policy. We have updated the bolded 

content in section 3 as follows (i) change the policy description and sensitivity level 

Section1: 
<Rule Effect="Deny" RuleId="Retention-policy"> 
 
Section2: 
<Condition> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-
greater-than"> 
<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-
one-and-only"> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="ontology:createdDateDiffI
nDays" Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject-
category:access-
subject"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer" MustBe
Present="false"/> 
</Apply> 
<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer
">90</AttributeValue> 
</Apply> 
</Condition> 
 
Section3: 
<ObligationExpressions> 
<ObligationExpression ObligationId="obligation-policy-delete-
action" FulfillOn="Deny"> 
<AttributeAssignmentExpression AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xac
ml:2.0:example:attribute:text"> 
<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Policy SAKASP 
SLBCPI_ID_1#DeleteAndNotify</AttributeValue> 
</AttributeAssignmentExpression> 
</ObligationExpression> 
</ObligationExpressions> 
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number before the “#” as required, (ii) after the “#”, enter the obligation action as 

required, such as “Delete” if data is to be deleted after the retention period according 

to the retention policy, “Notify” if the user has to be notified (email/sms) after the 

retention period or “DeleteAndNotify” if both the above actions are required after the 

retention period. 

Step1.3: Recipient rule creation 

Recipient rules are created according to the recipient policy, and values are re-mapped 

in the rule according to the defined “hasEnvironment” value. Figure 5-15 shows the 

template for creating the recipient rule according to the policy. 
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Figure 5-15 Template for creating the recipient rule 

 
Only necessary changes have been made to the bolded content of sections 2 and 3. 

Each section (2 and 3) represents one recipient policy or hasEnvironment value. If 

there is only one recipient policy, only one section (from sections 2 and 3) should be 

added, while multiple should be added if there are more than one. The bolded contents 

Section 1: 
<Rule Effect="Permit" RuleId="Recipient-policy"> 
<Target> 
<AnyOf> 
 
Section 2: 
<AllOf> 
<Match MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal"> 

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">saka
sp-research-center</AttributeValue> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="env-
id" Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:attribute-
category:environment"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" M
ustBePresent="true"/> 
</Match> 
</AllOf> 
 
Section 3: 
<AllOf> 
<Match MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal"> 

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">high
er-edu-stats-dept</AttributeValue> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="env-
id" Category="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:attribute-
category:environment"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" M
ustBePresent="true"/> 
</Match> 
</AllOf> 
 
</AnyOf> 
</Target> 
 
Section 4: 
<AdviceExpressions> 
<AdviceExpression AdviceId="recipient-policy-applied" AppliesTo="Permit"> 
<AttributeAssignmentExpression AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:
example:attribute:text"> 

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Poli
cy SAKASP SLBCPI_ID_4#Recipient is 
allowed</AttributeValue> 
</AttributeAssignmentExpression> 
</AdviceExpression> 
</AdviceExpressions> 
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of section 2 and section 3 represent the recipient value according to the recipient 

policy or hasEnvironment value of the application in use (SAKASP or Hafiz). 

Examples of recipient values are listed in Table 5-22. 

Table 5-22 Examples of recipient values 
Recipient ID Recipient value (hasEnvironment) 
1 research-dept-univ-dammam 
2 marketing-dept 
3 sakasp-research-center 
4 sakasp-provider 
5 higher-edu-stats-dept 
6 applicants-parental 
7 issue-fin-guarantee-provider 
8 sakasp-research-center 
9 research-dept-univ-dammam 
10 marketing-dept 
11 hafiz-research-center 
12 hafiz-provider 
13 mol-ksa 

 

Step 2: Create policy for a sensitivity level using the established rules 

Step2.1: Normal policy creation 

Figure 5-16 is the sample template for creating normal policy for a particular 

application (SAKASP or Hafiz) at a particular sensitivity level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5-16 Example template for creating normal policy for SAKASP 

Section 1: 
<Policy xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-
17" PolicyId="sakasp-slb-policy-id-
4" RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:rule-
combining-algorithm:deny-overrides" Version="1.0"> 
<Description>sakasp SAKASP SLBCPI_ID_4</Description> 
<Target></Target> 
 
Section 2: 
Add purpose rule 
 
Add retention/obligation rule 
 
Add recipient rule 
</Policy> 
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The contents of section 1 and section 2 are copied and the bolded contexts of section 1 

are changed according to sensitivity level. The first bolded phrase in section 1 

represents the ID of the policy, with the sensitivity level also in the ID (e.g., sakasp-

slb-policy-id-X or hafiz-slb-policy-id-X). The second bolded contents of section 1 

represent the description of the policy, with the sensitivity level also in the ID. This is 

a free text, meaning that one can update the description to better outline the policy. 

Section 2 must be added to in the following order: purpose rule, retention obligation 

rule and recipient rule. Rules created in the first step (“Create Rules”) are to be added 

in section 2. Figure 5-17 is a complete sample policy for SAKASP, sensitivity level 4. 
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Figure 5-17 Part of policy for sakasp sensitivity level 4 
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Step2.1: Consent policy creation 

Figure 5-18 is the sample template for creating consent policy for a particular 

application (SAKASP or Hafiz) at a particular sensitivity level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-18 Example of creating consent policy for a particular SAKASP 
 

The contents of both section 1 and 2 are copied and the bolded contents are changed 

according to sensitivity level. The first bolded phrase in section 1 represents the ID of 

the policy, with the sensitivity level also in the ID (e.g., consent-sakasp-slb-policy-id-

X or consent-hafiz-slb-policy-id-X). The second bolded text in section 1 represents the 

description of the policy, with the sensitivity level also in the ID. This is a free text, 

meaning that one can update the description to better outline the policy. Section 2 must 

be added to in the following order: purpose rule, retention obligation rule and recipient 

rule. Rules created in first step (“Create Rules”) are to be added in section 2. 

Figure 5-19 is a complete sample policy for consent SAKASP about sensitivity level 

1: 

 

Section1: 
<Policy xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-
17" PolicyId="consent-sakasp-slb-policy-id-
1" RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:rule-
combining-algorithm:deny-overrides" Version="1.0"> 
<Description>consent-sakasp 
ConsentPolicySAKASP_1</Description> 
<Target></Target> 
 
Section 2: 
Add purpose rule 
 
Add retention/obligation rule 
 
Add recipient rule 
 
</Policy> 
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Figure 5-19 Part of policy for consent SAKASP sensitivity level 1 
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Step3: Create a policyset for a sensitivity level 

Finally, after creating the required policies, it is necessary to create a policyset that is a 

combination of the normal and consent policy for a particular sensitivity level. Figure 

5-20 is the template for creating the policyset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-20 Sample template for creating the policyset 
 

Section1: 
<PolicySet xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:core:schema:wd-
17" PolicyCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:policy-
combining-algorithm:permit-overrides"PolicySetId="sakasp-
policyset-slb-1" Version="1.0"> 
<Description>Sakasp Policy Set Level 1</Description> 
<Target> 
<AnyOf> 
<AllOf> 
 
Section2: 
<Match MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-
equal"> 
<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
sakasp</AttributeValue> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="ontology:applicationType" Categor
y="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject-category:access-
subject"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" MustBePr
esent="true"/> 
</Match> 
 
Section 3: 
<Match MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-
equal"> 
<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
SLBCPI_ID_1</AttributeValue> 
<AttributeDesignator AttributeId="ontology:attributeSL" Category="u
rn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject-category:access-
subject"DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" MustBePr
esent="true"/> 
</Match> 
</AllOf> 
</AnyOf> 
</Target> 
 
Section 4:  
<PolicyIdReference>sakasp-slb-policy-id-
1</PolicyIdReference> 
<PolicyIdReference>consent-sakasp-slb-policy-id-
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Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 must be copied and the bolded content changed according to 

sensitivity level. The first bolded portion in the section represents the policyset ID 

(i.e., the unique policyset name representing application and sensitivity level). The 

second bolded portion of section 1 is the description section, and it is a free text, 

meaning that one can update its description to better outline the policyset. The bolded 

content in section 2 represents the type of application used; current possible values are 

SAKASP or Hafiz. The bolded content in section 3 represents the sensitivity level 

value. Current possible values for this field are SLS_ID_1 to SLS_ID_28. Finally, the 

bolded content in section 4 represents the combination of the normal policy and 

consent policy. It should contain the normal policy first followed by the consent policy 

for the same sensitivity level. 

5.6 SUMMARY 
Over time, the development of information technology will affect the collection of 

citizens’ personal information with consequences that are potentially both beneficial 

and harmful to individuals. At the same time, the development of a privacy model can 

improve the acceptance of e-government services. Concerning these two points, this 

chapter has considered the protection of citizens’ personal information in the e-

government service domain. In particular, this chapter has developed a citizen 

personal information model to support citizens in specifying their privacy preferences 

and to grant the protection of citizen personal information in the context of using e-

government services. This model organizes the personal data items of a citizen into a 

number of sensitivity levels and links these levels with different privacy protection 

levels to satisfy the citizen’s needs. This model has been implemented as an ontology 

that is machine-readable and can be shared among e-government service systems. 

Moreover, privacy management procedures have been developed to allow citizens to 

set personal information privacy preference and to grant protection of citizen personal 

information based on privacy policy aspects.  
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The findings of this study are in line with existing studies showing that an ontology 

has potential benefits in enforcing privacy protection. This study is different to some 

degree from other studies in the sense that other studies have proposed solution-based 

ontologies to develop privacy issues and access control rather than to focus on 

citizens to give them opportunities to control their privacy preferences. The case 

study shows that the CPISO can effectively support citizens in specifying their 

privacy preferences regarding sensitivity levels for their personal information. 

In the next chapter, we will implement a prototype to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

framework and models proposed in this chapter.  
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CHAPTER 6                                

 LIFE EVENT-BASED AND 

SENSITIVITY-BASED E-

GOVERNMENT SERVICE 

INTEGRATION PROTOTYPE 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapters proposed the framework for e-government G2C service 

integration based on life-events with citizen privacy taken into account (LE&CPISe-

GSI), which integrates the LEO and CPISO models with procedures LEM, PM, and 

SM for integrating e-government services. The LEO and CPISO models were 

evaluated before being integrated with the framework. Therefore, this chapter 

develops a prototype of the proposed framework which includes an overview of the 

system’s architecture, system modules, sub-system modules and an analysis and 

design of the system. Multiple scenarios from one case study are applied to evaluate 

the performance of the models. 

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.2 introduces an overview of the 

LE&CPISe-GSI system. Section 6.3 presents an analysis and design of the system. 

Section 6.4 presents the implementation of a prototype. Section 6.5 presents a case 
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study with multiple scenarios to validate the framework and models. Finally, Section 

6.6 concludes the chapter. 

6.2 OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The objectives of the LE&CPISe-GSI system are to improve access to e-government 

services, to increase citizen satisfaction, to assist citizens in setting their privacy 

preferences and to protect the personal information of citizens. In order to achieve 

this goal, the developed prototype of the LE&CPISe-GSI system involves four 

process workflows (i) describes the developed system architecture model and sub-

models, (ii) describes the analysis and design of the system using Use Case Diagrams 

and Sequence Diagrams, and (iii) evaluates the performance of the models and 

procedures in applied scenarios of the case study. 

The system architecture of the LE&CPISe-GSI is divided into different modules and 

submodules which are intended to provide the required functionality for the other 

modules for the LE&CPISe-GSI system. Figure 3.1 depicts the different modules of 

the system:  

1) A graphical user interface (GUI) module allows humans to interact with the system. 

It involves gathering data from the user such as the user’s privacy preferences, data 

for a life event application or for each service, and access data.  

2) The middleware layer is divided into different modules and submodules, which are 

knowledge-based modules and procedure modules. First, the knowledge-based 

modules based on the ontology model consist of the LEO and CPISO, which are 

presented in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Second, the procedure modules consist of 

the LEM, PM and SM. 

3) The web application for each government ministry is presented in the service layer. 

Each government ministry publishes its services for the execution of services through 

its web application as a web service. In addition, a government ministry can have 

more than one web service. 
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4) The database layer is responsible for storing and accessing the data required by the 

middleware. 

The system is designed to have three types of users participating in the e-government 

service integration. The users are as follows: 

1) E-government Employee User. This user will use the system to assess a life event 

application, to view a life event application for research, to view a life event 

application to complete another life event application, etc. 

2) Citizen User. This user is defined as an applicant and he or she can view a list of 

life events and can select a life event to apply to or to get more information about. In 

addition, the user provides the inputs required to complete the life event application, 

to get the results of a life event, or to apply to external services to get information. 

3) Parental User. This user is a parent of an applicant who is using the system to view 

a life event application. 

6.3 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM 
This process identifies the scope of the system using use cases and actors. Those use 

cases and actors specify anything that is inside or outside the system. The outcome of 

this step is a use case diagram description, which illustrates the use case diagram for 

the “Applicant” role,  “Employee” role, “External employee” role, “Parental” role and 

“System” role. 

1) Use case diagram for “Applicant” role 

As shown in Figure 6-1, the “Applicant” role has eleven use cases which are as 

follows: sign up use case, sign in use case, view life event information, apply for life 

event, complete a life event application, edit life event application, cancel life event 

application, view life event application, set privacy policy preference, view 

assessment result and sign out. These use cases are defined in Tables 6-1,  6-2,  6-3,  

6-4,  6-5,  6-7,  6-8,  6-9,  6-10 and  6-11, respectively.  
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Figure 6-1 Applicant use case diagram 

 
Table 6-1Sign up use case 

Use case Sign up 
Description An applicant signs up to the system 
Actors  Applicant (can be employee or parental) 
Assumptions The applicant should not be logged in 
Steps  1. Applicant clicks on Sign up. 

2. System displays the sign up type options (e.g. employee or 
citizen etc.). 

3. Applicant choose its type for sign up 
4. IF applicant selects type as “Citizen” 

THEN  
4.1 System displays the citizen sign up form. 
ELSE IF applicant selects type as “Employee” 
THEN  
4.2 System displays the employee sign up form along with sub 
roles options as “researcher” or “assessor”. 
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ELSE IF applicant selects type as “Parental” 
4.3. System displays the parental sign up form 
4.4 Applicant provides the child relationship by providing the 
child (or children’s) user ids. 

5. Applicant submits the sign up form. 
6. IF all information is correct 

THEN 
6.1 System displays the appropriate message on the screen. 
ELSE 
6.2 System indicates error 

7. Applicant can try again 
Variations  IF Applicant choses to cancel in between THEN the sign up is 

cancelled and applicant is redirected to login screen. 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-2Sign in use case 
Use case Sign in 
Description An applicant signs in to the system 
Actors  Applicant (can be parental) 
Assumptions The applicant should not be logged in 
Steps  1. Applicant enters his/her username and password 

2. System verifies applicant identity. 
3. If username and password are correct 

THEN  
3.0. System checks authorization and/or privacy policy for 
logged in user. 
3.1. Applicant accesses citizen/parental/employee screen 
 ELSE 
3.2. System indicates an error to the 

citizen/parent/employee 
3.3. Citizen/parent can try again 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-3View life event information 
Use case View life event information 
Description An applicant views details about a Life Event 
Actors  Applicant  
Assumptions N/A 
Steps  1. Applicant accesses home page of system 

2. Applicant views the list of all life events 
3. Applicant selects an life event to view more information about 

life event 
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4. System extracts life event’s details from LEO. 
5. System shows the Life Event description 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-4Apply for life event 
Use case Apply for Life event 
Description An applicant applies for a given Life Event 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions The applicant should be logged into the system 

Applicant should not have already applied for that Life Event 
Steps  1. Applicant accesses citizen screen 

2. Applicant selects a Life Event 
3. System retrieves service descriptions related to the selected 

Life Event from LEO. 
4. System collects requirements for each service 
5. System displays application form for each service 
6. Applicant fills in the application form for each service 
7. Applicant submits the form of each service’s input. 
8. System retrieves applicant’s personal information from 

external service. 
9. System displays personal information 
10. If the applicant agrees with the information 

THEN 
10.1. Applicant moves to another service 
ELSE 
10.2. System collects information about service provider 

from LEO 
11. System displays service provider note. 
12. If Applicant do not chose to set his/her privacy policy 

preference at application moment 
THEN 
12.1. System applies default privacy policy settings 

13. IF applicant cancels the form before submitting 
THEN 
13.1. System cancels Life event application 
ELSE 
13.2. System saves application 
13.3. System saves privacy policy settings 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
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Table 6-5 Complete a life event application 
Use case Complete a Life Event application extends Apply for a Life Event 
Description An applicant completes an application draft 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions Deals with the assumption that an application cannot be saved for later 
Steps  #4 if the applicant choses to save the application for later Then the 

system saves the application as draft 
Variations  N/A  
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-6 Edit life event application 
Use case Edit Life event application 
Description An applicant edits a given Life Event application 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions The applicant should be logged into the system 

Application should be created but not yet ready to assess 
Steps  1. Applicant accesses citizen screen 

2. Applicant views all draft Life Event applications 
3. Applicant selects the application draft to edit 
4. Repeat 

4.1. If the application detail is editable (not external) 
THEN 

4.1.1. Applicant edits detail 
              ELSE 

4.1.2. Applicant shows information provider’s note 
5. IF applicant cancels the form before submitting 

THEN 
5.1.1.1. Edition is cancelled 
ELSE 
5.1.1.2. Edition is saved 

6. System applies changes 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-7 Cancel life event application 
Use case Cancel Life Event application 
Description Applicant cancels a draft Life Event application 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions The applicant should be logged into the system 

Application should not be ready to assessment 
Steps  1. Applicant accesses citizen screen 

2. Applicant views the list of all applications 
3. Applicant selects an application to cancel 
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4. If application status is created 
THEN 
4.1. Applicant can cancel application 
ELSE 
4.2. Applicant cannot cancel application 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-8 View life event application 
Use case View Life Event application 
Description An applicant views a Life Event application 
Actors  Applicant  
Assumptions The applicant should be logged into the system 
Steps  1. Applicant accesses citizen screen 

2. Applicant views the list of all applications 
3. Applicant selects an application to view 
4. System displays the application details (ID, status and possible 

actions) 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-9 Set privacy policy preference 
Use case Set privacy policy preference 
Description Applicant sets his/her information privacy policy 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions The applicant should be logged into the system 
Steps  1. Applicant accesses citizen screen 

2. Applicant accesses privacy preference setting page 
3. system extracts all life event 
4. Applicant selects a life event from CPISO 
5. System extracts all citizen personal data item types (CPIT) 

related to the selected Life Event from CPISO 
6. REPEAT 

6.1. Applicant selects a CPDIG 
6.2. System extracts all data item related to the selected life 

event and related to the selected CPDIG from CPISO 
6.3. System displays default sensitivity level (or selected 

level) from database 
6.4. Applicant selects view privacy policy 
6.5. system extracts privacy policy to applicant from CPISO 
6.6. Applicant changes default sensitivity level 
6.7. Applicant submit changes to database 

7. System applies changes 
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Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-10 View assessment result 
Use case View assessment result extends View Life event application 
Description Deals with the assumption that the application result is not available 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions The applicant should be logged into the system  

The result should be available based on the application assessed. 
Steps  1. IF the application assessment result is assessed 

THEN  
1.1. Applicant can view result. 
1.2. System displays the result. 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 

 
Table 6-11 Sign out 

Use case Sign out 
Description Applicant signs out from the system 
Actors  Applicant 
Assumptions Applicant should be logged in 
Steps  1. Applicant clicks on “Sign Out” link available at top right. 

2. System removes the current user session. 
3. User is redirected to login screen. 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 

 

ii) Use case diagram for “Employee” role 

As shown in Figure 6-2, “Employee” role has three use cases which are: view life 

event, assess application and submit assessment result. These use cases are defined in 

Tables  6-12,  6-13 and   6-14, respectively.  
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Figure 6-2 Employee use case diagram 

 
Table 6-12 View life event 

Use case View Life event-Employee 
Description An employee views a Life Event description 
Actors  Employee (can be researcher/assessor)  
Assumptions N/A 
Steps  1. Employee accesses employee screen 

2. IF Employee role is Assessor 
THEN 
2.1 Employee can see only those Life event applications whose 
status is “ready for assessment”. 
ELSE IF Employee role Researcher 
THEN 
2.2 Employee can see only those Life event applications whose 
status is “assessed”. 
ELSE  
2.3 Employee can see all applications except those statuses are 
“created”. 

3. Employee selects a Life Event to view 
4. System shows the Life Event description 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
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Table 6-13 Assess application 
Use case Complete application Assessment 
Description An employee (as assessor) assess a given Life Event application 
Actors  Employee (as assessor) 
Assumptions Application should be completed and confirmed 
Steps  1. Employee accesses employee screen 

2. Employee views all “ready to assess” Life Event applications 
3. Employee selects an application to assess. 
4. System checks sensitivity level and privacy policy of applicant 
5. System will show applicant data fields based on sensitivity 

level privacy policy set by applicant (or default). 
6. Employee starts assessment for selected application 
7. IF employee choose to cancel in between  

THEN  
7.1. Application status will not be changed  
7.2. Employee is redirected to employee screen 

8. ELSE IF Employee saves work 
THEN 
8.1. System saves the status of the application (in 

assessment) 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-14 Submit assessment result 
Use case Submit assessment result extends Assess application 
Description Deals with the assumption that an assessment is ongoing 
Actors  Employee (assessor) 
Assumptions Assessment should be ended 
Steps  1. Assessor accesses employee screen 

2. Assessor views all Life Event applications 
3. Assessor selects the application concerned with the result. 
4. System will show applicant data fields based on sensitivity 

level privacy policy set by applicant (or default). 
5. IF employee choose to cancel in between  

THEN  
5.1. Application status will not be changed  
5.2. Employee is redirected to employee screen. 

6. ELSE IF Assessor submits assessment result 
THEN 
6.1. System saves result 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
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iii) Use case diagram for “External employee” role 

As shown in Figure 6-3, “External employee” role has one use case which is view life 

event application. This use case is defined in Table 6-15.  

 

 
Figure 6-3 External employee use case diagram 

 
Table 6-15 View life event application 

Use case View Life Event application 
Description An employee (from external service provider) views a Life Event 

application 
Actors  External employee 
Assumptions The employee should be logged into the system 
Steps  1. External employee accesses employee screen 

2. System checks the authorization policy for external employee. 
3. External employee views the list of all applications  
4. External employee selects an application to view 
5. System displays the application details (ID, status and possible 

actions) 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 
iv) Use case diagram for “Parental” role 

As shown in Figure 6-4, “Parental” role has two use cases which are view child life 

event application and view assessment result. These use cases are defined in Tables 6-

16 and  6-17, respectively.  
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Figure 6-4 Parental use case diagram 

 
Table 6-16 View child life event application 

Use case View child Life Event application 
Description A parental views a child Life Event application 
Actors  Parental 
Assumptions Parental should be logged into the system 
Steps  1. Parental accesses parental screen 

2. System checks the authorization policy for parental. 
3. Applicant views the list of all child applications 
4. Applicant selects an application to view 
5. System displays the application details (ID, status and possible 

actions) 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-17 View assessment result 
Use case View assessment result extends View Life event application 
Description Deals with the assumption that the application result is not available 
Actors  Parental 
Assumptions Parental should be logged into the system  

The result should be available 
Steps  #4 if the application assessment result is available Then the result will 

be displayed 
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Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 
v) Use case diagram for user role “System” 

As shown in Figure 6-5, “System” role has four use cases which are: apply default 

privacy policy settings, user authentication, verify user authorization and perform 

logging. These use cases are defined in Tables 6-18, 6-19, 6-20 and 6-21, respectively.  

 
Figure 6-5 System use case diagram 

 
Table 6-18 Apply default privacy policy settings 

Use case Apply default privacy policy settings 
Description System applies default settings at registration of a user (citizen, 

parental) 
Actors  System 
Assumptions System connection should be available 
Steps  System applies default sensitivity levels and corresponding privacy 

policy during registration (Sign up use case as shown in Table 6-2) 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
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Table 6-19 User authentication 
Use case User Authentication 
Description System authenticates the user  
Actors  System 
Assumptions System connection should be available 
Steps  1. System checks IF the user ID is available in system user store. 

2. IF Step 1 success 
THEN 
2.1. System checks if the password provided is matched 

with actual password 
2.2. IF password matches 

THEN 
2.2.1. System identifies the user role and returns 

SUCCESS 
ELSE 
2.2.2. System returns appropriate error message and 

redirects to login page. 
ELSE 
2.3. System returns appropriate error message and redirects 

to login page. 
Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
 

Table 6-20 Verify user authorization 
Use case Verify user authorization 
Description System verifies user permissions (during authorization) 
Actors  System 
Assumptions System connection should be available 
Steps  1. System checks page access policy based on logged in user’s 

role.  
2. IF the role based access policy allows to view the requested 

page 
THEN 
User is authorized to view the page 
ELSE 
User is not authorized to view the page. 

3. System checks privacy policy for data fields based on 
sensitivity level set by user itself or the default settings. 

4. System displays information according to the user privacy 
policy 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 
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Table 6-21 Perform logging 

Use case Perform logging 
Description System logs errors, exceptions likely occur during system execution 
Actors  System 
Assumptions System connection should be available 
Steps  1. System detects errors 

2. System displays appropriate error messages to users 
3. System logs errors in log files as per logging configurations 

Variations  N/A 
Issues  N/A 

 

During the LE&CPISe-GSI system analysis, the interactions between the involved 

actors and sub-systems of LE&CPISe-GSI are illustrated using Sequence Diagrams. 

Moreover, a number of Sequence Diagrams have to be developed to understand how 

data is processed through the system, and how it represents the information that sub-

systems of LE&CPISe-GSI hold and exchange. As shown in the Appendix (6-A), 

more Sequence Diagrams must be developed illustrating the components in the 

LE&CPISe-GSI system, the connections between them, and the processes that will 

run on each one.   

6.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROTOTYPE 
This step involves implementing the LE&CPISe-GSI prototype with the information 

collected from Sections 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. It is difficult to use government resources 

such as the databases of particular ministry. Therefore, we have designed a simulation 

system to verify our framework and our models. For this purpose, the LE&CPISe-

GSI prototype is implemented in Eclipse using the Eclipse user interfaces, databases, 

and web services components. The set-up of the platform of the experiment includes: 

1) Design web services. 

The following services are generated by the Java programming language using the 

integrated development environment "Eclipse." For this step, we have designed nine 

web services as follows: 

First Web Service: Check Personal Information for the Scholarships Service 
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Second Web Service: Check Personal Information for the Hafiz Service 

Third Web Service: Check Mark Service  

Fourth Web Service: Check Job Status Service 

Fifth Web Service: Check Commercial Activity Service 

Sixth Web Service: Check an Employee in the Private Sector Service 

Seventh Web Service: Check among the Records of the Beneficiaries of Public 

Pension Agency Service 

Eighth Web Service: Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of the Agency 

Services Ministry for Social Welfare and the Family Service 

Ninth Web Service: Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the Applicant from the 

Directorate General of Passports Service 

2) Design databases: 

We have used MySQLdb to design databases connected to web services. These 

databases store details about the citizen that are related to the particular ministry’s 

service. For this step, we have designed eight databases including: Ministry of Civil 

Affairs Database, National Centre For Assessment in Higher Education Database, 

Ministry Of Civil Service Database, Ministry of Commerce and Industry Database, 

Ministry of Labour Database, Public Pension Agency Database, Ministry of Social 

Affairs Database, and Directorate General of Passports Database. 

We have also designed other databases to support our framework. These include (i) 

User Database, which stores the user’s account within the system, (ii) Citizen Privacy 

Preference, which stores the citizen’s privacy preferences, and (iii) Life Event 

Application, which stores the citizen’s life event application. 

3) Generate WSDL from those previous web services and deploy services on axis2 as 

WSDL to get URL. 

We have published and deployed nine services on axis2 as WSDL. They are: 

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/PersonalInformationDateService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/PrivateSectorService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/CommercialActivityService?wsdl  
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http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/JobStatusService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/DirectoratePassportsService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/CheckMarkService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/SocialWelfareService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/PensionAgencyService?wsdl  

http://localhost:8089/axis2/services/PersonalInformationService?wsdl 

4) Use OWL-S to describe each service 

We have added semantics to the web service automatically by using the 

WSDL2OWLS API and OWLS API 3.0. The outputs of this step are: 

First Semantic Web Service: Check Personal Information for Scholarships 

Service.owl 

Second Semantic Web Service: Check Mark Service.owl 

Third Semantic Web Service: Check Job Status Service.owl 

Fourth Semantic Web Service: Check Commercial Activity Service.owl 

Fifth Semantic Web Service: Check an Employee in the Private Sector Service.owl 

Sixth Semantic Web Service: Check among the Records of the Beneficiaries of Public 

Pension Agency Service.owl 

Seventh Semantic Web Service: Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of 

Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare and the Family Service.owl 

Eighth Semantic Web Service: Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the Applicant 

from the Directorate General of Passports Service.owl 

5) Design LEO – LEM – SM – CPISO – PM 

LEO and CPISO are proposed and implemented using Protégé 3.4.7 and ontology 

language as presented in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. LEM, SM and PM are 

proposed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively and these are implemented using the Java 

programming language. 
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6.5 VALIDATION OF LE&CPISE-GSI 

FRAMEWORK USING PROTOTYPE AND 

SCENARIOS  
This research uses Saudi Arabia as a case study  to verify the implemented 

LE&CPISe-GSI prototype. In other words, we offer two examples of life events: the 

Saudi Arabia King Abdullah scholarship program (SAKASP) and the Hafiz Program 

to evaluate and validate the outcome of the research (more details about these life 

events in Section 3.4). Based on this section, the life events must integrate multiple 

services from different ministries. However, the life events use citizen personal 

information data items (CPIDI) to complete the application for apply life event. In 

these examples, different CPIDIs are used by the SAKASP LE application and the 

Hafiz LE application. This means that there are different CPIDIs when citizens apply 

for the life events (SAKASP LE or Hafiz LE) and different sensitivity level options 

for each CPIDI. These levels range from a low level (when the applicant is not very 

concerned about the privacy of his or her personal information) to a high level (when 

the applicant is a very conservative person who sets the sensitivity levels at the high 

end). For example, when applicant A needs to apply to the SAKASP LE, the 

application can include various levels of sensitivity: a low level when applicant A is 

not very concerned about the privacy of some CPIDIs (such as gender), a moderate 

level when applicant A is moderately conservative with some CPIDIs (such as date of 

birth), and a high level when applicant A is very conservative with some CPIDIs 

(such as Social Security number). 

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed LE&CPISe-GSI system, we have used 

simulated examples of web services and an application client to present different 

scenarios demonstrating how the LE&CPISe-GSI prototype works and validating the 

framework and models. This has enabled us to check whether the system 

automatically integrates multiple services to complete the application for an apply life 

event, to check whether the system provides information about life events, to check 
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whether the system provides an opportunity for the applicant to set his or her privacy 

preference, and to check whether the system grants the ability to protect citizen 

privacy preferences in the Saudi government. 

First scenario to validate “Sign up / Sign in” functions, “Viewing information about 

life events” function, “Applying for a life event” function and “Viewing and setting 

up privacy preferences” function:  

Catherine is a student and needs to view information about SAKASP LE, to apply for 

SAKASP LE, and to set her privacy preference.  

Validation of “Sign up / Sign in” functions: 

In the beginning, she can access the home page of our system as shown in Figure 6-6. 

If she does not have an account in the system, she can sign up for one and the system 

will save the user account in a database after she submits this information. 
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Figure 6-6 System Home Page 
 
If she has an account, she can directly sign into the system and the system will check 

her access. It then either permits Catherine to access the resource “Citizen screen” as 

shown in Figure 6-7 because her role is “Citizen” and her username and password are 

correct or it denies her access if her username and password are not correct. 
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Figure 6-7 Snapshot of citizen screen 

 
Validation of “Viewing information about life events” function: 

When Catherine needs more information about SAKASP LE, the system displays this 

information as shown in Figure 6-8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-8 SAKASP information interface 
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Validation of “Applying for a life event” function: 

When Catherine needs to apply for SAKASP LE, the system collects details about 

services from LEO in order to complete the SAKASP LE application and begins a 

process that includes the following processes: 

Process 1: the system collects personal information from Catherine as shown in 

Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10.  

Process 2: System pushes first service to applicant. Then, Catherine inputs the details 

to complete the first service for applying for SAKASP LE as shown in Figure 6-11. 

Process 3: the system consumes Catherine’s details to retrieve personal information 

about Catherine from external ministries (external service providers) and displays this 

personal information to Catherine as shown in Figure 6-12. If she does not agree with 

this personal information, the system will display information about the ministry 

provider as shown in Figure 6-13. If she agrees with this personal information, the 

system will move to the second service. The system will repeat processes 2 and 3 

until all services related to the SAKASP application are complete as shown in 

Appendix (6-B). 

Process 4: she can submit the SAKASP LE application as shown in Figure 6-14 and 

the system will store the application details in the SAKASP application database. 
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Figure 6-9 The first form to collect personal information for the SAKASP Life Event 
Application (Process 1) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6-10The second form to collect personal information for the SAKASP life event 

application (Process 2) 
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Figure 6-11 Inputs of the check mark service (Process 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6-12 Outputs of the check mark service (Process 3) 
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Figure 6-13 Information about the ministry (Process 3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-14 Submit SAKASP application form (Process 4) 
 
Catherine can also see available details about the LE application such as actions and 

the application's status. In Figure 6-15, she can view the results if she has submitted 

the life event application such as the SAKASP application and she can complete the 

life event application if she has also created the life event application but she cannot 

yet submit the Hafiz application. 

Validation of “Viewing and setting up privacy preferences” functions: 

When Catherine needs to set her privacy preferences for her data items by using the 

SAKASP life event application, she presses “Privacy Preference Setting” as shown in 

Figure 6-15 to access the privacy preference settings, as shown in Figure 6-16. 
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Figure 6-15 Citizen screen interface after application is submitted 
 

She can select a life event as shown in Figure 6-16 and can select the CPIT used by 

the selected life event as shown in Figure 6-17. Next, the system will display all 

CPIDIs related to the selected life event and the selected CPIT as shown in Figure 6-

18. In addition, the default or selected sensitivity level for each CPIDI saved in the 

citizen’s personal information database will display. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-16 Privacy Preference Setting (2) 
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Figure 6-17 Privacy Preference Setting (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-18 Privacy Preference Setting (4) 
 
When Catherine presses the “Check Privacy Info” button, the system presents privacy 

policy information in a new Modal window, as shown in Figure 6-19.  
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Figure 6-19 Privacy preference setting (5) 
 
In addition, when Catherine needs to change the sensitivity level for her CPIDI, the 

system will list all levels available for the selected CPIDI, as shown in Figure 6-20. 

Next, Catherine can click on the “Save” button to update the privacy preferences 

related to the life event and CPIDI. Finally, the system saves the sensitivity level to 

the citizen_privacy_preference table in the citizen_privacy_preference_database 

(MySQL db). The system returns a success message and a new update displays as 

shown in Figure 6-21. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-20 Privacy preference setting (6) 
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Figure: Privacy Preference Setting (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6-21 Privacy preference setting (7) 
 
Second scenario to validate “Grant protection citizen’s personal information based on 

their privacy preference” function: 

In this scenario, we need to check whether employees can access the life event 

application to view the SAKASP application for research purposes. 

Peter is an employee researcher and is responsible for viewing the SAKASP 

application only. He needs to access the “Employee Screen” for research purposes, as 

shown in Figure 6-22.  
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Figure 6-22 Snapshot of employee screen for research purposes 
 
The system permits Peter to access the resource “Employee Screen” because his role 

“Employee Researcher” and his username and password are correct and his location 

is “sakasp-research-centre”. The system also allows Peter to use the “View” action. 

When he needs to view the SAKASP application of Catherine “Applicant-0O-0-50-

47-Catherine2013-38” for research purposes, the system checks whether or not 

Catherine’s personal information can be disclosed based on the privacy policy level 

she has defined for each data field, as shown in Figure 6-23. If the system does not 

allow Peter to view a data field, the system will show text as “----.” 
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Figure 6-23 View SAKASP application for research purposes 
 
According to Catherine’s privacy preference for her first name (as a CPIDI), Peter 

cannot view her first name because first name is part of  birth info (including full 

name) type (as a CPIT-2) and it has four levels, as shown in Table 5-6. In addition, 

Catherine has selected Level 4 for first name and the privacy policy for this level does 

not allow the disclosure of the data item for research purposes. 

On the other hand, when Peter needs to assess the Hafiz application of Stephen 

“Applicant-0V-0-50-76-Stephen2013-9,” the system checks whether or not Stephen’s 

personal information can be disclosed based on the privacy policy level defined by 

Stephen for each data field. The system does not allow Peter to view Stephen’s Hafiz 

application because he is allowed to access and view the SAKASP application only 

and his location is “sakasp-research-provider.” As shown in Figure 6-24, the system 

does not allow Peter to view data field in the application and he sees the text as “----“. 
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Figure 6-24 View the Hafiz application for research purposes 
 
Finally, the system has performed main functions associated with LE&CPISeGSI 

framework such as “Sign up / Sign in” functions, “Viewing information about life 

events” function, “Applying for a life event” function, “Viewing and setting up 

privacy preferences” functions and grant protection citizen personal information 
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function. As a result of the display of the test execution of the prototype and the 

presentation of the results of execution when running scenarios through the 

implementation of the prototype, the proposed framework and proposed models 

appear to be  suitable for e-government service integration and privacy protection. 

6.6 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the concrete results have been the development of a LE&CPISe-GSI 

prototype. We have presented an overview of the framework's models. We have also 

used use cases and sequence diagrams to understand how data is processed through 

the system and to identify the scope of the system and interactions between models in 

the framework. This prototype has been implemented in  Saudi Arabia as a case for 

the prototype development. Finally, we have evaluated the prototype by using 

scenarios of a case study. 
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CHAPTER 7                                

 CONCLUSIONS AND 

FUTURE WORK 

This chapter draws conclusions from the research presented in this thesis and presents 

some future research directions. The chapter is presented in two sections. 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This research is motivated by addressing the challenges in working to increase the 

accessibility of e-government services as identified in Chapter 1. These challenges 

include the integration of services and the privacy afforded in e-government G2C 

services. This research makes the following primary contributions to overcome the 

issue of integrated services, increase citizens’ confidence in using integrated e-

government G2C services, and  increase the accessibility of e-government services: 

The development of a new Life Event-based and Citizen Personal Information 

Sensitivity-based e-Government Service Integration (LE&CPISe-GSI) framework, 

including (i) an ontology-based citizen life-event model, and (ii) a novel citizen 

personal information sensitivity model with privacy preferences taken into account. 

The proposed framework provides a solution to integrating e-government services, in 

particular technical interoperability and privacy issues. The proposed framework aims 

to handle most of the limitations of e-government service integration related to the 

life event approach to: increase citizen satisfaction, assist citizens in setting their 

privacy preferences, and grant protection of citizens’ personal information. 
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This thesis has developed an ontology-based citizen life-event model (called LEO), a 

methodology to build the model and procedures to use the model (called LEM and 

SM). These are designed to support integrated services from different web 

applications in the context of e-government. This model has been applied to a specific 

e-government, that is, the Saudi e-government, and two examples of life events in the 

Saudi e-government domain (the Saudi Arabia King Abdullah Scholarship Program 

and the Hafiz Program). Moreover, the proposed methodology to design effective 

LEO supports domain experts in modelling any life event. The methodology can 

facilitate designing more and more life events. These procedures the appropriate 

infrastructure have been proposed to invoke LEO and services related to workflow at 

run time. Moreover, the comparison between web semantic service approaches is 

presented to select an appropriate approach to this thesis. 

This thesis has developed a novel citizen personal information sensitivity model with 

privacy preferences taken into account to grant the protection of citizens’ personal 

information based on privacy policy and to support citizens in creating their 

preferences for privacy protection in the context of e-government G2C service 

integration. In particular, a citizen personal information set has been defined to collect 

citizens’ personal information details e.g. passport number and types of citizen 

personal information to classify of data items as a type such as Identity information, a 

set of sensitivity levels and privacy policies with specific sensitivity levels for each 

data item have been developed. Also, the model has been developed by using the 

ontology technique (called CPISO) and procedures (called PM) have been developed 

to consume CPISO to manage privacy preferences and extend the XACML’s 

framework to grant protection to citizens’ personal information. In addition, the 

comparison between privacy policy languages has been presented to select the 

appropriate privacy language for this work. 

A prototype of LE&CPISe-GSI has been developed to verify the framework and 

models. In this prototype, use cases and sequence diagrams have been developed to 

understand how data is processed through the system and to identify the scope of the 
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system and interactions between models in the framework. We have evaluated the 

prototype by using scenarios of Saudi Arabia as a case study for the prototype 

development. 

In this section, a comparative analysis has been presented to validate the effectiveness 

of the proposed LE&CPISe-GSI's solution in terms of the proposed framework for e-

government service integration, proposed life event as ontology, proposed 

methodology to design life event model as ontology, and proposed privacy model’s 

ability to deal with the protection of citizens’ personal information. This has been 

done through the implementation of SWS infrastructure and the creation of a 

prototype as proof of the framework and models. The comparative analyses have 

been identified and presented in Tables 7-1 and 7-2, respectively. Based on the 

literature review in Chapter 2, Sanati and Lu (2008) and Gugliotta et al. (2005a) have 

suggested life event ontology and the semantic web service as solutions to support e-

government service integration. Table 7-1 presents the comparison between the 

proposed LE&CPISe-GSI system and these existing solutions. The comparisons show 

that the LE&CPISe-GSI solution is the best solution in terms of proposed 

methodology to design a life event model as ontology and a privacy model to deal 

with the protection of citizens’ personal information, implemented SWS 

infrastructure and created a prototype as proof of framework and models. In Sanati 

and Lu (2008) and Gugliotta et al. (2005a), implemented an SWS infrastructure  but 

the implementation of the execution of services based on the SWS infrastructure was 

not presented through examples or scenarios. In addition, the solutions did not take 

into account privacy issues. Moreover, the completely implemented  prototype with 

its case study and scenarios did not verify the proposed framework and models in 

Sanati and Lu (2008) and Gugliotta et al. (2005a). In LE&CPISe-GSI's solution, the 

examples and implemented SWS infrastructure were presented in section 4.7.1 and 

privacy issues were considered. In addition, the prototype and case study/scenarios 

were created in Chapter 6. 
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Table 7-1 Comparison between e-government service integration solutions 

 

Table 7-2 shows the comparison between the proposed CPISO and PM models in our 

system and the existing solutions regarding privacy issues such as the privacy 

ontology for an e-commerce project (Hecker, Dillon & Chang 2008) and P3P project 

(Cranor et al. 2002). According to Table 7-2, it is worth noting that the privacy model 

(including the CPISO and PM models) in LE&CPISe-GSI's solution is better than the 

privacy ontology for the e-commerce project and the P3P project in terms of its 

ability to overcome the privacy issues in e-government service integration, grant users 

control of their privacy preferences, enforce privacy policy aspects (such as 

obligation and consent), and grant the protection of citizens’ personal information 

based on user privacy preferences. The privacy ontology for the e-commerce project 

and P3P project complies with the limitations common to many privacy policies and 

does not guarantee protecting users’ personal information based on their privacy 

preferences. 

 

 

 

 

Solutions Framework 

LE 
model 
as 
ontology 

Methodology 
to design LE 
as ontology Privacy 

model 
Infrastructure 
for SWS 

Prototype 
and case 
study 

LE&CPISe-
GSI's 
solution 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Sanati and 
Lu (2008) 

Yes Yes No No Yes Limit 

Gugliotta et 
al. (2005a) 

Yes Yes No No Limit Limit 
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Table 7-2 Comparison between privacy solutions 

7.2 FUTURE STUDY 
Although this study has achieved its objectives and has achieved some successes in 

tackling the issues related to integrated services in the context of e-government and 

the protection of citizens’ personal information, there is still more research worth 

conducting in future studies. The following three directions can be considered  for 

future research in this area: 

Enhancement of semantic web service discovery  

According to Section 4.6.1, the presentation of SWS approaches shows that it is likely 

that there will be further progress towards developing semantic discovery procedures. 

Those procedures are heavyweight tasks in approaches of SWS classical ontologies 

such as OWL-S or WSMO. The scalability problem with semantic discovery 

procedures can be seen when a larger number of services becomes available. Future 

work should focus on improving and optimizing those procedures using lightweight 

semantic technologies to overcome the scalability problem on semantic discovery 

procedures and to enhance the discovery procedures’ performance. 

 

Solutions 

Privacy 
supporting e-
government 
service integration 

Chance to 
control 
privacy 
preference  

Enforcing 
privacy 
policy 
aspects 

Grant the 
protection 

CPISO and PM 
in  LE&CPISe-
GSI's solution 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

(Hecker, Dillon 
& Chang 2008) 

No Yes  Limit No 

P3P (Cranor et al. 
2002) 

No Yes Limit No 
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Enhancement of the privacy preference setting 

The privacy preference setting can be improved with a small amount of effort from 

the citizens when they need to set their privacy preference in e-government 

applications. In order to improve the privacy preference setting, visible data, low 

effort from whom, and high accuracy need to be addressed. 

Enhancement of the management of citizens’ personal information when this 

information is released to an external service provider 

The future work should define a methodology to define privacy policy for an external 

service provider and to improve the management infrastructure to improve the 

protection of citizens’ personal information.  

Extended implementation of 'LE&CPISeGSI' system  

We plan to further extend the ‘LE&CPISeGSI’ system to include more of the life 

events. The system will be able to cover relevant life events for citizens in Saudi 

Arabia. Moreover, we will consider deploying the implemented system in Saudi 

Arabia in real applications because the LE&CPISeGSI system is designed to promote 

"e-government service integration and privacy protection" in Saudi Arabia. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 4-A: CLOSURE AXIOM OF CLASSES 
 

 
Closure axiom of service class 

 

 
Closure axiom of provider class 

 

 
Closure axiom of output class 
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Closure axiom of life event class 
 

 
Closure axiom of rule class 

 
 

 
Closure axiom of input class 

 
 

 
 

Closure axiom of event step class 
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APPENDIX 4-B: OBJECT PROPERTIES TABLE 
 
 

Object Property Name Domain 
Concept 

Source 
Cardinality 

Target 
Concept 

Consistof Life event Minimum 1 EventStep 

LifeEventisgovernedby Life event Minimum 1 Rule 

LifeEventisprovidedby Life event exactly one Provider 

Outputisgovernedby Output Minimum 1 Rule 

offersService Provider Minimum 0 Service 

issuesRule Provider Minimum 0 Rule 

offersLifeEvent Provider Minimum 0 LifeEvent 
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APPENDIX 4-C: DATATYPE PROPERTIES 

TABLE 
 
Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Value 
Type Cardinality 

“hasServicedescrip
tion” 
 

It presents a short 
description of the 
service that gives the 
citizen a general sense 
of what the service is. 

Service String exactly 
one 

"hasWSDLURL" It is used by owl-s api to 
know the address of 
service and invoke the 
web service. 

Service URL exactly 
one 

“hascost” It includes the price of 
service. 

Service Any exactly 
one 

“hasService_ID” It is a unique numeric 
or alphanumeric code 
that includes a service 
identifier, which is 
specific to a service 

Service 
 

String exactly 
one 

"hasProvidername
" 

It presents title for 
Provider that can issue 
and prepare related 
documents for the 
service or life event and 
be responsible for the 
service or life event. 

Provider String exactly 
one 

"hascontactinform
ation" 

It means information to 
enable a citizen at a 
place of Provider to be 
contacted and includes 
Provider telephone 
number, Provider 
address, Provider’s 
email and Provider’s fax 
number. 

Provider String exactly 
one 

“hashomepageURL
” 

It includes a provider's 
Website address. It is 
what lets the system 

Provider URL exactly 
one 
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Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Value 
Type Cardinality 

locate the provider 
online. 

“hasprivacypolicy
URL” 

It includes a provider's 
Website address to 
publish the provider’s 
privacy policy using a 
URL. 

Provider URL exactly 
one 

“hasProvider_ID” It is a unique numeric 
or alphanumeric code 
that includes a provider 
identifier, which is 
specific to a provider. 

Provider String exactly 
one 

“hasLifeEventdesc
ription” 

It presents a short 
description of the life 
event that gives the 
citizen a general sense 
of what the life event is. 

LifeEvent String exactly 
one 

“hastitle” It includes the name of 
life event 

LifeEvent String exactly 
one 

“hasLifeEvent_ID” It is a unique numeric 
or alphanumeric code 
that includes a life event 
identifier, which is 
specific to a life event. 

LifeEvent String exactly 
one 

“hasInputvalue” It includes the input 
parameters used by 
services. 

Input Any exactly 
one 

“hasOutputvalue” It include the output 
parameters which 
present the decision of 
the Service Provider 
regarding the service. 

Output Any exactly 
one 

“hasstatements” It includes life event’s 
rule and service’s rule. 
These rules implement 
the input of service and 
output of service. 

Rule String Minimum 
1 

“hasRule_ID” It is a unique numeric 
or alphanumeric code 
that includes a rule 
identifier, which is 

Rule 
 

String 
 

Exactly 
one 
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Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Value 
Type Cardinality 

specific to a rule. 

hasEventStepOrde
r_ID 

It is a unique numeric 
or alphanumeric code 
that includes a life event 
identifier, which is 
specific to a life event. 

EventStep String Exactly 
one 

hasEventStepDesc
ription 

It presents a short 
description of the event 
step that gives the 
applicant a general 
sense of what the Event 
step is. 

EventStep String Exactly 
one 

hasEventStep_befo
re 

It is used to define the 
event step before this 
step if there is an event 
step. 

EventStep String Minimum 
0 
 

hasEventStep_afte
r 

It is used to define the 
event step after this 
step if there is an event 
step. 

EventStep String Minimum 
0 

hasEventStep_stat
us 

It contains a description 
of the event step status 
such as completed or 
not completed. 

EventStep String 
comple
ted or 
not 
comple
ted 

Exactly 
one 
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APPENDIX 4-D: COLLECTION OF LIFE EVENT FOR CASE STUDY 
Life Event’s 
ID 

Life Event 
Name 

Consists of 
Service Life Event Description Title Life Event 

provider 
Apply 
SAKASP_1 

Apply 
SAKASP 

Check Job Status 
step_1 
 
Check Mark step_2 
 
Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships 
step_3 

King Abdullah Foreign Scholarship 
Program provides the means to s to 
pursue studies that lead to degrees 
(bachelors, masters and doctorate) and 
medical fellowships. Academic disciplines 
and scholarships are selected on the 
needs of government ministries, national 
corporations and the private sector. This 
selection aims to fulfill the requirements 
of work markets across the kingdom in 
regions, universities and industrial cities. 
The Program is commissioned with 
qualifying Saudi youth to take an active 
role in development in all fields in 
government and private sectors. Mission: 
To actively develop and qualify Saudi 
human resources for the purposes of: 1. 
Becoming world-competitive in the work 
market and academic research, 2. 
Achieving a high caliber base in Saudi 
universities, and the public and private 
sectors.  
Apply SAKASP uses these services: Check 
Job Status Service, Check Mark Service 
and Check Personal Information for 
Scholarships Service.  
 

Saudi 
Arabia King 
Abdullah 
Scholarship 
Program 

Ministry of 
Higher 
Education 
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Life Event’s 
ID 

Life Event 
Name 

Consists of 
Service Life Event Description Title Life Event 

provider 
Apply hafiz_2 Apply hafiz Check Job Status 

step_4 
Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Step_5 
 
Check Commercial 
Activity step_6 
 
Check an 
Employee in the 
Private Sector 
Step_7 
 
Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency step_8 
 
Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services 
Ministry for Social 
Welfare and the 
Family step_9 
 
Check Latest Entry 
to Saudi Arabia for 
the Applicant from 
Directorate 

Hafiz is a national program to help job 
seekers. The Hafiz program gives financial 
aid to job seekers who conform to the 
criteria. The Ministry of Labour is 
responsible to complete the reception and 
registration of applications to support 
researchers working in Saudi Arabia. 
Apply Hafiz uses these services: Check Job 
Status Service, Check Personal 
Information for Hafiz Service, Check 
Commercial Activity Service, Check an 
Employee in the Private Sector Service, 
Check among the Records of Beneficiaries 
of Public Pension Agency Service, Check 
among the Records of Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services Ministry for Social 
Welfare and the Family Service and Check 
Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the 
citizen from the Directorate General of 
Passports Service 

Hafiz Ministry of 
Labour 
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Life Event’s 
ID 

Life Event 
Name 

Consists of 
Service Life Event Description Title Life Event 

provider 
General of 
Passports step_10 

APPENDIX 4-E: COLLECTION OF SERVICE FOR CASE STUDY 
Service’s ID Service’s Name Description 
Check Job Status 
Service_1 

Check Job Status 
Service 

Job status service is used to retrieve citizen’s job 
status from Ministry Of Civil Service's database. 

Check Mark 
Service_2 

Check Mark 
Service 

Mark assessment service is used to retrieve 
citizen’s mark from National Centre For 
Assessment in Higher Education. 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships 
Service_3 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships 
Service 

Personal Information service is used to retrieve 
citizen’s personal information (Lastname – citizen 
ID) from Ministry of Civil Affairs's database. 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service_4 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service 

Personal Information service is used to retrieve 
citizen’s personal information (First name - Last 
name Date of birth - Job Name) from Ministry of 
Civil Affairs's database. 

Check 
Commercial 
Activity Service_5 

Check 
Commercial 
Activity Service 

Check Commercial Activity Service is used to 
verify whether citizen owns a commercial activity 
or not. 

Check an 
Employee in the 
Private Sector 
Service_6 

Check an 
Employee in the 
Private Sector 
Service 

Check an Employee in the Private Sector Service is 
used to verify if citizen is an employee in the 
private sector. 
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Service’s ID Service’s Name Description 
Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service_7  

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service  

Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension Agency Service is used to verify if 
citizen is entitled to a pension. 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services 
Ministry for Social 
Welfare and the 
Family Service_8 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services 
Ministry for 
Social Welfare 
and the Family 
Service 

Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare and 
the Family Service is used to verify if citizen is 
among the records of beneficiaries of Agency 
Services Ministry for Social Welfare and the 
Family. 

Check Latest 
Entry to Saudi 
Arabia for the 
citizen from 
Directorate 
General of 
Passports 
Service_9 

Check Latest 
Entry to Saudi 
Arabia for the 
citizen from 
Directorate 
General of 
Passports 
Service 

Check latest entry to Saudi Arabia for the 
applicant from Directorate General of Passports 
service is used to verify if citizen has resided in 
the Kingdom for a period of not less than 10 
months during the twelve months preceding the 
filing of the application. 
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APPENDIX 4-F: COLLECTION OF LIFE EVENT’S PROVIDER FOR CASE 

STUDY 

Life Event’s ID 
Government 
Agency 
ProviderID 

Contact 
Information Web URL Povider’s name Privacy Policy 

URL 
Apply SAKASP_1 Ministry Of Higher 

Education_1 
info@mohe.gov.s
a  

http://www.moh
e.gov.sa  

Ministry Of 
Higher Education 

http://www.moh
e.gov.sa/privacyp
olicy 

Apply Hafiz_2 Ministry of Labour_2 info@mol.gov.sa http://portal.mol
.gov.sa/Sites/def
ault.aspx  

Ministry of 
Labour 

http://portal.mol
.gov.sa/privacypo
licy 

APPENDIX 4-G: COLLECTION OF SERVICE’S PROVIDER FOR CASE 

STUDY 

Service’s ID 
Government 
Agency 
ProviderID 

Contact 
Information Web URL Povider’s name WSDLURL Privacy Policy 

URL 
Check Job Status 
Service_1 

Ministry Of Civil 
Service_1 

mcswebmaster@
mcs.gov.sa 

http://www.mcs.
gov.sa/pages/def
ault.aspx 

Ministry Of Civil 
Service 

http://www.mcs.
gov.sa 
/services/Ministr
y?wsdl 

http://www.mcs.
gov.sa/privacypo
licy  

Check Mark 
Service_2 
 

National Centre For 
Assessment in 
Higher Education_2 

faq@qiyas.org  http://www.qeya
s.com/Qiyas/info
/Default.aspx  

National Centre 
For Assessment 
in Higher 
Education 

http://www.qeya
s.com 
/services/Nation
alCentre?wsdl 

http://www.qeya
s.com/privacypol
icy 

Check Personal 
Information for 

Ministry of Civil 
Affairs_3 

mcswebmaster@
moi.gov.sa 

http://www.moi.
gov.sa/wps/port

Ministry of Civil 
Affairs 

http://www.moi.
gov.sa/services/

http://www.moi.
gov.sa/wps/port
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Service’s ID 
Government 
Agency 
ProviderID 

Contact 
Information Web URL Povider’s name WSDLURL Privacy Policy 

URL 
scholarship 
Service_3 

al/civilaffairs/ PersonalInformat
ionService?wsdl  

al/civilaffairs/pri
vacypolicy 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service_4 
 
Check Commercial 
Activity Service_5  

Ministry of 
Commerce and 
Industry_4 
 

info@mci.gov.sa  
 

http://www.mci.
gov.sa/  
 

Ministry of 
Commerce and 
Industry 
 

http://www.mci.
gov.sa/services/
CommerceandInd
ustry?wsdl  
 
 

http://www.mci.
gov.sa/privacypo
licy  
 

Check an Employee 
in the Private Sector 
Service_6 

Ministry of Labour_2 
 

info@mol.gov.sa 
 

http://portal.mol
.gov.sa/Sites/def
ault.aspx  
 

Ministry of 
Labour  

http://portal.mol
.gov.sa 
/services/Labour
?wsdl  

http://portal.mol
.gov.sa/privacypo
licy  

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service_7  

Public Pension 
Agency_5 
 

info@pension.go
v.sa 

http://www.pens
ion.gov.sa/Pages
/default.aspx 
 

Public Pension 
Agency 
 
 

http://www.pens
ion.gov.sa/servic
es/PublicPension
?wsdl  
 

http://www.pens
ion.gov.sa/privac
ypolicy  

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services 
Ministry for Social 
Welfare and the 
Family Service_8 

The Ministry of 
Social Affairs_6 
 

info@mosa-
d.gov.sa  

http://www.mos
a.gov.sa/  
 

The Ministry of 
Social Affairs 
  

http://www.pens
ion.gov.sa/Social
Affairs?wsdl  
 

http://www.mos
a.gov.sa/privacyp
olicy  

Check Latest Entry 
to Saudi Arabia for 
the Applicant from 

Directorate General 
of Passports_7 

info@gdp.gov.sa http://www.gdp.
gov.sa/ 

Directorate 
General of 
Passports 

http://www.pens
ion.gov.sa/Passp
ort?wsdl  

http://www.gdp.
gov.sa/privacypo
licy  
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Service’s ID 
Government 
Agency 
ProviderID 

Contact 
Information Web URL Povider’s name WSDLURL Privacy Policy 

URL 
Directorate General 
of Passports 
Service_9 

APPENDIX 4-H: COLLECTION OF RULE OF LIFE EVENT FOR CASE 

STUDY 
Life Event’s ID Life Event 

Provider’s ID Service’s ID Rule_ID Rule of Output 
Apply SAKASP_1 Ministry of Higher 

Education_1 
Check Job Status 
Service_1 

Apply SAKASP for 
Check Job Status 
Service Rule 

The citizen hasn't 
job 

Check Mark Service_2 Apply SAKASP for 
Check Mark 
Service Rule 

The output is up 
85 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships 
Service_3 

Apply SAKASP for 
Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarship 
Service Rule 

The output likes 
his/her 
application. 

Apply Hafiz_2 Ministry of Labour_2 
 

Check Job Status 
Service_1 

Apply hafiz for 
Check Job Status 
Service Rule 

Applicant should 
not be an 
employee in 
government 
agency 

Check Personal 
Information for Hafiz 
Service_4 

Apply hafiz for 
Check Personal 
Information for 

Applicant should 
not be a student 
or trainee in any 
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Life Event’s ID Life Event 
Provider’s ID Service’s ID Rule_ID Rule of Output 

Hafiz Service 
Rule 

stage of 
education or 
training 

Check Commercial 
Activity Service_5 

Apply hafiz for 
Check 
Commercial 
Activity Service 
Rule 

Applicant should 
not have a 
commercial 
activity (such as 
an ownership 
Foundation) or 
obtain a license 
to practice any 
commercial, 
industrial or 
agricultural 
service, or 
profession. or the 
presence of non-
Saudis to ensure 
Advanced except 
parents and 
spouse, children 
and girls) 

Check an Employee in 
the Private Sector 
Service_6  

Apply hafiz for 
Check an 
Employee in the 
Private Sector 
Service Rule 

Applicant should 
not be an 
employee in the 
private sector 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of Public 
Pension Agency 
Service_7 

Apply hafiz for 
Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 

Applicant should 
not be entitled to 
a pension 
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Life Event’s ID Life Event 
Provider’s ID Service’s ID Rule_ID Rule of Output 

Agency Service 
Rule 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services 
Ministry for Social 
Welfare and the 
Family Service_8 

Apply hafiz for 
Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services 
Ministry for 
Social Welfare 
and the Family 
Service Rule 

Applicant should 
not be among the 
records of 
beneficiaries of 
the Agency 
Services Ministry 
for Social Welfare 
and the Family 
 

Check Latest Entry to 
Saudi Arabia for the 
Applicant from 
Directorate General of 
Passports Service_9 

Apply hafiz for 
Check Latest 
Entry to Saudi 
Arabia for the 
Applicant from 
Directorate 
General of 
Passports Service 
Rule 

Applicant should 
be residing in the 
Kingdom for a 
period of not less 
than 10 months 
during the twelve 
month preceding 
the filing of the 
application 
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APPENDIX 4-I: COLLECTION OF SERVICE’S INPUTS AND SERVICE’S 

OUTPUTS FOR CASE STUDY 
Service_ID  Input’s ID Input Output’s ID Output 
Check Job Status 
Service_1 

Check Job Status 
Service Citizen ID 

To achieve this 
service, citizen should 
entre his/her citizen 
ID. 

Check Job Status 
Service Result 

Job Status's result 
retrieves from 
Ministry Of Civil 
Service. Also, the 
output is the 
citizen’s job 
status which is to 
have a job or not 
have a job. 

Check Mark 
Service_2 
 

Check Mark Service 
Citizen ID  

To achieve this 
service, citizen should 
entre his/her citizen 
ID. 

Check Mark 
Service Result 

Mark 
Assessment's 
result retrieves 
from National 
Centre For 
Assessment in 
Higher Education. 
Also, the output 
is the citizen’s 
mark which is 
between 0 and 
100. 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships 
Service_3 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships Service 
Citizen ID 

To achieve this 
service, citizen should 
entre his/her Citizen 
ID. 

Check Personal 
Information 
Citizen ID for 
Scholarships 
Service Result  

Personal 
Information's 
result retrieves 
from Ministry of 
Civil Affairs. Also, 
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Service_ID  Input’s ID Input Output’s ID Output 
Check Personal 
Information Last 
Name for 
Scholarships 
Service Result 

the output is the 
citizen’s personal 
information 
(Lastname – 
CitizenID). 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service_4 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service Citizen 
ID 

 The input should be 
citizen ID. 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service 
Date of Birth 
Result  
 

Applicant should 
not be a student 
or trainee in any 
stage of 
education or 
training 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service 
First Name Result  
Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service Job 
Name Result  
 
Check Personal 
Information for 
Hafiz Service Last 
Name Result 

Check Commercial 
Activity Service_5 

Check Commercial 
Activity Service 
Citizen ID 

The inputs should be 
Citizen ID and 
password. 

Check 
Commercial 
Activity Service 
Citizen Business 
Record Result  
Check Job Status 
Service Result 

Applicant should 
not have a 
commercial 
activity (such as 
ownership 
Foundation or to 
obtain a license 
place to practice 
any commercial, 

Check Commercial 
Activity Service 
Citizen Password 
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Service_ID  Input’s ID Input Output’s ID Output 
industrial or 
agricultural or 
service, 
professional, or 
the presence of 
non-Saudis to 
ensure Advanced 
except parents 
and spouse, 
children and 
girls) 

Check an Employee 
in the Private Sector 
Service_6  

Check an Employee 
in the Private Sector 
Service Citizen ID  

 The inputs should be 
Citizen ID and 
password. 

Check an 
Employee in the 
Private Sector 
Service Citizen 
Job Record Result 

Applicant should 
not be an 
employee in the 
private sector Check an Employee 

in the Private Sector 
Service Citizen 
Password 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service_7 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service 
Citizen ID  

The inputs should be 
Citizen ID and 
password. 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service 
Citizen Records 
Number Result 

Applicant should 
not be entitled to 
a pension 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension 
Agency Service 
Citizen Password 
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APPENDIX 4-J: COLLECTION OF SERVICE’S COST FOR CASE STUDY 
Service_ID Cost 
Check Job Status Service_1 Free 

Check Mark Service_2 
 

Free 

Check Personal Information for Scholarships Service_3 Free 

Check Personal Information for Hafiz Service_4 Free 

Check Commercial Activity Service_5 Free 

Check an Employee in the Private Sector Service_6  Free 

Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of Public 
Pension Agency Service_7 

Free 

Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of Agency 
Services Ministry for Social Welfare and the Family 
Service_8 

Free 

Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the Applicant 
from Directorate General of Passports Service_9 

Free 
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APPENDIX 4-K: COLLECTION OF EVENT STEP FOR CASE STUDY 
Event Step’s ID Event Step’s description Event Step’s 

before 
Event Step’s 
after 

Check Job Status step_1 This step uses  Check Job 
Status Service (service) to 
apply SAKASP (life event) 

None None 

Check Mark step_2 
 

This step uses  Check Mark 
Service (service) to apply 
SAKASP (life event) 

None None 

Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships step_3 

This step uses  Check 
Personal Information for 
Scholarships Service (service) 
to apply SAKASP (life event) 

None None 

Check Job Status step_4 This step uses  Check Job 
Status Service (service) to 
apply Hafiz (life event) 

None None 

Check Personal 
Information for Hafiz 
Step_5 

This step uses  Check 
Personal Information for Hafiz 
Service (service) to apply Hafiz 
(life event) 

None None 

Check Commercial 
Activity step_6 

This step uses  Check 
Commercial Activity Service 
(service) to apply Hafiz (life 
event) 

None None 

Check an Employee in 
the Private Sector 
Step_7 

This step uses  Check an 
Employee in the Private Sector 
Service (service) to apply Hafiz 
(life event) 

None None 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of Public 

This step uses  Check among 
the Records of Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension Agency Service 

None None 
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Event Step’s ID Event Step’s description Event Step’s 
before 

Event Step’s 
after 

Pension Agency step_8 (service) to apply Hafiz (life 
event) 

Check among the 
Records of 
Beneficiaries of Agency 
Services Ministry for 
Social Welfare and the 
Family step_9 

This step uses  Check among 
the Records of Beneficiaries of 
Agency Services Ministry for 
Social Welfare and the Family 
Service (service) to apply Hafiz 
(life event) 

None None 

Check Latest Entry to 
Saudi Arabia for the 
Applicant from 
Directorate General of 
Passports step_10 

This step uses  Check Latest 
Entry to Saudi Arabia for the 
Applicant from Directorate 
General of Passports Service 
(service) to apply Hafiz (life 
event) 

None None 
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APPENDIX 4-L: INSTANCES OF EACH CONCEPT BASED CASE STUDY 
 

Class Instance 
LifeEvent Apply SAKASP_1 - Apply hafiz_2 

Service  Check Job Status Service_1 - Check Mark Service_2 - Check 
Personal Information for Scholarships Service_3 - Check 
Personal Information for Hafiz Service_4 - Check Commercial 
Activity Service_5 - Check an Employee in the Private Sector 
Service_6 - Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of Public 
Pension Agency Service_7 - Check among the Records of 
Beneficiaries of Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare and 
the Family Service_8 - Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the 
Applicant from Directorate General of Passports Service_9 

Provider Ministry of Higher Education_1 - Ministry of Labour_2 - Ministry 
Of Civil Service_1 - National Centre For Assessment in Higher 
Education_2 - Ministry of Civil Affairs_3 - Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry_4 - Public Pension Agency_5 - The Ministry of 
Social Affairs_6 - Directorate General of Passports_7 

Input Check Commercial Activity Service Citizen ID – Check 
Commercial Activity Service Citizen Password – Check Job 
Status Service Citizen ID – Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia 
for the Applicant from Directorate General of Passports Service 
Citizen ID – Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the Applicant 
from Directorate General of Passports Service Citizen Password 
– Check Mark Service Citizen ID – Check Personal Information 
for Hafiz Service Citizen ID – Check Personal Information for 
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Class Instance 
Scholarships Service Citizen ID – Check among the Records of 
Beneficiaries of Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare and 
the Family Service Citizen ID – Check among the Records of 
Beneficiaries of Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare and 
the Family Service Citizen Password – Check among the Records 
of Beneficiaries of Public Pension Agency Service Citizen ID – 
Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of Public Pension 
Agency Service Citizen Password – Check an Employee in the 
Private Sector Service Citizen ID – Check an Employee in the 
Private Sector Service Citizen Password 

Output Check Commercial Activity Service Citizen Business Record 
Result - Check Job Status Service Result - Check Latest Entry to 
Saudi Arabia for the Applicant from Directorate General of 
Passports Service Citizen Still Outside Saudi Arabia or Not 
Result - Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the Applicant 
from Directorate General of Passports Service Date of Citizen's 
Return to Saudi Arabia From Foreign Countries Result – Check 
Mark Service Result - Check Personal Information Citizen ID for 
Scholarships Service Result - Check Personal Information Last 
Name for Scholarships Service Result - Check Personal 
Information for Hafiz Service Date of Birth Result - Check 
Personal Information for Hafiz Service First Name Result - 
Check Personal Information for Hafiz Service Job Name Result - 
Check Personal Information for Hafiz Service Last Name Result - 
Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of Agency Services 
Ministry for Social Welfare and the Family Service Citizen 
Record Number Result - Check among the Records of 
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Class Instance 
Beneficiaries of Public Pension Agency Service Citizen Records 
Number Result - Check an Employee in the Private Sector 
Service Citizen Job Record Result 

Rule Apply SAKASP for Check Job Status Service Rule - Apply SAKASP 
for Check Mark Service Rule - Apply SAKASP for Check Personal 
Information for Scholarship Service Rule - Apply hafiz for Check 
Job Status Service Rule - Apply hafiz for Check Personal 
Information for Hafiz Service Rule - Apply hafiz for Check 
Commercial Activity Service Rule - Apply hafiz for Check an 
Employee in the Private Sector Service Rule - Apply hafiz for 
Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of Public Pension 
Agency Service Rule - Apply hafiz for Check among the Records 
of Beneficiaries of Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare 
and the Family Service Rule - Apply hafiz for Check Latest Entry 
to Saudi Arabia for the Applicant from Directorate General of 
Passports Service Rule 

Event 
Step 

Check Job Status step_1 - Check Mark step_2 - Check Personal 
Information for Scholarships step_3 - Check Job Status step_4 - 
Check Personal Information for Hafiz Step_5 - Check 
Commercial Activity step_6 - Check an Employee in the Private 
Sector Step_7 - Check among the Records of Beneficiaries of 
Public Pension Agency step_8 - Check among the Records of 
Beneficiaries of Agency Services Ministry for Social Welfare and 
the Family step_9 - Check Latest Entry to Saudi Arabia for the 
Applicant from Directorate General of Passports step_10 
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APPENDIX 4-M: EXAMPLE ABOUT OBJECT PROPERTY FOR CASE 

STUDY 
Domain Concept Instance Object Property 

Name 
Source 
Cardinality Target Concept Instance 

Life event 
 

Apply SAKASP Consistof Minimum 1 EventStep Check Job 
Status step_1 -  
Check Mark 
step_2 - Check 
Personal 
Information 
for 
Scholarships 
step_3 

LifeEventisgovern
edby 

exactly one Rule Apply SAKASP 
Rule  

LifeEventisprovid
edby 

exactly one Provider Ministry of 
Higher 
Education 

EventStep Check Job Status 
step_1 

consumes  exactly one Service Check Job 
Status Service 

Output Check Job Status 
Service Result 

Outputisgoverned
by 

Minimum 1 Rule Apply SAKASP 
for Check Job 
Status Service 
Rule 

Provider 
 

Ministry Of Civil 
Service 

offersService Minimum 0 Service Check Job 
Status 
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Domain Concept Instance Object Property 
Name 

Source 
Cardinality Target Concept Instance 

Service_1 

issuesRule Minimum 0 Rule -------------------
------ 

offersLifeEvent Minimum 0 LifeEvent -------------------
------ 

Service 
 

Check Job Status 
Service 

hasInput Minimum 1 Input Check Job 
Status Service 
Citizen ID  

producesOutput Minimum 1 Output Check Job 
Status Service 
Result 

hasCost exactly one Cost Check Job 
Status Service 
Cost 

Serviceisgoverned
by 

exactly one Rule Apply SAKASP 
for Check Job 
Status Service 
Rule 

Serviceisprovided
by 

exactly one Provider Ministry Of 
Civil Service_1 

Rule Apply SAKASP 
Rule 
Check Job Status 
Service Rule 

appliesonOutput Minimum 0 Output Check Job 
Status Service 
Result 
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APPENDIX 4-N: EXAMPLE ABOUT DATATYPE PROPERTY FOR CASE 

STUDY 
Datatype 
Property Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Concept 
instance 

Value 
Type Cardinality Value 

“hasServicedescr
iption”  
 

It presents a short 
description of the service 
that gives the citizen a 
general sense of what the 
service is. 

Service Check Job 
Status 
Service_1 

String exactly one Job status service is used to 
retrieve citizen’s job status 
from Ministry Of Civil 
Service's database. 

"hasWSDLURL" It is used by owl-s api to 
know the address of 
service and invoke web 
service.  

Service Check Job 
Status 
Service_1 

URL exactly one http://localhost:8092/axis2
/services/Ministry?wsdl 

“hascost” It includes the price of 
service. 

Service Check Job 
Status 
Service_1 

 Any exactly one Free 

“hasService_ID” It is a unique numeric or 
alphanumeric code that 
includes a service 
identifier, which is 
specific to a service. 

Service Check Job 
Status 
Service_1 

String exactly one Check Job Status Service_1 

"hasProviderna
me"  

It presents title for 
Provider that can issue 
and prepare related 
documents for service or 
life event and be 

Provider Ministry Of 
Civil 
Service_1 

String exactly one Ministry Of Civil Service 
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Datatype 
Property Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Concept 
instance 

Value 
Type Cardinality Value 

responsible for the 
service or life event. It 
has cardinality of exactly 
one value of this 
property.   

"hascontactinfor
mation"  

It means information to 
enable an citizen at a 
place of Provider to be 
contacted and includes 
Provider telephone 
number, Provider 
address, Provider’s email 
and Provider’s fax 
number. 

Provider Ministry Of 
Civil 
Service_1 

String exactly one Email: 
mcswebmaster@mcs.gov.sa 

“hashomepageU
RL”   

It includes a provider's 
Website address. It is 
what lets the system 
locate the provider 
online.  

Provider Ministry Of 
Civil 
Service_1 

URL exactly one http://www.mcs.gov.sa/pag
es/default.aspx 

“hasprivacypolic
yURL”   

It includes a provider's 
Website address to 
publish the provider’s 
privacy policy using a 
URL. It is used by owl-s 
api to know the address 
of service and invoke the 
web service. 

Provider Ministry Of 
Civil 
Service_1 

URL exactly one http://www.mcs.gov.sa/pag
es/privacypolicy 
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Datatype 
Property Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Concept 
instance 

Value 
Type Cardinality Value 

“hasProvider_ID
” 

It is a unique numeric or 
alphanumeric code that 
includes a provider 
identifier, which is 
specific to a provider. 

Provider Ministry Of 
Civil 
Service_1 

String exactly one Ministry Of Civil Service_1 

“hasLifeEventde
scription”  

It presents a short 
description of the life 
event that gives the 
citizen a general sense of 
what the life event is. 

LifeEvent Apply 
SAKASP_1 

String exactly one King Abdullah Foreign 
Scholarship Program 
provides the means to 
pursue studies that lead to 
degrees (bachelors, masters 
and doctorate) and medical 
fellowships. Academic 
disciplines and scholarships 
are selected on the needs of 
government ministries, 
national corporations and 
the private sector. This 
selection aims to fulfill the 
requirements of work 
markets across the kingdom 
in regions, universities and 
industrial cities. The 
Program is commissioned 
with qualifying Saudi youth 
to take an active role in 
development in all fields in 
government and private 
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Datatype 
Property Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Concept 
instance 

Value 
Type Cardinality Value 

sectors. Mission: To actively 
develop and qualify Saudi 
human resources to: 1. Be 
world-competitive in the 
work market and academic 
research, 2. Achieve a high 
caliber base in Saudi 
universities, public and 
private sectors. 
Apply SAKASP uses these 
services: Check Job Status 
Service, Check Mark Service 
and Check Personal 
Information for 
Scholarships Service. 

“hastitle”  It includes the name of 
life event. 

LifeEvent Apply 
SAKASP_1 

String exactly one Saudi Arabia King Abdullah 
Scholarship Program 

“hasLifeEvent_ID
” 

It is a unique numeric or 
alphanumeric code that 
includes a life event 
identifier, which is 
specific to a life event. 

LifeEvent Apply 
SAKASP_1 

String exactly one Apply SAKASP_1 

“hasInputvalue”  It includes the input 
parameters used by 
services. 

Input Check Job 
status 
Service 
Citizen ID 

Any exactly one 1 
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Datatype 
Property Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Concept 
instance 

Value 
Type Cardinality Value 

“hasOutputvalue
”  

It includes the output 
parameters to present 
the decision of the 
Service Provider 
regarding the service.  

Output Check Job 
Status 
Service 
Result 

Any exactly one hasn't Job 

“hasstatements”  It includes the life event’s 
rule and service’s rule. 
These rules implement 
the input of service and 
output of service. 

Rule Apply 
SAKASP for 
Check Job 
Status 
Service Rule 

String Minimum 1 The citizen hasn't job 

“hasRule_ID” It is a unique numeric or 
alphanumeric code that 
includes a rule identifier, 
which is specific to a rule. 

Rule 
 

Apply 
SAKASP for 
Check Job 
Status 
Service Rule 

String 
 

Exactly one 
 

Apply SAKASP for Check Job 
Status Service Rule 

hasEventStepOr
der_ID 

It is a unique numeric or 
alphanumeric code that 
includes a life event 
identifier, which is 
specific to a life event. 

EventStep Check Job 
Status 
step_1 

String Exactly one Check Job Status step_1 

hasEventStepDe
scription 

It presents a short 
description of the event 
step that gives the 
applicant a general sense 
of what the Event step is. 

EventStep Check Job 
Status 
step_1 

String Exactly one This step uses  Check Job 
Status Service (service) to 
apply SAKASP (life event) 

hasEventStep_be
fore 

It is used to define the 
event step before this 

EventStep Check Job 
Status 

String Minimum 0 
 

None 
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Datatype 
Property Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined 
Concept 

Concept 
instance 

Value 
Type Cardinality Value 

step if there is an event 
step. 

step_1 

hasEventStep_af
ter 

It is used to define the 
event step after this step 
if there is an event step. 

EventStep Check Job 
Status 
step_1 

String Minimum 0 None 

hasEventStep_st
atus 

It contains a description 
of the eevent step status 
such as completed or not 
completed. 

EventStep Check Job 
Status 
step_1 

String 
compl
eted 
or not 
compl
eted 

Exactly one Completed 
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APPENDIX 4-O: SCREENSHOTS OF 

MANCHESTER OWL VALIDATOR REPORT  
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APPENDIX 4-P: SCREENSHOTS OF CLASSES 

CONFIRMED COMPLETENESS 

 
Screenshots of event step class confirmed completeness 

 

 
Screenshots of input class confirmed completeness 

 

 
Screenshots of life event class confirmed completeness 
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Screenshots of output class confirmed completeness 

 

 
Screenshots of proivder class confirmed completeness 

 

 
Screenshots of rule class confirmed completeness 
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Screenshots of service class confirmed completeness 

 

APPENDIX 4-Q: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 1) AS 

QUERY 
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APPENDIX 4-R: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 2) AS 

QUERY 
 

 
 

APPENDIX 4-S: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 3) AS 

QUERY 
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APPENDIX 4-T: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 4) AS 

QUERY 
 

 

APPENDIX 4-U: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 5) AS 

QUERY 
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APPENDIX 4-V: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 6) AS 

QUERY 
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APPENDIX 4-W: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 7) AS 

QUERY 
 

 

APPENDIX 4-X: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 8) AS 

QUERY 
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APPENDIX 4-Y: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 9) AS 

QUERY 
 

 

APPENDIX 4-Z: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQLEO 10) AS 

QUERY 
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APPENDIX 5-A: CLOSURE AXIOM OF 

INDIVIDUAL CLASSES 

 
Closure Axiom of Citizen Personal Information Data Items 

 

 
Closure Axiom of Citizen Personal Information Data types 

 

 
Closure Axiom of Sensitivity Level Based Citizen Personal 

Information Model 
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Closure Axiom of Life Event 

 

  
Closure Axiom of Obligation 

 

 
Closure Axiom of Consent 

 

 
Closure Axiom of Purpose 
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Closure Axiom of Recipient 

 

 
 

Closure Axiom of Retention 
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APPENDIX 5-B: DESCRIPTION OF OBJECT 

PROPERTIES 
Object Property 
Name 

Domain Concept Source Cardinality  Target Concept 

ispartfromCPIT Citizen Personal 
Information Data 
Items 

exactly one Citizen Personal 
Information Types 

usesCPIDI Life Event  Minimum 1 Citizen Personal 
Information Data Items 

includesDataItems Citizen Personal 
Information 
Types 

Minimum 1 Citizen Personal 
Information Data Items 

hasSensitivityLevel
List 

Citizen Personal 
Information 
Types 

Minimum 1 Sensitivity Level Based 
Citizen Personal 
Information Model 

hasPurpose  Sensitivity Level exactly one Purpose 

hasRetention Sensitivity Level exactly one Retention 

hasRecipient  Sensitivity Level exactly one Recipient 

hasObligation Sensitivity Level Minimum 1 Obligation 

hasConsent Sensitivity Level Minimum 1 Consent 
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APPENDIX 5-C: DESCRIPTION OF DATATYPE 

PROPERTIES 
Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined Concept Value Type Cardinalit
y 

“CPIDI_hasID”        
 

It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a citizen personal 
information data 
Item identifier, 
which is specific 
to  a citizen 
personal 
information data.    

Citizen Personal 
Information Data 
Items 

String exactly 
one 

“CPIDI_hasName”    It includes the 
name of citizen 
personal 
information data. 

Citizen Personal 
Information Data 
Items 

String exactly 
one 

LifeEvent_hasID    It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a life event 
identifier, which 
is specific to a life 
event 

Life Event String exactly 
one 

LifeEvent_hasName It includes the 
name of life event 

Life Event String exactly 
one 

“CPIT_hasID” It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a citizen personal 
information type 
identifier, which 
is specific to a 
citizen personal 
information type.    

Citizen Personal 
Information Types 

String exactly 
one 

“CPIT_hasName” It includes the Citizen Personal String exactly 
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Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined Concept Value Type Cardinalit
y 

name of citizen 
personal 
information type. 

Information Types one 

“CPISO_hasID” 
 

It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a sensitivity level 
identifier, which 
is specific to a 
sensitivity level.       

Sensitivity Level String exactly 
one 

"CPISO_hasName" It includes the 
name of 
sensitivity level. 

Sensitivity Level String exactly 
one 

“hasPurID” It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a purpose 
identifier, which 
is specific to a 
purpose. 

Purpose String exactly 
one 

“hasPurName” It includes the 
name of purpose. 

Purpose String exactly 
one 

" 
hasPurDescription" 

It presents a 
short description 
of the purpose 
that gives the 
citizen a general 
sense of what the 
purpose is. 

Purpose String exactly 
one 

" hasReteID" It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a retention 
identifier, which 
is specific to 
retention. 

Retention String exactly 
one 

“hasReteName” It includes the 
name of 

Retention String exactly 
one 
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Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined Concept Value Type Cardinalit
y 

retention.   

“hasReteDescriptio
n” 

It presents a 
short description 
of the retention 
that gives the 
citizen a general 
sense of what the 
retention is. 

Retention String exactly 
one 

“hasRecID” It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a recipient 
identifier, which 
is specific to a 
recipient.                   

Recipient String exactly 
one 

“hasRecName” It includes the 
name of the 
recipient. 

Recipient String exactly 
one 

“hasRecDescription
” 

It presents a 
short description 
of the recipient 
that gives the 
citizen a general 
sense of what the 
recipient is. 

Recipient String exactly 
one 

“hasOID” It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
an obligation 
identifier, which 
is specific to an 
obligation.  

Obligation String exactly 
one 

“hasOName ” It includes the 
name of the 
sensitivity level. 

Obligation String exactly 
one 

“hasODescription” It presents a 
short description 
of the obligation 

Obligation String exactly 
one 
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Datatype Property 
Name 

Datatype Property 
Description 

Defined Concept Value Type Cardinalit
y 

that gives the 
citizen a general 
sense of what the 
obligation is. 

“hasConID” It is a unique 
numeric or 
alphanumeric 
code that includes 
a consent 
identifier, which 
is specific to 
consent.   

Consent String exactly 
one 

“hasConName” It includes the 
name of the 
sensitivity level. 

Consent  String 
 

Exactly 
one 
 

“hasConDescriptio
n” 

It presents a 
short description 
of the consent 
that gives the 
citizen a general 
sense of what the 
consent is. 

Consent String Exactly 
one 
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APPENDIX 5-D: COLLECTION OF CITIZEN 

PERSONAL INFORMATION TYPE FOR 

SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Citizen personal information 
type’s ID    

Citizen personal information type’s 
Name 

CPIT_1 Identity info 

CPIT_2 Birth info (including Full Name) 

CPIT_3 Material Status info (including Gender) 

CPIT_4 Job Info 

CPIT_5 Contact info 

CPIT_6 Financial info 

CPIT_7 Education info 

APPENDIX 5-E: COLLECTION OF CITIZEN 

PERSONAL INFORMATION DATA ITEM FOR 

SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
ID 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
Name 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
ID 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
Name 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
ID 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
Name 

CPIDI_1 
Social 
Security 
number 

CPIDI_9 Marital status CPIDI_17 
Office  
Phone 
Number 

CPIDI_2 Passport 
Number CPIDI_10 Employment 

Status CPIDI_18 Fax Number 
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Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
ID 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
Name 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
ID 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
Name 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
ID 

Citizen 
personal 
information 
data item’s 
Name 

CPIDI_3 
Driver 
License 
Number 

CPIDI_11 Job Position 
Name CPIDI_19 Mobile 

Number 

CPIDI_4 

User 
Account 
(User Name 
and 
Password) 

CPIDI_12 
Job 
Commencing 
date 

CPIDI_20 e-mail 
address 

CPIDI_5 

Full Name 
(First Name 
- Middle 
Name - 
Family 
Name) 

CPIDI_13 Salary 

CPIDI_21 

Bank 
Account 
(Bank 
Account 
Name - Bank 
Account 
Number) 

CPIDI_22 

Credit Card 
(Credit Card 
Number - 
Credit Card 
Holder 
Name - Date 
of Expiry- 
identity 
code) 

CPIDI_6 Date of 
birth CPIDI_14 Job 

Performance CPIDI_23 

Highest 
tertiary 
Education 
Level   

CPIDI_7 Place of 
birth CPIDI_15 

Postal 
Address 
(Street – City 
– State – Zip) 

CPIDI_24 

Institute or 
university of 
this 
education 

CPIDI_8 Gender CPIDI_16 Home Phone 
Number CPIDI_25 

Academic 
result level 
(GPA) for 
this 
education 
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APPENDIX 5-F: COLLECTION OF 

SENSITIVITY LEVEL SET FOR SUPPORT 

CASE STUDY 
Sensitivity level set’s ID Sensitivity 

level set’s 
Name 

SLS_ ID       

SL_Based_Identity_L1 Level 1 SLS_ID_1 
SL_Based_Identity_L2 Level 2 SLS_ID_2 
SL_Based_Identity_L3 Level 3 SLS_ID_3 
SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L1 Level 1 SLS_ID_4 
SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L2 Level 2 SLS_ID_5 
SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L3 Level 3 SLS_ID_6 
SL_Based_Gender_Marital_Status_L4 Level 4 SLS_ID_7 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_1 Level 1 SLS_ID_8 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_2 Level 2 SLS_ID_9 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_3 Level 3 SLS_ID_10 
SL_Based_Full_Name_Birth_Certificate_L4 Level 4 SLS_ID_11 
SL_Based_Job_Information_1 Level 1 SLS_ID_12 
SL_Based_Job_Information_2 Level 2 SLS_ID_13 
SL_Based_Job_Information_3 Level 3 SLS_ID_14 
SL_Based_Job_Information_4 Level 4 SLS_ID_15 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L1 Level 1 SLS_ID_16 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L2 Level 2 SLS_ID_17 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L3 Level 3 SLS_ID_18 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L4 Level 4 SLS_ID_19 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L5 Level 5 SLS_ID_20 
SL_Based_Postal_Address_and_Contact_L6 Level 6 SLS_ID_21 
SL_Based_Financial_Account_L1 Level 1 SLS_ID_22 
SL_Based_Financial_Account_L2 Level 2 SLS_ID_23 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L1 Level 1 SLS_ID_24 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L2 Level 2 SLS_ID_25 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L3 Level 3 SLS_ID_26 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L4 Level 4 SLS_ID_27 
SL_Based_Education_Related_Data_Item_L5 Level 5 SLS_ID_28 
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APPENDIX 5-G: COLLECTION OF LIFE 

EVENT FOR SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Life Event’s ID Life Event Name 
Apply SAKASP_1 Apply SAKASP 
Apply hafiz_2 Apply hafiz 

APPENDIX 5-H: COLLECTION OF 

OBLIGATION FOR SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Obligation’s 
ID 

Obligation’s 
Name 

Obligation’s description 

NoOb 
No 
Obligation 

There is no obligation that this should be 
done by Life event ontology based e-
government service integration system 

DelOb 

Delete after 
use 

Life event ontology based e-government 
service integration system must remove 
target citizen personal information from 
access after use 

NotifOb 

Notification Life event ontology based e-government 
service integration system must send 
notification to citizen after deletion of 
citizen personal information 
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APPENDIX 5-I: COLLECTION OF CONSENT 

FOR SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Consent’s ID Consent’s Name Consent’s description 

NoCon 

No Consent There is not consent that should be 
done by Life event ontology based e-
government service integration 
system 

PareCon 

Disclosure Life 
Event Application 
to Parental Consent 

Parental need to collect citizen 
personal information to update or 
modify  (example Parental 
Consent) 

ResearchCon 

Disclosure Life 
Event Application 
to Research 
Consent 

Another department needs to look 
at citizen personal information for 
specific research such as 
information disclosure to SAKASP 
research center consent 

AnotherLECon 

Disclosure Life 
Event Application 
to Another Life 
Event Provider 
Consent 

Another department needs to look 
to citizen personal information to 
complete another life event 
application such as information 
disclosure to issue financial 
guarantee life event provider 
consent 
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APPENDIX 5-J: COLLECTION OF PURPOSE 

FOR SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Purpose’s ID Purpose’s 

Name 
Purpose’s description 

PurMark 
Marketing  Using citizen personal information (that is 

used by life event application) for marketing 
services and products related to life event. 

PurDeve 

Development 
and Research 

To do research and analysis that uses citizen 
personal information (that is used by the life 
event application) to develop life event 
implementation quality. 

PurPay 

Payment Using citizen personal information (that is 
used by the life event application) for financial 
reasons related to payment for provision of 
life event. 

PurProfile Profile Using citizen personal information to create 
citizen’s profile. 

PurAdmin 

Administration Using citizen personal information to support 
the administration of the life event, for 
instance, to facilitate security-related activities 
(fraud detection and prevention processes). 

PurCitizenReq 
Citizen 
Request 

To do one or more actions on citizen personal 
information (used by the life event 
application) to assess life event application. 

APPENDIX 5-K: COLLECTION OF 

RETENTION FOR SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Retention’s 
ID 

Retention’s 
Name 

Retention’s description 

NoRet 
 

No Retention Citizen personal information (that is used 
by Life event application) is not retained. 

TimeRet 
Retention 
Time 

Citizen personal information (that is used 
by Life event application) is retained only 
during the time period for the retention 
disclosed by the provider. 

IndeRet 
Indefinite 
Retention 

Citizen personal information (that is used 
by Life event application) is retained 
indefinitely. 
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APPENDIX 5-L: COLLECTION OF 

RECIPIENT FOR SUPPORT CASE STUDY 
Recipient’s 
ID 

Recipient’s 
Name 

Recipient’s description 

RecOurs 

Ours The recipient who can access citizen personal 
information (that is used by Life event 
application) only for the completion of the 
activity performed and its privacy policy is 
clear. 

RecUnrelated 

Unrelated The recipient who can access citizen personal 
information (that is used by Life event 
application) for purposes different from the 
completion of the life event’s activity and its 
privacy policy is not clear. 

RecSame 

Same 
Privacy 
Policy 

The recipient who can access citizen personal 
information (that is used by Life event 
application) for purposes different from the 
completion of the life event’s activity and its 
privacy policy is the same as theoriginal life 
event provider 

RecDifferent 

Different 
Privacy 
Policy 

The recipient who can access citizen personal 
information (that is used by the Life event 
application) for purposes different from the 
completion of the life event’s activity and its 
privacy policy is different from the original life 
event provider 
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APPENDIX 5- M: SCREENSHOTS OF 

MANCHESTER OWL VALIDATOR REPORT 

 

APPENDIX 5-N: SCREENSHOTS OF 

CLASSES CONFIRMED COMPLETENESS 

 
Screenshots of citizen personal information type class confirmed completeness 
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Screenshots of citizen personal information data items class confirmed completeness 

 

 
Screenshots of consent class confirmed completeness 

 

 
Screenshots of obligation class confirmed completeness 
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Screenshots of purpose class confirmed completeness 

 

 
 

Screenshots of recipient class confirmed completeness 
 

 
Screenshots of retention class confirmed completeness 
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Screenshots of sensitivty level based citizen personal information class confirmed 

completeness 
 

 
Screenshots of sensitivty level education related data item class confirmed 

completeness 
 

 
Screenshots of sensitivty level based citizen personal information class confirmed 

completeness 
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Screenshots of sensitivty level based ful name and birth certificate class confirmed 

completeness 

 
Screenshots of sensitivty level based gender and maritals status class confirmed 

completeness 
 

 
Screenshots of sensitivty level based citizen indentity class confirmed completeness 
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Screenshots of sensitivty level based job information class confirmed completeness 

 
 

 
Screenshots of sensitivty level based postal address and contact class confirmed 

completeness 
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APPENDIX 5-O: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 1) 

AS QUERY 

 
 

APPENDIX 5-P: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 2) 

AS QUERY 
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APPENDIX 5-Q: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 3) 

AS QUERY 

 
 

APPENDIX 5-R: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 4) 

AS QUERY 
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APPENDIX 5-S: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 5) 

AS QUERY 
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APPENDIX 5-T: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 6) 

AS QUERY 

 
 

APPENDIX 5-U: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 7) 

AS QUERY 
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APPENDIX 5-V: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 8) 

AS QUERY 

 
 

APPENDIX 5-W: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 9) 

AS QUERY 
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APPENDIX 5-X: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 10) 

AS QUERY 

 

APPENDIX 5-Y: SCREENSHOTS OF 

FORMULATED QUESTION (CQCPISO 11) 

AS QUERY 
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APPENDIX 6-A: SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS 
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APPENDIX 6-B: THE PROCESS OF EXECUTING 

SERVICES FOR APPLYING FOR THE SAKASP 

LE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Inputs of the check job status service (Process 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outputs of the check job status service (Process 3) 
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Inputs of the check personal information service (Process 2) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outputs of the check personal information service (Process 3) 
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